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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, AUGUST

Summer Resident Found

4-Year-01d

Boy

Dead

at

Douglas

(Special) — The
body. oL Miss Sarah Saively, 51,

Fatally Injured

Adjourned (or

was taken early

Zeeland Mishap

ZEELAND

(Special)

year-old Bernard

-

Murder Attempt

Nykamp, son

of

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich.
The body of Mils Saively was A former suitor was being
found Tuesday at 7 p.m. by today in connection with an
neighbors at her summer home on
Lake Michigan at Douglas. A coroner’s report showed that she had
been dead for two days after a

and the truck’srear wheels passed heart attack.

over his head.
Miss Saively, whose home was
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water in Chicago, and her invalid mothtermed the fatality accidental er, Mrs. Martha Saively, have
death. Accordingto Vande Water spent many summers at their
and Ottawa County Deputy Clayton Douglas summer home. She is surForry, Bernard was riding on the vived by the mother.
side of a ton and a half dump
truck driven by his cousin, 31year-old Marvin Nykamp, 236
Election
Ottawa St., Zeeland.
Also riding on the truck were
six-year-oldLarry and eight-yearold Roger Nykamp. cousins of the
Set (or Sept.
dead boy, and sons of Arthur of

Chamber

8

route 2, Zeeland.
The truck was loaded with oats
being taken from a field near 56th
Ave., south of M-21, where Bernard's father was combining.Enroute to the barn, the truck passed
through the yard of the nearby
Indian River School.
The truck was in creeper gear
on the downgrade yard leading to
56th Ave. The driver said he heard
the boys rambling around as he
drove over the bumpy yard but
thought they were playing in the
load of oats.
When the truck arrived at the
bam. about a half-mile from the
school.Larry and Roger said that
Bernard had fallen off the truck
back at the school yard.
Marvin jumped into his car and
drove back to the school where he
found the dead youngster. Deputy
Forry said it appears the boy fell
off the truck backwards and dropped between the cab and truck box
under the right dual wheels.
The other two boys were riding
in the center of the load. The fatal
accident occurred about three
blocks from where the dead youngster's father was working in the
field.The boy celebratedhk fourth
birthday last week.
Surviving besides the parents
are one sister, Janice Fay. and the
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. William Van Dyke, route 1, Hudson-

The Chamber of Commerce today placed in the mail
all

members to

ballots for

elect four

new

dir-

-

(Specie!)1

Totaling

h

recktew driving charges and paid
fines and costs totaling*193.90 in
*ark Township Justice Court during the last few weeks.
Paying fines for reckless driving were James Dale Meyer, 201
East 16th St, $44.30; DeUvan
Hoesee, Hudsonville, $29^0; Lawrence Potter, route

Jt, was fined $30.80 after pleading guilty to a drunk and disorderly county while Nelson Daggett,
local hotel address, paid $19.30
after entering a guilty plea to an
assault charge.
Paying speeding fines were Paul
W. Kremers,Holland, $27; Donald
Bruldschart, route 1, $12; Leslie
Piersma, Grand Rapids, $12; Rynard Yonker, Grand Rapids, $12
and excessive noise from muffler,
$8.90; Richard Sundquist, 279 Central Ave., $12; J. Lindsay Miller,
1570 Harding Rd., $12, no operator’s license, $8.90; Harold I.
Dekker, route 4, $12; John V. Pastoor, Grand Rapids, $17; Dwayne
A. Tubergan,100 120th Ave., $17;
Nelson Rlemersma, route 2, Zeeland, $12.
Vernon Boersen, route 3, $7;
CUfford Haff, Jenlson, $7; Preston Petroelje,50 Wert 40th St,

oner.

Described at Meet

Qub

officesin the chapel building.
‘‘If I can’t have you. no one else
can and I’ll kill you," she quoted
A. E. (Ted) Pritchard, teacher
the assailantas saying. Mrs. Sim- in the Rednal Hill Junior School
mons was released after treatment
at Birmingham, England, in Amat Butterworth Hospital.
erica to study the Educational

-

a

*

V>day.

Let Those Trains Toot,
He Doesn't Give a Hoot

Found-

Parties

TwoMorePolio
Cases Reported

kkkek:

Hope

a

Many Pay Fines
Local Court

Speeder Fined

Heft

Victim Finds

$50 by Judge

Bushel

i

hits.

County Picnic Staged

At Grand Haven Camp

i

t

v

Zeeand, $34.-

ectors for the board. Ballots must
be returned to Chamber headquarters at 31 East Eighth St. before 5
p.m. Sept. 8.
Nominations submitted alphabeSystem, addressed the Optimists
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tically by
committee include
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek said at their regular meeting Monday
Bernard Arendshorst, Holland Cot- today that all enforcementagenNoon at the Eten House.
ton Products Co.; John De Wilde,
cies have been alerted to pick up
Baker Furniture Co. ; Bernard Charles Richard Williams who has
Mr. Pritchard said that England
Donnelly, Donnelly-KelleyGlass been identified as the assailantOf is a country of history with many
Co.; Peter Elzinga. contractor; Mrs. Simmons. Vanderbeek said ancient castles still in existence
Gerald Kramer, First National the man would be charged with
and that the Feudal System was
Bank; M. C. Lindeman, Llndeman attempted murder.
gradually
dying out. He said that
Advertising Co.; H. E. Morse. H.
Investigationrevealed that Mrs.
E. Morse Co.; Walter W. Scott, Simmons and Williams have there were several dialects in
*7; John J. DePree, 49 East
superintendent of schools; Henry known each other for about a England and gave different exQiurdi St, Zeeland, *7; John B.
Steffens, Hope College; Neal Steke- year, and Mia. Simmons said amples of expressions.He spoke of
Hollomans, Grand Rapids, $7.
tee, Stcketee-Van Huis Printing; there had been previous assaults the housing situation in England
Frank Van Slooten, route 1,
Hans Suzenaar, Maerose Glass and threats.
—before the war it was said there
Wert OUve, failureto yield right
Products;Percy Taylor, Taylor’s Sheriff Vanderbeek said Mrs. was a house for everyone in Engof way. $12; Richard Lee Vos,
of Holland.
Simmons had called on a prospec- land and they could be bought
Grandville, failure to yield right
The ballot also includes blanks tive customernortheast of Grand for a very low price. No houses
Jakt Borgman (left) gats ready to hoist the last
officials unanimouslyecho ths sam* sentiments
of way, $12; Robert G. Keenan,
for other nominations.
Rapids about 8 pjn. Wednesday were, built during the war and
sack of mall aboard his truck for transportto ths
when they uy, “Itll be a hard record to beat*
Grand Rapids, drinking beer in
Directors now serving are C. C. and when she returned to her car many were destroyed during the
depot Jake Is retiring from the mall hauling Job
Shown with him Is hie son, Dais, who helped his
moving car on public highway,
Andreasen,R. C. Bosch. Charles she found Williams standing there. Blitz causing a severe housing
after 13 years during which he met an average of
father out with the heavy loads In recant years.
*19.30.
shortage.
Lumber
is
very
scarce
Cooper, George Copeland.Henry She hurried to the car but the
six train* a day for 365 days each year. And h*
'James Hep hae taken over the route, effective
CreasweU B. King, 574 West
was never late during that long tlm*. Post office
Geerds, George Good. Clarence man struck her on the righf cheek so the houses being built now are
(Sentinelphoto)
20th St, no operator’slicense, $8.Grevengoed,Harry Harrington, on the way. She rushed to the De- made of brick, concrete and even
90, defective brakes, *8.90; HowClarenceKlaasen,Dr. I. J. Lub- Lite Grille where other cemetery aluminum.
ard Helms, Jr., Ithaca, failure to
Mr. Pritchard spoke on socializbers, H. C. McClihtock, Earl E. employes are in the habit of eat•top In an assured clear distance
ed
medicine
in
England.
Each
ing
at
that
time
of
night.
Price, Henry Ter Haar, James E.
ahead, *12; Dick Haan, HudsonThere she found her employer. family paid $3 per jnonth with the
Townsend, Henry Weyenberg and
villa, allowing an unlicensed minFloyd Snellings,and waited until employer paying a like amount.
C. C. Wood.
or to drive, *24 SO; Wallace. A.
he had finished his lunch before For this they get free medical
Gravea, Grand Rapids, improper
talking with him about Williams. care, ho^itahzatian, and old age
ville.
passing. *12; Ellen V. DeFeyter,
Miss Geraldine Bouwer
She told him she wanted to leave retirement. He said that so many
route 4, failure to observe dear
Grand Rapids immediately for her were applying for glasses and denHis wife and family won’t be a again at 4 :10 a.m.
GRAND HAVEN (Sptdal)
Honored at Shower
distance ahead *12; Gene Gort,
own protection and Snellings told tal work that it became necessary bit surprisedif Jake Borgman rolls Recently the usual routine called
Two more polio cues' were rs- 136 South Centennial Ave„ Zeelher to go to the office at the to make the patient pay half the out of bed one of these mornings
for him to pick up the mall pt 3
Is
Miss Geraldine Bouwer. Sept- cemetery where he would join her. cost of eye glasses and dentures.
Ottiiwa Couitjr and, simple disorderly conduct
at 2 a.m. and hea^jUtaMIt CAO u.m. at the depot and take It to
ember bride-electof Harold Mar*13.90; Charles R. McBaln, Grand
He told of the educational sys- depot.
Vanderbeek said Snellings arthe post office. Then K would be a
tinie, was guest of honor at a
Rapids, riding on convertibleback
rived at the office five or 10 tem. He said the childrenare
But he won’t have to any more. few hours off and back again at
Mi*. Gertrude KMnheM, 42- •eat top, *13.90; Simon R. Hostsurprise miscellaneousshower minutes after Mrs. Simmons’ ar- graded according to their intelli
All
Jake
is
retiringafter
meetihg
all
given Wednesday. -evening by Jto8:30 a.m. for another load.
eiv&aoa Center, nonrnffhr and
rival and found her' Woking bn gence -and placed in separate
| the trains carrying maiPtb T76lHarm Lambers at her home in the grass, the belt of her suit schools. Each student when
And most of the time his truck sd, of 83 East 38th St., was ad- no tail lights, *13.90; Harvey DePeter Baar believes he has Wyoming Park.
land, 365 days a year, for the last was full. During one Christmas
mitted to Blodgett Hospital Wed- Wltt. Grand Rapids, parking on
tightly knotted about her throat. reaches the age of 10 years is
found the owner of the stray carGames were played and dupli- Two women had arrived just be- given an examinationand put in 13 years. He figures he’s met an season rush, he loaded 334 sacks nesday afternoon aa
polio highway, *7; driving with red
rier pigeon that came to rest in cate prizes awarded to Mrs. John
average of from four to six trains of mail and 284 outside parcels be- patient:She had weakness In both lights on front of car, *13.90.
fore Snellings and were attempt- the school of his classification.
his flower box on Aug. 4.
a
day
during
those
4,745
days.
Hossink, Mrs. William Boes, Mrs.
fore breakfast one day.
legs. Her condition was reported
Douglas Gaskin, route 4, opering to aid the woman.
Mr. Pritchard teaches in what is
Baar, who lives at 40 West 18th Alfred Hossink and Mrs. Fred
What makes the feat more re- His sub has been his son, Dale, as fair.
ating motor vehicle without due
Mrs. Simmoas was taken to a called a "Junior School" for childSt., received a letter from a Mus- Oldemulders.
markable is the fact that he has who helped him finish out his last
Louis Walsh, elght-year-oidson caution, *12; Franklin Kamphuis,
hospital and was making a good ren between the ages of 7i and
kegon man this morning that
A two course lunch was served recovery
never
missed a one and further, day Wednesday. Hop takes over of Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh of route 2, entering girl’s tent area
today.
Hi
years which prepare* them
reads as follows:
by the hostess assisted by Mrs.
has never been late.
the route today.
for their examination.
14343 Ironwood Lr. at Marne, was after hours at Holland State Park,
"On Saturday, Aug. 1, I releas- John Bouwer.
He told of the prices of differ- Jake officially retired June 29
admittedto ButterworthHospital *13.90; Kenneth Elzinga, 656 East
Invited were the Mesdames
ed two of my pigeons in Holland
ent articles in England. There when he gave the post office 45
Aug. 6 and his case was diagnosed Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, improper
from the residence of my uncle, George Bouwer, John Bouwer,
as polio Wednesday. His condition passing, *12, excessive noise from
was not too much difference in days notice. New bids for the Job Mrs. Cora M. Johnitou
John
H.
Diekjakobs,
John
SchroBud Baker, at 280 West 23rd St.
clothing and food prices but cigar- of hauling mail from the depot Die* in Grand Rapid*
was reported as good.
muffler,*8.90; Chester Krystiniak,
When we returnedto Muskegon, venwever, George Schrovenwever,
Shariene Weener, three-year- route 4, failure to observe clear
ettes were 50 cents per pack and and Greyhound station were taken
one pigeon had returned but not John Harger, Gerrit Schutten,
gasoline was 60 cents per gallon. and the contract was awarded to
Mrs. Cora M. Johnston, 84, died old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. distance ahead, *12; Avis J. DykFred Oldemulders,William Ny- In
the other.
Haircuts were just 21 cents. There James Hop, 274 Lincoln Ave., who Wednesday noon at the John Hill Howard Weener, route 2, Holland, stra, Grand * Rapids, defective
"I believe from the description boer, A1 Hossink, John Hossink,
was reported in critical condition brakes, *13.90; George J. Morrisis no advertising on radio and has been driving the star truck
given in The Holland Sentinel Alfred Hossink, Gerrit Essenburg, Several trafficcases were pro- televisionbut there is a tax of route between Holland and Grand Convalescent Home in Grand Rap- in Blodgett Hospital where she Is on, Grand Rapids, fail to observe
cessed in Municipal Court the last
Herm
Heertderks,
William
Boes,
(Aug. 8 issue) that the bird which
$3 and $6 per year on these items Rapids twice daily. Hop was the ids, where she had been a patient in a respirator.She was admitted dear distance ahead, *12; Richard
you now have is my missing bird. George Bouws, George Kuiper, few days. Charges and fines fol- to maintain the stations. Income lowest of eight bidders. He will since April of 1952. She was the there Friday morning with proAllen Van Dine, route 1, failure to
We hope to be* in Holland next John Lambers and the Misses low:
taxes averaged about 10 per cent relinquishthe star route.
widow of the late William H. gressive polio and paralysis of observe dear distance ahead, $12.
John
Dwyer.
46.
of
68
West
15th
Glenda
Bouwer,
Roealyn
Bouwer,
week to see you.
of the wages.
both legs. Her father worka at
Jake plans to "take It easy” and Johnston.
Elaine Shekel, 47 East 29th St.,
Grace Lambers, Johanna Lam- St., right of way and speeding,
"If you arc not able to care for
Mrs. Pritchard,the former Mar- work full-time on his other Job
Mrs. Johnston was bom Sept. Eagle Ottawa Leather Oo.
leaving scene of property damage
bers,
Alberdine
Lambers,
Jennie
$22;
Robert
R.
Linn,
Jr., 17, of
the pigeon until I come, please
jorie DuMez, and Jack Fisher which is poundmasterfor Holland 22, 1868 in Hamilton,the daugh- The two new cases brings to accident, $9.30; Ronald Hamlin,
Kuiper and the guest of honor.
1024 South Shore Dr., imprudent
call my uncle, C. P. Baker of. 280
12 the total of cases processed by route 4, improper use of farm
were guests of the Gub.
City and Ottawa County.
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Julius
speed and right of way, $17;
West 23rd St.”
Ottawa county so far this year.
Ralph Maass, president of the
commercial plates, $8.90; Earl
His
familiar truck has carried Smith. She lived in Holland until
George
Reidt,
37, Belmont, speedIt was signed by Jim BovenOptimist Gub conducted the busiKalkman, 632 Lakewood Blvd.,
1915
when
she
moved
to
Fremont.
mail
through all kinds of weather
ing,
$10;
Santo
Rio
Soto,
of
182
kerk, 722 Allen Ave., Muskegon.
ness meeting. Plans for the picnic
parking on highway, $7; Howard
East 17th St., speeding, $5; Tim for the six soft ball teams, the and at all hours during his 13-year She is survivedby two sons,
Baar said this morning that he
Gene Hyma, 537 GraafschapRd.,
Smith, Jr., 17, of 2022 South Shore OptimistJunior Bovw Choir, and stint. He has met trains daily at Glen of Grand Rapids, and Fred
bought some feed for the pigeon
parking in no parking zone, $5;
noon, 3, 5 and 9 p.m., midnight and E. Jones, of Holland; one grandDr.,
imprudent
speed,
$10;
Blodand will keep the bird until Boventhe Optimist Junior Rifle Club
Jack Peterson, Grand Rapids, stop
son, Don L. Jones, Holland; two
gett
Truck
Lines,
Grand
Rapids,
kirk shows up next week. He said
were discussed. The picnic will
sign, $5; Jack De Groot, 125 Cengreat grandsons Roger L. and
double
parking.
$2.
be
held
Sept.
2
at
Tunnel
Park.
the bird is "real tame.”
Tom P. Jones, of Holland, and one
tral Ave., expired license plates.
of
Arthur Senter Laverty, East De- Bernard Donnelly, program chair- Cub* Defeat Tiger*
Norman Schaeffer,30, of Grand
$930, parking on traveled part of
brother,Julius Smith, of Chicago.
troit, disorderly involvingdrinking man, introduced the speaker.
10-1 in C League
200 Attend Sixth Church Rapids, paid $50 for speeding, in beer on highway, $14.70; Patricio
Services will be held Saturday
ZEELAND (Special)-- Trouble highway, *430; Charles E. DobMunicipal Court before Judge
at
2
p.m.
from
the
Dykstra
Funalways
comes in bushels, they bins, Romulus, fishing without licThe VirginiaPark Cubs smashed
Picnic at Zeeland Park
Corneliusvender Meulen earlier Beltran, of 370 West 15th St.,
eral Home. The Rev. John O. sometimes say. and Zeeland High ense, *12.40; J. D. Peters, Atkins,
speeding, $12; Melvin J. Brant, of
the Wild Tigers 10-1 in a C League
last week.
Hagans of the First Methodist School Music Director William B. Ark., parking on traveled part of
172 West 18th St., speeding, $7;
The annual picnic of Sixth Regame Thursday night, outhitting Church
Saturday morning, Archie Pilon
highway, *7; Norman Scheerhorn,
wilK officiateand burial Tower will readily agree.
formed Sunday school held Tues- 42, Dearborn,was fined $24.70 on Sherwin Kamps, 20, Zeeland,
the losers 10-2. at the 19th St.
282 East 12th St, parking in no
will
be
in the Pilgrim Home
Tower,
who
had
his
1950
car
speeding,
$10;
Donald,
Roy
Ford,
day afternoon and evening at a drunk and disorderly charge,
stolen shortly after midnight Fri- parking area, *7. „
Lawrence Ave. Park in Zeeland while Paul Koepke, 61, Holland, 27, St. Clair Shores, speeding, $10;
day, had still anothef mishap
attracted approximately 200 mem- (no permanent address! was sent- Larry W. Zabinski, 34. Chicago,
Fri Tuesday— he sprained his ankle Baldwin Tracker Pay*
bers and friends.
enced to five days in jail for va- assured clear distance, $10; George
while riding the bicycle he is using
W. Furth, Jr., 37, Cleveland,speedWinning prizes for games, ar- grancy.
Jim Vanden Brink had the two
to replace the auto.
Bif Overloading Fine
ranged by Mrs. Coralyn Scholten, Lyle Polack, 37, paid $20, re- ing, $10; Fred Myers, 57, Grand
Tiger
| Win Optimist Tilts
Accordingto Tower, he was laid
Mrs. Henry Dokster and Mrs. ceived three months probation and Rapids, disorderly,$5.
The Cubs’ battery was Fogerty, In the Optimist league softGRAND HAVEN (Special)
up for almost 15 hours and he
Parking fines of $1 each were
James Barkel, were Dpnetta Den was ordered to make restitution
with Allen Teusink and Jim Vande , ball triple-headerWednesday night
Francis Toman, route 1, Baldwi
still
has
to
hobble
around.
Uyl, Ronald Ven Gelderen, Allen for an accident last month when paid by Morgan J. Edgcomb,
Vusse catching.Ron "Johns and on the Pine-Maple Ave. fields
He has a car, however, even If It arrested by WeighmasterSa
De Jonge, Barbara Rozema, Larry his car hit a fire hydrant on North Saugatuck; Percy Thylor, Holland;
Joe Howard pitched for the losers Graafschaptook a 7-0 forfeitwin
is
only temporarily. His insurance Hartwell on July 14 for having 1
Peter
Van
Hesteren.
of
271
West
Steggerda, Sharon Huyzer, Roger River Ave.
with Bob Bosch behind the plate. from Waukazoo, Saugatuck beat
overload on* his truck of 3,8
Cook. Carol Kraai and Marilyn Other fines paid were: Marth- 15th St.; Mrs. R. Roe, Holland;
Six of the Cubs fanned, along with the White Sox, 10-5, and Virginia company obtained one for him so
pounds on the Lake Shore Rd.
he
could
take
a
trip
to
Gladwin
to
Frank
Polinsky.
of
175
East
Eighth
Den Uyl.
10 Tigers.
Park smashed the Giants, 17-2.
ene Kuieck, 22, Grand Rapids,
Grand Haven township, paid $23(
pick
up
his
vacationing
wife.
A basket supper was served at speeding, $10; John Kinney, Jr., St.; Earl Butler, of 15 East 15th
70 fine and *3.90 costs Wednesd:
6 p.m. after which there was a 50, Benton Harbor, speeding. $10; St.; Jasper Nykamp, of 148 West
in JusticeFrederick J. Workmar
29th
St.;
Donald
Tien,
of
668
Cenball game with the young men of Don De Pree, 23, 460 East Eighth
Hearing: to Determino
court
the church defeating married men St., speeding and no driver's lic- tral Ave.; R. Sanford, of 226 West
George Schroeder, 20, route
Settlement of Stock
by a score of 9 to 4. Herm Bek- ense, $10; Ray Gouse, Fennville, 10th St.; Collins D. Weeber, of 203
Grand
Haven, arrested by sta
ker umpired at the bases and speeding, $7; Thelma F. Moffatt, West 12th St.; Charles Holkeboer,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-A police Aug. 1 in Spring Lai
Henry Dokter was behind the 41, Muskegon, failureto keep car of 65 East 21st St.
haring was held before Judge Ray- township on a charge of havir
plate.
under control, $12; Ellison S. BartMore than 100 supervisors, of- tle: Mrs. Haner, nail driving con- mond L. Smith this morning in ths wins in his possession,paid *
Ensign Dele L. Gumser, eon of
On the lemonade committee lett, 26, Grand Rapids, speeding, Officers of Legion Posts
ficers and other county employe* test for women; Jim Vander Beek, estate of Charles Batson, deceas- fine and $430 cost in Justi
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gumser of
were Melvin Hertz and Bbb New- $7. 1
took over the camping grounds at horse shoe throwing lor boy* 12 ed, of Conklin, who died while on Workman’scourt on Wednesda
route
3,
is
returning
to
Ban
house. Mrs. James Barkel was
Ivan Ten Brink, 20, Diamond To Be Installed Tonight
Camp Pottawatomie near Grand years and older.
a fishing trip in Canada May 13, At the time of his arraignment 1
Diego, Calif., after serving a
chairman of the grounds commit- Springs, improper passing,$7; OtInstallationof officersfor both
Haven
Wednesday
for the annual
tour
of
alx
month*
In
Korean
1953. The procedure is brought by first entered the plea of not guilt
Bud
Vander
Beek,
b&B
tossing
tee. The Fidelis class was in to Wahl, 55, of 75 East Ninth St., American Legions Posts, the Wilcounty picnic.
end Japanese waters. Gumser
games for boys six to 12; Susan the co-executors of the estate to and date for trial was set for ne:
charge of the canteen.
speeding, $3; Jose Barajos, Ra- lard G. LeenhoutsPost No. 6 and
Festivitiesbegan at 10:30 am. Storm, ball teasing for girls six determinetitle and ownership to Wednesday afternoon. Edwai
I* the Communications and
venna, failure to obey truck route the Holland Memorial Post No.
and at noon a basket lunch was to 12; Barbara Nieusma, ball toss- the capital stock of the Way land Schmidt his companion,paid $:
Operations Officer aboard tho
sign, $2; Gerrit De Leeuw, 180 188, will take place at a meeting
served inside the building on the ing for older girls; Billy Nieusma, Car and Service Co. a Ford Agen- fine and $535 costs Aug. 8 on
Saturday Is Last Day
U88 L.8.M.422.He is a veteran
West 24th St., parking, $1; Ray- toriight at 6:30 at Legion Memor- of World War II and participagrounds. Lemonade and ice cream foot race for boys; Barbara Nieua- cy in Wayland.
drunk and disorderlycharge.
mond Humbert, 92 West 21st St, ial Park. Installingofficer will be
For Paying Taxes
were served free. Despite the ma, foot race for girts; for boys The purpose of the procedure
ted in tho invasion of Okinawa.
parking, $1.
Alden J. Stoner, newly elected5th
rainy weather in the morning, the six to 12, Boyd Michiele was winHe has served with the Naval
is to determine whether or not
Saturdayis the last day to pay
District committeeman.
sun made its appearance in the ner and Harry Nieusma, Jr., won Batson had ah agreementwith his Famer’s Union Israel
Reserve since 1944. Before resummer taxes without penalty,
Following the installation, memafternoon and turned the large in the race for boys 12 to 16.
turning to service he was gradson, Stanley, concerning purchase Sew- Annul Repeit
City Treasurer Alden J. Stooer re- Dr. Arthur Mulder Die$
bers of the Holland Memorial Post
uated from Western Teacher* camp into a beehive of actidty.
Mre. Gerald Vander Beek, and of the stock and to have title of
Word has ben received here of
minded today.
will be hosts at a hamburger fry.
College In Kalamazoo. Hie
Games for all ages were under Mrs. Richard Machide were win- the stock settled.
The Ottawa County Farroei
So far, Stoner’s office has col- the unexpected death of Dr. Arwife, the former June Kuhlthe supervisionof Harris Nieusma ners in the women’s horse shoe
Federal Credit Union has bee
lected $591,726.44or 69.7 per cent thur G. Mulder, 57, of Wheaton,
man, daughter of William and Eugene Dice. Sheriff Gerald throwingcontest while Fred Den
In operation 1| yean, according t
of the tax levy of $853,799.17. The 111. Death occurred this morning Merchants, Coliseums Win
Kuhlman, I* now residing at
Vander Beek was general chair- Herder and Sheriff Vander Beek Divorce Granted
a semi-annual report recently r
office will remain open until noon in Spring Lake while Dr. Mulder
The Zeeland Merchants defeat341 West 32nd 8t On Aug. 20
man assisted by Miss Ruth Beuke- won the men’s oonteat
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)-A leased by Mre. a J. Kruidhof, <
Saaturday.
was visiting in that area. Dr. Mul- ed Vriesland, 7-2, and Zeeland
Mrs. Gumser, and son, Gerry
ma as vice chairman and Mrs. Many of the group also took ad- divorce decree was granted in the foute 3, Zeeland, who la manage
After Aug. 15, there will be a 2 der was professor of physiology Coliseums edged the B-l League
Dale and Mrs. Elmer Kuhlman
Minnie Haner aa secretary-trea- vantage of the bathing faculties Ottawa Cirdut Court this morn- of the
per cent penalty until Sept. 10 at Loyola University in Chicago. All-Stars 3-2 at Zeeland Legion are driving to San Diego to
surer.
at the camp.
ing to Edna P. Raskiewia
when records will be turned over Funeral aiTangements have rot field Wednesday night. A1 Stephmeet the returningveteran.
Winners of Barnes were Mrs.
Edward P.
The
supervisors,
at
Its
April
to Grand Haven to be spread on been completed. The body is at the enson pitched four-hitball for the
Mrs. Kuhlman will remain a
Ann af red Palmer, naming contest; session, set aside Wednesday for Grand Haven,
the winter taxes at i 6 per cent Barbier Funeral Home in Spring Merchants, and Roger Lamer
few days and return by plan*
Jimmy Vander Beek, gueslng the annual picnic and ordered the minor children
penalty.
Lake.
to Chicago.
hurled for the Cohaeuma.
tf robber ban* to a bot- court boiiK closed ior the day.
the mother.

Lost

t

1,

*0; Stanley Toezylowsld,Grand
Rapids, $31 The two minors each
paid fine and costs of $27.
Edwin Fisher, 195 East Seventh

-

N

Justice Court
Six persons, including two un-

England

Of Optimist

$193

der 16-years-old,pleaded guilty to

chapel by visitors Wednesday propertyat not more than $35,night. The cemetery is in Ottawa 000. The property lies in the right
County, just over the Kent County of way of the new US-31 relocation just east of Holland.
line.

Mrs. Simmons told officers that
her assailantattacked her outside
the chapel. She is an employe of
an advertising agency which has

W2

iixPayFmes

a

Life in

foe

EIGHT fAtiiS— NICE TEN CENTS

sought to appeal will be -settled.
The appeal involves an award
attack
on Mrs. Maries Simmons. 28, who of $80,220.10which three commiswas found unconscious with a belt sioners determinedApril 7, a settied around her throat in the tlement which Circuit Judge RayRosedale Memorial Cemetery near mond L. Smith confirmed July 14.
The state appealedon grounds
Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Simmons was found near that expert appraisers valued the

The suspect,sought in a Western
Michigan alert, was identifiedas
Charles Williams, 25, Grand Rapids. The victim is a displaced
person and former Russian pris-

A

Sam

Holland Since

Aftqr a short hearing in Circuit
Court this morning in the appeal
of the State of Michigan against
Holland Rendering Works, the
matter was adjourned until next
week when the concise statement
of facts on application for leave

Suitor in

Four- at 3 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Nykamp, route
3, Hudsonville,was killed instantly
Thursday night when he fell off a
dump truck his cousin was driving

/

this

from the Ctyappell Funeral Home
to the Dawson-Wikoff Funeral
Home in Dkatur, 111., where funeral services will be held Friday
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Grand Rapids
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Vriesland

Qnb

.

preached on the following subjects
last Sunday, "Christ’s Literary
Works" and "Man’s Corruption
and God’s Correction.”The ladies’
treble choir sang "The Wonderful Guide" and "’n» Haven Of
Rest" at the morning service.
The Rev. John M. Hains spoke
for ‘Temple Time" on the subject
"A Pardon From the Death Pen-

Bmgles

The Grand Rapids Carver* did

not even get a chance to show ott

power Thuraday night at
$iverviewPark as they literaHy
"walked"to a 104 conquest
Holland’* Flying Dutchmen.
Drawing 18 free passes from
•tree Dutchmen pitchers, the Carfcre needed only four hit* combined with four Holland error* to
their

aU 10

Old

Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Wyngarden announce the birth of a
baby girl on Wednesday, July 29
at the Zeeland Hospital.
The Willing Workers will meet
Thuraday evening at 7:45 pjn.
with tyra. Hubert Heyboer and
Mrs. Floyd Boss serving as co-

counter*. Holland's

sight hits, on the other hand,
were not good for half as many

Good

Days

(Followingis the 17th in the
of weskly articles taken
from news of the Ottawa County
Times publishedmore than 50

series

years ago).

A very pretty wedding took
place yesterday afternoonwhen
Gerrit ^Van Annrooy and Miss
Johanna
Sktbbekoorn were
joined in wedlock. This news

C

alty."

am

tally

In The

(From Saturday's Sentinel)
The Rev. The odor e-3yland

Draws 18 Walks,
Only Four

19SS

They Planted Beauty: Beautiful
Flowers Grow

in

Van Ark Garden

story appeared in the May 9 issue
of the Ottawa County Times published in 1902 by M. G. Minting.
The ceremony took place at 359
Central Ave. where they will reside, Rev. A. Keizer of Graafschap
officiating.

The electionof school trustees
watered adequately, and worked Tuesday did not bring out a large
The annual Mission Fest was
held Wednesday, Aug. 5 at the a garden of annual flowers," say by those who enjoy it
vote, only 193 ballots being cast.
Those who are especiallyinter- Dr. Henry Kremera, G. J. Van
Lawrence St Park in Zeeland. A the Marinus Van Arks, 34 West
ested in tuberous-rooted begonias Duren and Henry Geerlings, Jr.
children's program was given at 26th St., whose garden ii now at
are welcome to visit the very the retiring trusteeswere re2:30 pm. followed by a mission- the peak of its season. The work
beautiful display of choice varie-

hostesses.

-

"It’s a lot of work, but

we

like

I

juna.
I Willie Rink, who started on the
mound in lieu of absent Carl Reithink, retired in the first inning
with a sore arm, and Lou Humbert came in to relieve. Humbert
Iras pulled in the sixth in favor of
Clare Van Liere.

elected for full teim, receiving
Involved in planting and maintain- ties which the Arthur A. Vissch184, 185 and 176 votes, respecting the wide borders of annuals ers, 683 North Shore Drive, grow
ively. For the two year teon C.
all around their property and in in their lath house, which was deM. McLean waa elected receiving
their
tulip
lane
pays
off
in
as
signed for begonias and other 123 votes and R. . Habermann 62.
Grand Rapid* scored the first
Western Seminary in Holland great a display of color as one is shade loving plants. The Visschera
run in the third via two bases on
were the speakers. Vanden Berg apt to find in the dty. Zinnias are specialize in the lighter colors, For the one year term Peter
balls and an error. Four Holland
Boot was elected receiving 109
brothers furnished special mijslc largely used and one finds many and you will find yellow, orange,
tingles, however, put the Dutchvotes and James F. Zwemer 74.
from 7 to 7:30 pm. There was unusual color combinations - as salmon and white blooms In cammen in front, 2-1, when the third
The members of the Woman’s
they collecttheir own seed. Pink ellia and carnation types. There Is
specialmusic at both meetings.
closed
Relief Coips will be entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jousma and cleome features the back garden, a beauty too whose white petals this afternoon by Mrs. Lucy Wise,
Don York, Ron Fortney, Tony
Sheryl Van Loo of Grand Rapid* where a Peace rose bush is show- are touched with pink.
Wentzel and Morrie WKteveen
assistedby Mrs. B. P. Higgins and
tion
of
Auetln
Buchanan
and
Qoorgo
Lumeden.
Mis. Brian Athey (left) and Mrs. Preston Bhaffcr,
Pull that ragweed! Let’s do a
were .Sunday guests at the Simon ing its thirteenth lovely large
slammed out safetiesfor Holland
Miss
Dena Grootenhuis.
Other workers are Mias Kay Vandor Veere and
public school toaebors who sis working on a surblossom.
good deed for hay-fever sufferers
Broerama home.
in the uprising,but from then on,
William R. Hornbakor. Purpoia of the survey Is to
Mrs. J. Brouwer of New Holvey of Holland’o business firms, record data on
The
Van
Arks
follow
the
good
this
next
week
by
pulling
and
it looked like the Dutchmen left
The Sunday school picnic was
land fell a few days age and frackeep the oehool eurriculum geared somewhat to
the Sentinelemployment situationfrom Publisher
their bats in the dugout
held In the Overisel Grove Fri plan of trying somethingnew each destroying ragweed wherever we tuored her left arm below the
Job opportunitiesIn the elty. A complete report l«
W. A. Butler (right) and City Kditor Richard
year for added interest. This year see it. We can find it all around,
Using three walks, a hit and an
day, July 31. A men’s quartet of
expected to bo ready by Jan. 1. (Sentinelphoto)
elbow.
Collins. The survey Is earrlod on undor the direcit is a chestnut-red Torch flower if we would bnt notice, in vacant
error, the Carvers took the lead
the Eighth Reformed Church of
President and Mrs. G. J. Kollen
of
the
sun-flower
family.
But
In
lots, on street corners, such as
again in the fourth with two runs
Grand
Rapids
sang
nine numbers,
pleasantly entertained the Senior
The Sentinel the other day rethe vegetablegarden it is the Pine Ave. and Eighth St., on unBoth teams were scorless in the
ceived a Public Opinion letter Jimmy Slager sang two numbers, tried and tree varieties, and most planted curbs. Let’s get rid of it college class at tea a few evenings
fifth, but it was only, the calm
ago.
written on the back of a breakfast Mrs. Slager was the accompanist, of the ground Is made to yield two before Aug. 14, when hay-fever
before the itoim for the Carvers.
At the annual meeting of the
Mrs.
Henry
Van
gave
ant.
crops through careful planning. season begins, getting rid of unGrand Rapids scored five runs
Merchants associationWednesday
reading, Janie Schermer sang a One wonders at how much is propid
you
miss
it,
Nick?
sightly ‘weeds as well as a source
in the sixth— on one hit The base
evening Jacob Lokker was elected
solo, the Rev. Theodore Byland duced on sapdy soil, fed and
of acute irritation.
paths looked like a merry-gopresident;C. De Keyzer, vice pre-.
closed with prayer. A 'basket supMaybe you’ve read this before,
round as six Carvers strolled to
sident; * B. Steketee, treasurer,
per was enjoyed at 6:30 pm.
first on walks. A Dutcnman error
but to us it's 'Still funny.
and Henry Vander Ploeg, secreSeveral
of
the
local
people
How many emptejssT
also helped the cause, and Grand
A storn, hatchet faced woman
tary.
Rapids led, 8-2, when it wm all
entered the office and demanded attended the horse show in
What educational requirements
At a meeting held Wednesday
Zeeland
last
Saturday.
to see the chief. "Is she good lookover.
evening by members of the Chrisfor this Job?
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyngarden
A double, a walk and a single
ing?" the boss asked the office
tian Reformed churches, it was
What are the posribiMttaaof a
and family were Sunday guests at
were good for the final Carvers
decided to go on working for esboy.
the Henry Wyngarden home.
tallies in the seventh. Grand Ra- young penon's getting such work?
"Yes, sir— very beautiful"
tablishing an English speaking
New board members of Holland
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Zoerpids was finally checked in the
What can our schools do to aid Yes, newcomers are still moving
Then show her up."
church. About $10,000 will be
Branch American Association of
eltfith and ninth as Van Liere in the training of workers for to Holland. During July City .HosAfter the woman’s departure en of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs.
Ind. to attend the wedding of his needed of which $3,000 has been
University Women were entertainallowed them no runs and no hits.
tess Huldah Bequette called on the boss sent for the office boy, Henry Roelofs of Vriesland were
niece, Miss Marilyn Milteer, daugh- pledged by the Ninth Street
you?
ed Thursday afternoon by the new
Holland took advantage of the
six new families.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Milteer. church.
“You’re a nice judge of beauty," Sunday guests at the home of
Three,
and
many
other
queapresident,
Mrs.
O.
A.
Bishop
at
"walkathon” in the eighth to
Among them are Mr. and Mrs. he said irritably.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren.
A reception was given by the
Mrs. William Strickfaden is a
her home on North Shore Dr.
•core a futile two runs. Three free tioni, are currently being asked James Obenchain and their two
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wabeke
choir of the Third Reformed
patientat Allegan Health Center.
"Well, sir," apologized the boy,
Initial plans were made for t
posses followed a hit batsman and in Holland and the surrounding sons, 5 and 11 years, who have *1 thought she might be your returned home on Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Crane are church at the home of Rev. James
district AAUW workshop on Sept.
Morrie Witteveen’* second hit
moved
here
from
Grand
Rapids
morning
after
vacationing
at
the
oh a week’s auto trip in Northern F. Zwemer, Central Ave., last
wife."
area by teams of interviewers
9. Holland Branch will be hostessWhitey Witteveen, who recently
Wisconsin Dells.
"She is," snapped the bow.
Minnesota.At Duluth they will Friday evening.
from the Holland public Schools. and purchased a home at 599
es for the event at Durfee Hall,
returned to Holland from the The information received wifi be Elmdale Court. Mr. Obenchain is
The Band of Benevolent Work*
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt
visit Mr. and Mrs. John Doyle.
Hope College. Miss Emma ReevClass D Danville, IU. dub, took
and family were Sunday evening
Mrs. Doyle was formerly Florence erse of the First Reformed Church
tabulated and printed for use by the new manager at Rooks Transerts will serve as general chairover first base for Wentzel in the
fer.
Wednesday evening elected Mira
Dickinson of Fennville.
guests at the Martin P. Wyngarstudents and counselors
man and Mrs. John De Haan, Jr.,
sixth, but didn’t gather a hit in
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Cornelius
De
VenMr. and Mrs. Charles King visit- Anna Winter president;Miss JenThe survey win also be helpful
den home.
as registrationchairman.Mrs. De
three trips to the plate. Whitey
hi giving facts to the curriculum ter have arrived here from the
Mr. Ben Kroodsma, Sr. and Haan is secretary of the local ed Mr. and Mrs. Dean Cranson of nie Karsten, vice president; Miss
has been having considerabletrouMinnie Wilterdink secretary and
study presentlybeing made by the Netherlandsand are living in an
Lansing Sunday.
Mrs. Bessie De Vree of Grand
ble with a groin injury.
Branch.
local school staff. With such oc- apartmentat 177 College Ave. Mr.
At the board meeting of the Miss Anna Schoon treasurer and
Rapids were Sunday guests at
In other business Mrs. Leon
Miss Mami Steketee,assistant
cupationalinformatta, Mis hoped De Venter is employed by Montthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hopkins was elected vice president Methodist church held Tuesday
treasurer
and secretary.
gomery
Ward
Co.
that some courses may be adjust
evening it was voted to sponsor
Adm. Est. Anna Meengs, Dec. to Kroodsma and family.
to replace Mrs. Vincent Martineau
Frank Sinke and Mis Katie
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O’Hagan
ed to meet the community needs
three
major
improvements,
nameGeorge Goeselar and wf. Pt. Lot 1
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Boss and who is unable to continue In the
Bass who were marrisd last week
and new courses designed to and their three children have Blk 68 City of Holland.
ly, paint the outside of the church,
family of Galewood were Sunday office because of illness.
at the home of the bride’s mother
moved
here
from
Muskegon
and
train students for the changing
finish
the
church
school
rooms
upBurl Ernst and wf. to Harry Ord- dinner and supper guests at the
Other members of the board are
at 52 East Sixth St. will reside
living at 134 West 16th St Mr.
occupational scene.
stairs
and
buy
a
new
carpet
for
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mrs. Gerald Van Dyke, treasurer:
with the bride's mother.
Members of the school staff are O’Hagan is employed by Western way and wf. Lot 56 Grand View
George Lumpden, director of
the sanctuary. It was also voted to
Boss.
Add.
City
of
Grand
Haven.
Mrs. George Pelgrim, Education
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John
the adult education program tor now busily Interviewing business M^Tne Tool Co.
change
the
time
of
morning
worEdward Rycenga and wf. to Mr. John Van Ommen of Oak- Chairman;Mrs. H. C. Me Clintock, ship from 10 :30 a.m. to 10 a.m. be- Brewer, noth of the dty on MonMr. and Mrs. Robert Boyll have
men to gather the necessaryin
the public schools, explained
land spent last week Tuesday at InternationalRelations Chairman;
day a boy.
course in landscaping which will formation. The dty has been di- arrived here from Paris, HI., and James Paton and wf. Pt. Lots 82, the home of Mr, and Mrs. Fred
ginning in September. Several imMrs. Robert Horner, Social StuBom to Mr. and Mrs. Wilham
be offered this fall when he ap- vided into areas so that no bus! are living at 4545 ButternutDr. 83 Pinehurst Add. City of Grand Nagelkirk and family.
provementshave been made since Miedema, West 14th St. on Sundies; Mrs. Stuart B. Padnos, Arts;
ness
place
will
be
missed
and
Mr.
Boyll
is
the
new
floor
manHaven.
peared at a meeting of the HolJackie and Vicky De Jonge Mrs. Robert Wolbrink,Status of the church started operating on the day a girl.
George H. Cross et al to William
land Tulip Time Garden Club that speedy coverage will be in ager at the J. C. Penney Co.
spent
Thursday and Wednesday Women; Miss Maibelle Geiger.His- commissionsystem more than
Zeeland will hold a specialelecboard Friday morning at the sured. Austin Buchanan, assistant Mr .and Mrs. Henry Plaggemey Vander Wall and wf. Pt. Lot 7 and with their grandmother,Mrs.
month ago.
tion May 26 on the question of
torian; Mrs. Stanley Boven, Memprindpal at Holland High School, era and ions, 12 and 8 years, have pt NWtt NW frl K 31-8-15 Twp.
home of Mrs. L H. Marsilje on
Lynn Chappell will go to Long bonding $18,000 for a light and
Henry Wyngarden.
bership; Mrs. William D. Collins,
and George Lurasden, director of moved here from Kalamazoo and Crockery.
South Shore Dr.
Lake
near HillsdaleThursday and water plant.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drooger and Fellowship; Miss Mildred SingleThe landscaping course, spon- adult education, have been busy are living at 251 East 12th St. Mr. William Steinfort and wf. to Teddy of Holland were Saturday ton, Legislative;Mrs. Carl C. Van Friday to visit his brother, Dean
The Ninth Street Christian
during the early part of the sum- Plaggemeyer* is owner of Kitch- Henry Lee Bonzelaarand wf. Lot
Chappell and wife. During his time Reformed Church is being wired
sored Jointly by the garden club
mer m planning and scheduling en Planing Service at 203 East 2 Central Sub. City of Holland.
guests of Mr. K. Jousma, Mr. and Raalte, Publicity and Miss Wiland the adult educationdepart this work and they are confident
helminc Haberland, Radio and there they will hold a reunion of for electric light
Russell Mlchmershuizenand wf. Mrs. S. Broersma.
his sisters and brothers.
meat, will be open to all persons interviews will be completed be- Eighth St
Paul R. Coster will represent
The
Rev.
Theodore
Byland
left
Television.
M r And Mrs. Calvin Kurtz have to William Steinfort and wf. Lot
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea of the local carriers at the conveninterested in gardeningand landfore Labor Day.
moved here from Kalamazoo and 124 and pt. 125 Country Club Es- on Monday to be counselor at
Chicago spent last week with the tion of the Michigan State Letscapig and not limited t garden
Full results will be
are living at 116 East 24th St. Mr. tates Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
Camp Geneva.
former’s sister and brother-in-law, er Carriers’ Associationto be
dub members. The eight-week by Jan., 1954.
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vander
Kurtz is manager of Singer SewBemie J. Lemmen and wf. to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keag.
course will be taught by a landheld at Bay City June 3a
Interviewersreport excellent ing Machine store.
Ruth Brown Lot 11 Lemmen’s Sub. Kolk and son of Grandville were
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickinson
scaping authority.
oo-operatkmfrom local businessSeveral
invitations
have
been
reSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Twp. Polkton.
and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Cullen atIn other business,the board men. The interviews vary in
In the midst of that awful deHarold G. Steele and wf. to Les- WU1 Vander Kolk, Mr. Frank ceived here for the open house to tended the races in Chicago Weddecided to present a memorial length, in proportion to the numbe held Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
luge a few Rights ago, Deputy ter Machiela and wf. Lot 56 Vander Kolk.
nesday.
book on some phase of gardening ber of Job classifications
in each
Clayton Forry was called to some Steele's Sub. No. 1 Twp. GeorgeMr. and Mrs. C. Wabeke were at the home of Mr. and Mrs. EdNancy and Sally Bush, Janet
each year to the Holland Public buainese, but average Interviews out-of-the-way place in the countown.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. win Payne Jr. at Hess Lake. The Chappell, Patty Repp, • Anna Mae
Library honoring garden dub take from 10 to 20 minutes. The ty to investigatea window peepoccasion
will
be
the
golden
wedExec. Est. Ralph H. Lamer, Dec. Milo Gerard at Blue Lake.
Voss, also Christi Thorsen of Kalamembers who died during the survey teams are pleased that ing case or somethingof the sort.
to Bernard Lamer Pt. SEK 13-5-15
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was a ding anniversary of his parents, mazoo are spending this week
busy
executives
are
often
willing
year.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Payne
Sr.
of
The case didn’t turn out to
Twp. Holland.
Thursday caller on Mrs. Henry
Big Star Lake at the Odd FellowThe Higgins Lake conservation to spend longer than this in help- much and in the process of trampPeter J. Van Dyke to Lester Zwiers and Mrs. Corneal Lemson Merely, f o r m e r 1 y of Fennville. Rebekah camp. They were sponGRAND HAVEN (Special)
school, sponsoredJointly by gar* ing with local educational plana.
While here, Payne was secretarying through the mud, Clayt lost Vande Vusse and wf. Lot 51 Ches- of Zeeland.
Evelyn Scott Fells, 35, Grand
sored
by
Radient
Rebekah
lodge
den chibs and the DAR, will be
some of his good strong cigars ter Shores Sub. No. 1 Twp. ChesMr. and Mrs. Henry Boss, Mrs. manager of the Fruit Exchange Mrs. Lynn Chappell and Mrs. Glenn Haven, arraigned Thursday night
held Aug. 22, 23 and 24 this year,
Representatives
Somehow, the state police also ter.
Jennie De Witt were Tuesday and a member of the Board of Edu- Repp accompaniedthe group there on a drunk driving charge before
it was announced. It was further
were called on the same case and
Bemie J. Lemmen and wf. to evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. cation.
Justice Frederick J. Workman
Sunday.
reported that Miss Lida Rogers Attend Encampment
E. Mene of Grand Rapids will
arrived shortly after Forry had Harry M. Sutton and wf. Pt. Lot Elmer Boss and family of Galewas sentenced to pay $90 fine,
and Mrs. J. E. Telling are working
present a free organ concert Sunleft When they searched around, 42 Laug's Plat No. 1 Coopersville.
$5.40 costs and serve three days
wood.
Holland’s Henry Walters VFW
on furthering the program on dty
day evening at 7:30 at the Metho-,
they found the dgars in the mud
in the county jail.
Violet Douglas to Joseph Rezny
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Streur,
post 2144 and Auxiliary were well
beautification.
and figured they might be evi- Jr. and wf. Pt. SW% NWtt 31-8-14 Mrs. Vern Schipper of Holland dist Church on the newly installed
Mrs. Fells was arrested on comrepresented
at
the
annual
VeterThe local club has received Inelectric organ. Following the condence of sort*. They took the Twp. Polkton.
plaint of Marshall G. Anderson,
were
recent
guests
at
the
Martin
vitations from the Kent Garden ans of Foreign Wars annual en- cigars to the Holland police sta
cert the SWCS will sponsor a reGreyhound bus driver who
John Russell Bouws et al to P. Wyngarden home.
Cub for its show Sept 11, the campment in Milwaukee this tion for the Ottawa deputies..
ception in the church house under
radioed state police.When Mrs.
Clarence
F.
Walters
and
wf.
Lot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Ter
Haar,
Sparta Flower Show Aug. 14 and week.
the managementof Mrs. Kenneth
'Those are mine," Forry said
Fells finally pulled off the road
Among the highlights for the when he saw them. They were 103 Bouws Sub. No. 1 Twp. Hol- Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma Hutchinson and Mrs. Lottie King.
the InternationalGarden Show at
in Spring Lake township near the
land.
motored
to Evanston,111. on Friconvention
delegates was seeing
Michigan City Aug. 16. Anyone
Mrs. Bernard Scheerhom and
still in good condition and Forry
Muskegon county line, an accomHenry
Ohlman
to
Bernard
J.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
day and returned on Saturday. son, Ned, left by train last Thursinterested in attending ay of the Brooklyn-Milwaukeebasebal smoked
panying driver got out of the bus
'
Sharpe
and
wf.
Lot
84
RoosenConstructionwill start soon
game Wednesday afternoon. SevThey went to get Gerry Schermer
these shows may call Mrs. Wiland asked for her keys. When she
raad’s Plat No. 1 City of Zeeland. who took an engineering course day for Basking Ridge, N.J. where
eral
high government officials
liam Schrier for -dditlonal inforshe will attend the wedding of her the new modern Spring Lake refused he pulled the keys out of
If
you'd
like
to
hear
a
real
Edwin
Johnson
to
Lafleta
Greetalked at various times during the
at Evanston University for five cousin. When she returns next State Bank which will be located the ignition. Witnessessaid Mrs.
mation.
encampmentthat concludedFri- story you’d better ask Bill Gar- wald Pt. Gov. Lot 2 16-9-13 Twp. W£gl(5,
week she will be accompanied by on the northwestcomer of Sav Fells had endangeredmany other
The board approvedthe followgano at WHTC for all the flourish- Chester.
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Boss of her brother, Norman Dickinson,
cars on the highway.
ing applicationsfor assodat* day.
es,
but
in
a
few
words
it
goes
Fred C. McCrea and wf .to Har- Portage, formerly of Vriesland,
idge and Buchanan Sts. The pres
Attending from the local Dost
Mike Modak, 17, route 1, Grand
and family,who will visit his parmembership: Mrs. James Lugeis,
something
like
this.
old
E.
Davis
and
wf.
Pt
NW
.frl
were: Commander and Mrs. Stanare the parents of
baby girl ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dickin- sent 35-year-oldbuilding is locat- Haven, paid $15 fine and $2 costs
Mrs. E. Vender Berg, Mrs. AnTwo
Holland high graduates de- 14 32-8-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
ley Daining, Mr. and Mrs. Don
born on Aug. 3.
in Justice Workman’s court on a
son. Little Nancy Scheerhom is ed at 210 South Savldge St.
thony Bourke, Mrs. Robert Kouw,
Arthur Slag and wf. to Melvfft
Japinga, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas cided to have a little fun and
staying with her grandparents, Mr.
All Innovations of modern bank- charge of excessivespeed and failMrs. Ray Kuiper, Mrs. Edwin T. Harmsen, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wo- paid a call to the WHTC studio E. Kail and wf. Lot 153 Steketee
and Mrs. Ben Scheerhom of Hol- ing will be incorporated into the ure to stop within an assured
Van Dyke, Mr*. James Nlbbe- jahn, Mr. and Mrs. John Weenum, on the swamp, palming themselves Bros. Add. City df Holland.
Father of Local
clear distance ahead. Modak was
land.
Knk, Mrs. James Lacey and Miss Mr. and Mrs. Adrian DeKraker, of as two girl visitors from
one-story brick structure includMargaret Van Til to Seth C.
arrested by state police at 2:30
Diet
in Minnesota
Fred
Seifort
left
by
plane
last
Helene Aldrich.
small
town
in
the
upper
peninsula.
ing
the
playing
of
soft
music
for
Kalkman and wf. Pt Lot 8 Blk 26
Mary Headly, Mrs. Marie Roose,
a.m. today after his car struck a
week
for
Sweden
where
he
will
visit
the customers. The exterior will
Fred Smith, Harold Barr and La- They had their preliminary mat- City of Holland.Mr. and Mrs. William De Mots relativesfor six weeks.
barrel filled with cement which
erial
so
well
prepared
that
they
feature
Roman
brick,
Tennessee
James
William
Unger
and
wf.
to
Mrs. Ronald Van Sloaten verne Williams.
and family have returned home Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson of
waa bring used as a barrier where
readily could answer all questions Norman Gibson and wf. Lot 25
ledge rock and redwood trim, with
from Edgerton, Minn., where they Dexter visited his parents,Mr. and
the road is under repair on US-31
on how to get to the place, how Vander Yen’s Sub. City of Holland.
15 perpendicular redwood louvres
Feted at Bridal Shower
were
called
by
the
death
of
Mr.
De
north of Ferrysburg.
English Teacher Speaks
Mrs.
Henry
Johnson
last
week
large it was and lots of other
serving
as
sunblinds
for
the
front
H. John Van Slooten to Joseph Mots' 87-year-oldfather, John De
Modak told state police some
while
en
route
to
a
Northern
MichiMrs. James Michtelsen, Sr.,
things.
of the building.
Ruch and wf. Pt. SWK NE*4 25-7- Mots, who left Holland about 12
At Rotary Meeting
other car apparently had knocked
gan vacation trip.
Gargano, always the man-about- 16 Twp. Grand Haven.
entertainedThursday evening
The 56 by 66-foot building will over the barrel since it was not
years ago after making his home
with a miscellaneous shower in
CASTLE PARK (Special) -The town, was having a pretty good Grand Haven Marine Terminal at 399 Maple Ave. since 1929. The Guests last week of J. E. Burch triple space availableIn the pres- well lighted. He estimated damwere Mr. and Mrs. Leo Swartz of ent banks. A drive-in window will
honor of her granddaughter, Mrs. noise of trains, humidity and mos- time and dedded a date might be Co. to Shell Oil Co. Pt. Blk 1 Akeage to his 1951 model at $300.
elder De Mots had declined in Redlands, Calif, formerly of Fennin
order,,
and
steered
his
charms
in
be built on the west side for motRonald Van Slooten, who before quitoes were the only things about
ley’s Add. City of Grand Haven.
health since a fall three months ville. He accompaniedthem home
orists. Blonde wood panelling will
Jack J. Voshel and wf. to Char- ago. He died July 27 while the
her marriage on July 24, was Miss American life that A..E. (Ted) that direction. One girl seemed
to visit his daughterand family, provide the interior trim. Indirect Man Changes His Plea
Charlotte Michielsen. Games were Pritchard didn’t like as* he spoke interested,and the other mildly les E. LeMieux and wf. Pt. Lot local family was en route to MinMr. and Mrs. Leon Jackson.
lighting and air conditioning will And Pays Fine, Costs
29 City of Grand Haven.
played and a two-course lunch before the Castle Park Rotary reluctant Bill called a friend.
nesota. The deceasedis a former
Elmer Vander Kolk to Chester consistorymember of Sixteenth Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamilton and be other features.
dub Thursday noon at the Castle. When the friend arrived, he rewas served.
The bank, whch was organized
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Harper and wf. Lot 163 Harring- Street Christian Reformed Church. son, Jimmy of Lansing, spent the
Guests included the Mesdames Pritchard, a teacher in (he Red- cognized the girls.
week-end with her mother, Mrs. in 1914 with an original invest- Edward Schmidt, 20, route 2,
ton's Fourth Add. Macatawa Park
Harry Schutte,Paul Michielsen, nal Hill Junior School, BirmingGeorge Sheard.
ment of $25,000, today has re- Grand Haven, who was arrested
Walter Kruithof, Martin Michiel- ham, England,told the Rotarians Guess somebody forgot to move Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson sources of $3,600,000.Present of- by state police Aug. 1 on a drunk
the sign properly, but we thought Henry Niemeyer and wf. to John Police Ticket Driver
sen, Harold Van Dyke, Anthony about English life and the differreturned home Saturdayfrom at- ficers are Paul F. Markoff, presi- and disorderly charge, appeared
Michielsen, Reakus Ryzenga, ence between the educational sys- It pretty funny to see in a local Ver Hoef and wf. Lots 11, 12, 13, 14 After Two-Car Accident
tending the sheriff’s convention at dent; George S. Christman, Spring before Justice Frederick J.
store
window
a
fairly
large
sign
Edgewood Sub, Twp. Park.
James Michielsen,Jr., Ed Schutte, tems of England and the United
Elmer C. Alsip, 31, of 353 West Marquette.
stating limply "Large size, 59
Lake, and Paul B. Markoff, Grand Workman In Spring Lake Friday
Roland F. Brosend and wf. to
Don Schutte, Gerrit Van Kampen, States.
He also discussedwages and cent* each," over a pile of ordin- Andrew J. Dalman and wf. Lot 13 17th St., Friday night was issued Mr. and Mrs. James Krammin Rapids, vice presidents; Kenneth and changed Ms plea to guilty. He
Ray Schutte, Venon Kruithof, Elary looking oranges. It really be- Edgewood Beach Sub. Twp. Park. a ticket for an improper right have purchased the farm of Mr. J. Schepers,cashier, and Robert paid $15 fine and $535 costs.
vin Oeurink, Harold Dirkse, Wal- the cost of living in England as
hand turn and one for having no and Mrs. Thomas Gleason on M-89 Dykman and Della M. Mulder, asHis companion, George E.
longed with some melons.
compared
with
the
United
States.
ter Grotenhuis,Harold Michieloperator’s license on his person west and taken possession. The sistant cashiers. Other directors Schroeder.20, also of route 2,
If you have occasion to be insen, Eugene Michielsen,Ben Mast, An explanation of English dimate
after a car he was driving side- Gleasonsand their son, Tommy, are Herman A. Kruizenga, Muske- Grand Haven, was charged with
side Clare Broad’s office at Hol- 4 Macatawa* Towed In
John Van Iwaardeo, Peter Van conduded his talk.
have gone to California.
gon; Vernon Verplank, Spring having wine in his possession.
land State park, you might find
The
speed-boat "Blitzen" towed swiped another.
Iwiarden,Jim Van Iwaarden,Art
Alsip, driving south on Cleveland
Mr. and Mrs. Alger Lee and fam- Lake, who succeeds the late Frank Date for his trial wifi be set later.
an interestingsnapshot on the bul- in the cruiser-ride boat "MacaTed Kouw and Dick Jenison Noli Suhwrhtm
Hie pair was picked up by state
letin board. It seems some of the tawa" from two miles out on Lake Ave., was making a right turn ily of Holland stayed at the cottage Scholten on the board; Harvey L.
* Vander Yacht, Miss Delores LandZEELAND (Special)—Jenison's boys on the staff did a little art Michigan late Thursday after- when he sideswiped a car driven of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Scholten,Grand Haven and George police a week ago this morning
ham and the guret of honor.
and pleaded not guilty before JusMerchants broke loose for four work to a picture of their chief noon. The reason for the Maca- by John De Vries, 47, of 595 Graaf- A. Johnson, last week during their G. Christman, Spring Lake.
tice Workman.
runs in the 10th inning to upset and painted a large size night tawa’s breakdown is unknown, schap Rd., heading east on 17th St. trip to Marquette.
-At efoet ef 1951 the U. S. Mbit Suburban Motors, 5-1, in a B-l shirt on the snapshot, thereby but it is believedto be motor trouDamage to the Alsip ’39 model Lawrence Hutchinson of Detroit U. S. church membership numtons of league contest Harlem dipped characterizing Broad’s hard work ble. The cruiser, captained by car was estimated at $50 and at was an overnight guest of his pan- bered 86,830,490 persons in 1950,
National politicalconventions
at North Holland, 4-3, in the other at the park. The staff says he’s a Rube Tromp, had four passengers. $200 to the '50 model De Vries car, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hutch- according to the Yearbook cf have been held 19 times is ChiBros, bB-2 league affafe
cago since 1856.
24-hour
inson. Saturdayhe went to Gary, American Churches.
Tromp, had four passengers.
poUce said.
ary address.The evening program
was held at 7:30 pm. The Rev.
J. Kempers, a missionary in Mev
ico and Dr. E. Eeningeriburg of
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THE

Anniversary Will

Harding

Be Marked by City

An Examination

At 1954 Festival

In

Demands

Rites

May 12 Through 15
At Meeting Today

er of

(Special)

—

the

George

Harding Resort, was
Monday after

demanding examination

Municipal Court

decided at a meeting Monday
in Chamber of Commerce headMr*. NorrI* Van Duran
Lawrence A. Wade, festival manager for the last three festivals,
was hired as manager for another
year. Another early appointment
includes that of Harold J. Karsten
to take charge again of the Saturday band review and the Saturday night variety program.
The silver anniversarytheme
will be prominentlyused for the
1954 festival, the board decided, For
and all floats for the 1954 parades
will be keyed to the anniversary
The appointment of Mrs. Norris
theme emphasizing the history of Van Duren ,a former Holland resiquarters.

New Red Cross

Executive Named

Ottawa County

in

Allegan

Monday on

charges of violating the Michigan "bottle club law.”
Harding was charged with
"maintaining and operating a
dance hall and restaurant known
as Harding’sResort, which was
not licensed by the Michigan
Liquor Control Commission, where
divers persona may engage in and
did engage in the drinking of
alcoholic beveragesin consideration of the purchase of food, mixers, ice and other fluids used witl\

alcoholicliquors and in consideration of the sale of food, mixers,
ice and other fluids used with
alcoholic liquors by. the said
George Harding.”
He was represented by Attorney Rex Orton on arraignmentin

Judge Irvin Andrew’s court

at

10 a.m. Harding at present is undent, as executive secretary of the der a physician’scare. The hearing
The 1954 festivalwill play up
has be«n set Aug. 17.
those features long popular with Ottawa County Red Cross Chapter
Arraigned with Harding was
Holland’s Tulip Time festivals. was announcedtoday by Peter Van
Elsie Relinski, 37, a waitress,who
These include klompen dancing, Domelen, Jr., chapter chairman. is free on $500 bond. She was
street scrubbing,parades, band reMrs. Van Duren, the former also represented by Orten. Hardview, evening varieties, flower
Katherine
Vender Heide of Zee- ing's wife, Helen, wag cited in
show, costume show, Dutch Fanthe complaint issued by Judge
tasies, college musicales, Nether- land, will succeed Beth Marcus,
Irvin
County Prosecutor
lands Museum, Little Netherlands, chapter secretary for almost 10 Dwight Cheever but no action
Parade of Quartets, the Holland years who recently accepted a po- was taken against her. She is
high school musical, 'Tour the sition as associate executive sec- also under a physician'scare.
Town,” and above all the tulip retary for the Board of Domestic Harding and Mrs. Relinski
lanes, tulip farms and choice Missions for the Reformed Church were arrested early Sunday mornplantings in and about the city.
in America. She will assume her ing by State Police Detective WilLittle Netherlands, the miniat- new position in New York City liam Menzies and Allegan County
ure Dutch village at 13th and Cen- Sept. 15.
Deputy Robert Whitcomb, when
tral, is currently open six days a
The new secretary will start they entered the combination
week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for work at the local office next Mon- dance hall, restaurant, and motel
the benefit of tourists and resort- day and will work with Miss Mar- and saw patrons being served
ers stopping at Holland.
cus until the latter severs her ‘‘set-ups. ” The two officerswere
It was reported at Monday’s posjtionhere Sept. 1.
accompaniedby State Police Ofmeeting that all bills have
It will be the second time in ficers Donald Zordel and Hans
been processed including those of the history of the local chapter Wiebrecht.
Holland City which has been ap- that the executive secretary has
Cheever said a numb&- of comproved for payment, as well as the keen a Katherine Van Duren. The plaints about the hotel have been
obligationto the Chamber of Com- first Mrs. Van Duren, an active received by law enforcementofmerce.
Red Cross organizer back as ficials and that the hotel had been
The 1953 festival was success- early as 1903, was a grandmother under surveilancefor several
ful, leaderssaid, and the board be- of the new appointee's husband. weeks.
lieves there is a sufficient amount The earlierMrs. Van Duren spent
of capital to start out the 1954 many, many years in Red Cross
festival. The board still is accept- work, both as an ardent volunteer
ing donations for the $10,000 sink- and in executive capacities. She
The Burrows school reunion will
ing fund begun a year or so ago, died in 1943.
uo asnoq iboqos aqj jb p[aq aq
and gifts now stand at $4,282.70.
Norris Van Duren. husband of jo; paiB[s si 3uijaaui
Xapung
Attending M o n d a y’s meet- the new secretary, died unexpecting were Larry Wade, Robert edly of a kidney ailment June 15 2 p.m.
Kouw, Lavern Rudolph,John H. in Jackson where he had been a Members of the Pullman Ladies
Van Dyke. John Hollenbach, Ger- field agent with the vocational re- Aid were guests of the Pearl Ladtrude Steketee,Dick Smallen- habilitation department about ies Aid on Aug. 6. Luncheon was
served and games were played.
hurg and W. A. Butler.
three years. Previously the family
Mrs. Lee Stennett and her moth-

The Holland Fiah and Game

Club’* new club houee
will be put to uae Saturday when member* and
families gather at the grounds for the second
annual family basket picnic. Movies will be ahown
in the new club house In the evening. The above
photo wa> taken at the recent club houee dedication ceremony. From left to right are: Neil De-

Tulip Time.

and

Pullman

am

had spent about seven years

in
er-in-law,Mrs. Evelyn Rolph, of
where Mr. Van Duren was a East Casco, veiled relatives at
Boy Scout executive. For a time Shelby Sunday.
Flint

the family also lived in Saginaw.

Mrs. Van Duren and her tw’o
children,Patricia,17, and James,
Outside City 14. are staying temporarily with
Mr. Van Duren’s mother. Mrs. C.
Van Duren, in Holland, while lookCars driven by Mf.rva Geering for a home. Mrs. Van Duren's
lings, 17, route 5. and Kenneth
parents are Mr. and Mrs. B. VenVer Hoeven, 19, route 3. collided
der Heide of Zeeland.
at 7 a.m. Monday at 32nd St. and
Mrs. Van Duren has no previous
104th Ave., causing damage to
both cars. The Gccrlings vehicle, experience in Red Cross work out-

Occur

Mrs. Grace Burrows of Pullman
spent last Wednesday night and
Thursdaymorning with Mrs. Frances Kearns.

Waard, George Vrlellng,John Mulder (archery),
Gerrlt Moving, Nell Bergen, vice president (hunting); Joe De Vrlee, Henry Geerlinge, who apoke at
the dedication;Caeey Stroop, Sam Althuls, Mine
Van Der Heuvel, president (trapper); Ken Van
Der Heuvel, Joe Rhea (trout fishing), John Klali,
Jimmy Bouman (Junior) with Merman on leaeh.
(Sentinelphoto)
the Rev. Charles Stires officiating.
bride, the former Marjorie
Anne Coombs is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Coombs of

The

Family Picnic Slated

Glen Ridge, N.

By Fish and (same Club
A

and evening of
mom, pop
and the kids Saturday at the
second annual Holland Fish and
Game Club family basket picnic.
Members and their families are
full afternoon

activities is planned for

Reception Fetes
Ifaul I.

Kooikers

invited to the affair that begins at

J.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald C. Homtlink
Attendants at the wedding were
(Bulford photo)
Ferns, baskets of lilies and orchid and white ribbon streamert
Miss Jean Copp, Mrs. Ernest Tirrell, sister of the groom, of Fen- gladioli and candelabra formed tipped with flowers.
ton, Mrs. William T. Ruggles and the setting in Montello Park
Mrs. Tinholt wore a gown of
Miss Mary. McCoy. Linda Jean ChristianReformed Church for pink lilac taffeta with a matchRuggles was flower girl. Dr. How- the wedding of Miss Myra Joyce ing crown similar to the bridea.
ard Kooiker served his brother as Stegink and Ronald C. Hamelink, She carried a colonialbouquet of
best man. Ushers were Byron which took place July 27. The talisman rotes and snapdragons.
Freitag, John Winter and Carl L. bride is the daughter of Mr. and The bride's mother wore a gown
Mrs. Clarence Stegink of 628 of dusty rose with a corsage of
Tucker.
A reception was held at the Graafschap Rd. and the groom’s pink delightroses and the groom's
parents are Dr. and Mrs. M. H. mother wore a gown of tropic hue
Hotel Suburban, East Orange.
with a corsage of white talisman
Mrs. Kooiker is a graduate of Hamelink of 700 West 26th St.
The Rev. F. Handlogtenper- roses.
the Berkely School and was employed as an administrativeassist- formed the double ring ceremony. A reception for 110 guests was

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kooiker, who
Ridge, N.
J. on June 27, were honored at a
reception given for them Tuesday by the groom’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Kooiker at their ant to the American Consulate Attendantswere Mrs. Laverne held in the church parlors, featurhome, 294 River Ave. Assisting General in Hamburg, Germany. Tinholt, sister of the bride, as ing a buffet table beautifullydecMr. Kooiker of Erie. Pa., was matron of honor; Jon Hamelink, orated with flowers, greens, and
The agenda lists activities for all were other members of the
groom's family, Mr. and Mrs. Ro- graduated from Michigan State brother of the groom, as best candelabra. Mrt. H. Meppelink
age brackets and prizes, donated
bert Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Ken- College and is an engineer with man; and Howard Busscher and and Miss Sena Stegink, aunts of
by local merchants, will go to the
neth Kooiker and Dr. and Mrs. the General Electric Co. in Erie, Laverne Tinholt, who seated the the bride, poured. The gifts were
winners. The busy schedule inguests in pews marked by white arranged by Miss Vera Vandf
Pa.
Howard Kooiker.
cludes softball, horse shoes, fish
Attending thq wedding from Hol- gladioli on ribbon and greens.
Bunte and Misa Kathy Buursma.
Summer
flowers
using
the
yelpond (for little tots), sack races,
Miss
Sally Damson sang “Be- At the punch bowl were Mlaa
land
were
the
groom's
parents,
egg races, contests for boys and low. white and green motif were
used as decorationsthroughout Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kooiker, Dr. cause” precedingthe ceremony, Elaine Garvellnkand Miss Joyce
girls of all ages.
the
rooms and at the reception Howard Kooiker, Kenneth Kooik- and later, while the couple knelt, Bell. Jack and Jerry Hamelink;
Soft drinks for children will be
‘Together With Jesus.” She was twin brothers of the groom were
er and Mrs. Tirrell of Fenton.
furnished free of charge and table. Miss Jean Southern, soaccompaniedby Mrs. John Nyboer in charge of the guest book. prano,
sang
at
the
reception.
there are plenty of tables on the
as organist,who also played tradiFor their Southern wedding trip
grounds to accommodate all Pouring were the aunts of the Shooting Protected Bird
tional wedding music.
the bride wore a sultdressof mist
groom. Mrs. Gertrude Flikkema,
comers.
The bride, escorted to the altar blue trimmed with silver, with
An innovation this year will be Mrs. G. H. Huizinga, Mrs. G. J. Expensive (or Sportsmen
by
her father, wore a gown of a matching hat of mist blue
movies in the new club house in Kooiker and Mrs. Ben Du Mez.
imported Chantillylace over satin. feathers and rhinestones;and
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Janine
Wilson,
niece
of
the
groom,
the evening. The club house is
The basque bodice of lace was lizard accessorieswith a white orentirely enclosed and has windows was in charge of the punch bowl. Martin Anderson, f28, and Ernest made with long pointed sleeves
chid corsage.
and doors. However, it isn’t com- Corsages of yellow and white car- Smith, Jr., 27, both of Muske- and a yoke of illusion. The skirt
The bride, a graduate of Holnations
were
worn
by
Mrs.
Paul
gon
were
charged
by
Conservapletely furnished as yet. Floor
featured a panel of many tier* of land Christian High School, atspace in the auditorium measures Kooiker and Mrs. Joseph Kooiker tion Officer Harold W. Bowditch tulle over bridal satin, while the
tended Calvin College and is now
32 by 60 feet and the building in- respectively. There were 75 guests with shootinga protected non- Chantilly lace extended into a employed at Fris* Office Outfitpresent.
game bird, an American Bittern, cathedral length train. Her fingercludes a kitchen annex at the rear.
ter! and Stationers. The groom
The newlyweds were married in in Spring Lake Township Sunday
Ken Van Der Heuvel is general
tip veil of imported illusion was was graduated from Holland High
Christ
Church,
Glen
Ridge,
with
afternoon
while
they
were
out
for
chairman for the event and anheld in place by
coronation School, attended Hope College,
nounced membershipswill be
crown of pearls and net. She car- and is now in Officer'sTraining
availableat the grounds Saturday.
ried a white Bible with a white at Fort Sill, Okla.
*
2:30 p.m. at the club’s grounds on
the south side of M-21 between
Holland and Zeeland.
More than 300 attended the first
affair last year and club officers
expect a larger turnout this Saturday.

were married in Glen

-

a

Mr. and Mrs. Max Britton and
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Fliekenstine His committees are: Sam Altof Pullman, route 1, motored to huis, building and grounds ; Joe
Detroit and Canada last Sunday. Rhea and Hine Van Der Heuvel,
The Fliekenstinesare residents of attendanceand publicity; Jarvis
McKeesport, Pa., and are spending Ter Haar, traasportationand
the summer here.
parking: Don Rypma and John
travelingsouth on 104th Ave., was side of certain volunteer activities, Mrs. Thelma Harris spent last Jousma, games and contests for
damaged to the extent of $300. It but has been working for almost Thursday in Allegan with Mrs. youngsters; Neil Bergen and Gerwas a '38 model. The other car, a two years in the MichiganEmploy- Cecile Scott.
rit Hoving, adult contests;C.
’49 model going west on 32nd, ment Security Commission, both ' Mr. and Mrs. Otto Krotz of Alle- Stroop and C. Klaasen, prizes; A.
was damaged to the extent of in Saginaw and Jackson. Her work gan were Sunday afternoon guests DeWaard and Lester Pool, entermainly has been that of reception- of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gaynor at
$400.
tainment; Shud Althuis and Hine
Ver Hoven said he did not see ist, but she also did clerical work. their farm north of Pullman.
Van Der Heuvel, refreshments,
She
has
two
brothers,
Col.
Herthe other vehicle because of a
Cards were sent out to residents and Wally De Waard, credentials
corn field and when he did he ap- bert J. Vander Heide, a West of the Burrows School District and and admission.
plied his brakes but skidded into Pointer at present teaching at Fort many turned out to assist in the
rhe other car. Miss Gccrlings Benning. Ga., and Irwin, an engi- work at the school. Lunch was
said she thought she had plenty neer with the Bell TelephoneCo. served.
of time to make a left turn. at Santa Monica, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Chapman of
Sheriff’s officersinvestigated.No
Mrs. Van Duren will attend a Douglas visited Mrs. G. Burrows Religious services are held at
arrests were made.
meeting of the county Red Cross last Thursday evening.
the town hall every Sunday afterAt 2:10 p.m. Saturday, cars dri- Board of Directors Aug. 24 at Firenoon for the Mexican migrants in
ven by Katy Do Roo, route 2 Zee- side Inn just south of Grand
this area.
land, and Charles William Fod- Haven. In January she will attend
Mr. and Mrs. C. Duisterwinkle
ders was passing another car and a 10-day training course for exeof Grand Haven were visitorsat
then hit the rear of the Do Roo cutives at St. Louis, Mo.
the home of Mrs. Sena Redder
car which was in the process of
Saturday evening.
making a wide left turn. Mrs. Do
Anna Looman is having a new
Roo was charged with failure to Local Youth Waives
home built, southwestof the old
make an arm signal. Mrs. Dorothy On Entering Charges
homestead. After the new home is

Vows Spoken

in

*

Zeeland Church

Husted.

MEMO

sheriff's deputies while they

returned from

Ind.; urday night and then returned
four daughters, Mrs. Ben Jacob- there Sunday night and had taken
son, Olive Center, Mrs. John Bron- truck keys from a desk drawer.
son and Mrs. Tiede Hibma, of Holland, and Mrs. Henry Zwiers,
North Holland; 26 grandchildren 10th Case of Polio
and 32 great grandchildren; and Reported for Ottawa
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. John Bartels, Olive Center, and Mrs. John
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
H. Busscher, Overisel.
Ottawa county’s 10th polio case
was reported Monday by Ottawa
County Health department.
Derby Postponed
Newest victim is Mrs. Janet
The turtle deity, scheduled for
Schnpsema,29-year-old wife of

a

four-day

MH.LK.DOni. JL
AND RAINY
9036 Ferguson Drive,
Ashland, Kentucky

trip

around Lake Michigan. They visited the WisconsinDells and other
points of interest en route.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Talsma of
Hudsonville visitedtheir children,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Meengs, Sunday.

were

and Ralph, of Mishawaka,

Bridal Shower Honors
Miss Janice Lucille Kinkema

Miss Betty

Van Lente

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kinkema
A miscellaneousshower honorof Macatawa Park and Grand
ing Miss Betty Van Lente was held
Rapids announce the engagement
Wednesday evening at the home of
of their daughter, Janice Lucille,
Mrs. Leo Salisbury, 98 East 24th
to Albert Horne (Peter) BurchSt. Mrs. Lloyd Goulooze, of Kalafield,HI, son of Mr. and Mrs. Almazoo. daughterof Mrs. Salisbert Horne Burchfield,Jr., Pittsbury, was hostess.
burgh, Pa.

A

two-course buffet-stylelunch-

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Vender Meulen

(Louwsmaphoto)

Two

large bouquets of mixed skirt was chosen by the maid of
lilies,flanked by palms and ferns honor. She wore a wreath of pink|
formed the setting for the mar- rose buds and baby breath in her
hair and her cascade bouquet corn
riage of Miss Lois Jean Van Dyke
sisted of pink and white roses.li
and Roger L. Vander Meulen last
A reception for 25 guests was
Saturday. The double ring rites held at the American Legion Clubj
were read by the Rev. Harold House where a wedding dinner
Englund in Second Reformed was served.Presiding at the punch!
church in Zeeland.
bowl were two nieces of the bride,
The bride, daughterof Mr. and Miss Mary K. Baron and Miss
Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke of 101 Cen- Jane K. Van Dyke.
tennial St., Zeeland, was attended
The couple left on a wedding
by Miss Carole Vander Meulen. trip to Wisconsin and Minnesota.
sister of the groom, as maid of For traveling the bride wore a
honor. Best man was Carl B. Van blue-gray orlan dress and suit
Dyke, nephew of the bride. The with black velvet accessories and
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. a corsage of white roses.
B. Vander Meulen of 273 East 13th
graduate of Zeeland High

“Kathy and

_________ _____

_______

.

best

ride the C 4 O a lot,” said

I

Doyle of Ashland, Kentucky,'
of all we like your dining car service.')

always enjoy our

just as

“And

much

as Mra.

meak

on the C

ft

0.**

That means a

lot to

Mil

Doyle,

“jot

dean and pleasant
any mother travelingwith

a little girl."

Next time you

travel, take the C ft O. You'll

enjoy riding in streamlinersthat are ao
spotlemJy dean, ao thoroughly cotnfortamv
that you just can’t help but relax'
and enjoy yourself.

Cft

O TICKIT omci
CIO STATION
9MONI SS2I

Chesapeake and
________

-

O

Doyle and Kathy do.

another thing," added

ladies’ lounges are so

t

___

“and

E.

are a C ft
traditionof long standing. You'll enjoy them;

DYKSTRA

l

R

DeHdous, courteoualy-aervedmeals

A

St.

Mrs.

We

I

The betrothal was made known
eon was served the guests and
at a tea given Saturday afternoon
gifts were presented to Miss Van
by Mrs. Kinkema and her mother,
Mrs. Fred Bosma, at the Bosma Lente, who will become the bride
summer home at Grove Walk, of Robert Langwig on August 29.
She was also presented a corsage.
Macatawa Park.
St.
school, the bride has been employInvited guests included the MesAug. 14, has been postponed a
In the receiving line with the
Throughout the cerenaonysoft ed in the office of Hart and CoolJohn
Schripsema
of
312
West
dames
Tom
Willougby,
Jerry
Melweek until Friday, Aug. 21, Lea
hostesses were Mrs. Burchfield
music was played by Mrs. George
Deridder announced Mon. Derid- 21st St., Holland. Mrs. Schrip- and her daughters, Mrs. Thomas gaard, Kenneth Etterbeek, James Baron, organist, who also played ey. The groom was graduated
from Holland High School and
sema
was
taken
iU
Saturday
and
Slagh,
Bert
Bruursma,
Jr.,
Dan
der, who is in charge of publicity,
Denny and Mrs. Richard Piviratto
the traditionalwedding marches. completedtwo years at Hope Colsaid sales have been somewhat at 11:30 a.m. Sunday was ad- all of Pittsburgh, who flew here Miller,Tom Vander Kuy and Bill
Escorted to the altar by her lege. He will continue his educaslow, and the turtles on hand mitted to Holland Hospital.At 1:45 for the week-end. The entire Hinga, and the Misses Jackie
father, the bride was attired in a tion at the Michigan School of
p.m.
she
was
taken
to
Blodgett
could stand a bit more training
Burchfield family were guests of Boersma, Mary Jo Geerlings, floor-lengthgown of Brussels lace
Mining and Technologyat HoughEsther Koeman, Joanne Geerds,
before appearing in competition. Hospital in Grand Rapids.
the Kinkemas.
over bridal pink slipper satin. It ton. They will reside at 424 Lovell
Her condition Monday was listHe added that the "take" of local
Delores
Crooks
and
the
guest
of
Salmon colored gladioli were usfeatured a fitted bodice with high Rd. in Houghton after Sept. 1. The
talent v from the Black , River as good. Her case has been diag- ed throughoutthe rooms and as honor.
neckline and long tapered sleeves groom served two years in the
swamps has been slow and more nosed as spinal polio with involve- an effective centerpieceon the tea
ending in points over the wrists. armed force, one of which was in
turtles are needed.
ment of the neck and back. She is table. In the center of the arSmoke,
But No Fire
A double white net skirt complet- Korea.
the mother of four small children, rangement was a large ring enZEELAND (Special) -Zeeland’s ed the gown. A lace headdress The groom’s parents entertained
ages 1, 2, 3 and 4.
twined with ivy.
Fire Depuartment answered a call edged with tiny pink flowers held at a rehearsal dinner at the Hub
Her husband is employed by
Serving at the punch bowls at 10:15 Monday to the home in place the fingertip veil of im- restaurant in Zeeland.The new
General Electric in Grand Rapids. were Miss Kinkema’s roommate
of Anthony Diuelkoen, 305 Ot- ported French illusion. She carried Mrs. Vander Meulen was honored
AMBULANCE SERVICE
at the University of Michigan, tawa St., Zeeland. Fire Chief a cascade style bouquet of while at pre-nuptial showers including
Gilbert Vonde Water, Mgr.
The Federal Bureau of Investiga- Miss Judy Ver Meulen, of Grand
John Van Eden said that smoul- roses and baby breath.
those given by Mr*. G. Van Dyke,
29 Ee* 9*
Phone 3693
tion was established in 1908 by Rapids and Miss Constance Ryan
dering trash in the furnace causA
lilap pink gown fashioned l^iss Carole Vander Meulen and
Attorney General Charles J. Bona- of Grand Rapids. There were TO
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ed the alaim and that there was with a fitted bodice of lace with, Mrs. L Van Dyke and Mrs. Pelleparte.
guests present.
no duntxe.
net illusion neckline and a net grom.

—

%

C&0"

on the

Mr. and Mrs. Manley Kuite and
children attended the annual Folkert reunion in HamiltonTuesday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and
Gladys Hulsman of Holland have

Cranmer was apprehended by

patrollingearly Monday morning.
Berend Bartels, 92, retired farm- Noting a truck turning into Timer from Olive Center, died early mer and Karsten Co. ,on M-21
Wednesday at his home after a deputies investigated and found
short illness. «
Cranmer had bfcen driving.
He was born in the Netherlands
Later, officials of the company
and had lived on his Olive Center reported change, missing from the
farm for the past 56 years.
cash drawer, and upon questioning
Surviving are three sons. Her- Cranmer admitted to officersthat
man and Levi, of Olive Center, he had broken into the place Sat-

4

meals

down.

Earl Cranmer, 18, of 140 Coolidge Ave., waived examination
The De Roo car. a '50 model, when he was arraigned today bewas damaged to the extent of fore Park Township Justice C. C.
$200, and the Fodders car was
Wood on a charge of nighttime
damaged on the right side to the
breaking and entering.He was
extent of $900.
bound over to CircuitCourt. Bond
of $500 was furnished.

After Short Illness

our

completed the old one will be torn

side.

Man Dies

TO CHKSIEi

"We always enjoy

Betrothed

Fedders, 43, of Covington, Ky.. received an injunry to her right hip

.

target practice. Each paid $50 Sunday morning, was charged
fine and $7.40 costs in Justice by city police with being disorFrederick J. Workman’s court derly and Monday paid $20
Monday.
fine and $6.35 costs before Jus*
,
Russell C. Thompson. 30, Grand- tic* T. A.
ville, who pulled a hook off a
screen door of the Buena Vista
Townsend Harris was the first
cottage on Harbor Ave. went in representativeof the United States
and fell asleep on the porch early in Japan.

Olive Center

Olive Center

Montello Park Church

in

free on $1,000 bon

Holland will celebrate the silver anniversary of Tulip Time in
1954 and will stage the worldfamous festival on May 12, 13, 14
and 15, the board of directors of
Holland Tulip Time Festival, Inc.,

and

Read

Harding, 47, of Douglas and own-

Set

Pair of Accidents

1953

Allegan Court

ALLEGAN

Colorful Attraction

HOLUND CITY HEWS, ' THURSDAY, AUGUST 13,

»

TNI HOLLAND CITY

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

NIWS, THURSDAY, AUGUST 13,

Sunday School

1991

Entertaining Programs

Lesson

Given at Local Resorts

Sunday. August 16, 1963
Christ Preeminent

Despite the fact that the weatherman was. not as generous with
sunshine this past week, -guests at
local resorts were not lacking in
entertainmentand fun. Although
the cooler temperaturesbrought
about entertainment in the sports
line, the water temperaturesremained about the same and many
resorters took their daily swims.
With but a few weeks left of the
vacation season,* numerous programs are beng scheduled for the
remainingweeks.

City Issued

49
<

Building Permits

roaring start with the very first
words
of Edith North who played
By Henry Geerhnjs
the part of Agatha. Honors for
The occasion of the Colossian
the supporting player go to Mrs.
epistlewas the existence of cerMary Patton, wife of the directtain forma of error which endangForty-nine building permits for
or, who sparked an otherwise dull
ered this church. The apostle proopening of the second act with a constructionvalued at $167,616
bably had received information
hilariousperformanceas an opin- were issued during the month of
about these existing dangers
ionated maid fresh from the hills, July, according to the records of
through Epaphras who had gone
Building Inspector Joseph ShashaMrs. Taylor.
to Rome to visit Paul.
The Hume of the
Other players deserving special guay and City Gerk Clarence GreThej;e were two forms of error
Holland City New*
mention for outstanding perform- vengoed.
Published Every Thun- at work among the members of
May by the Sentinel this church. The first was legalIncluded in the monthly total
ances were Bill Butler as Eddie
'Printing Co. Office 54-56
Hudson and Phil Harrold as An- were approved applicationsfor
West Eighth Street, Hol- ity in the form of asceticism,
Macatawa
thony Westcott. Also to be com- seven new houses, $79,000; three
"touch not. taste not" with a trace
land. Michigan.
A
square
dance
on Monday eve- mended for the hard work put in garages. $5,675 : 20 residential
of the Judaistic observance of
Entered as second class matter at
ning started out activities for the which resulted in the success of remodelings,$17,575; five comthe post office at Holland, Mich., days. The object of this teaching
Macatawa Park resorters and the play are Bill Hamilton as mercial remodelings. $11,000;two
under the Act of Congress,March 8, was the mortificationof the body.
many entertaining and exciting John Westcott,John Durant as residentialgeneral repairs, $300;
187a
The second form of error was
features are in the' offing for the Captain Hippesley Trenchard, Bil- seven reroofings. $1,574; one infalse
mysticism.
This
teaching
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
week.
was the result of philosophic
lie Joy Alexander as Geraldine dustrial remodeling,$3,000; one
Telephone—News Items 3193
Last week's activities were high- Fairmont;Ann Blodgett as Muriel school building repairs,$1,992; one
speculation and would appeal esAdvertising and Subscriptions, 3191
lighted by the cabaret dance on Westcott; Jack Flood as Henry erection of commercial building,
peciallyto the more educatedand
Saturday night when the ball- Hewlett; Anne Winterholder, Mrs. $2,500; one erection of dental labThe publishershall not be liable intelligent class of people. It was
for any error or errors In printing known by the name of Gnosticism,
room was converted into a candle- Westcott and John Hibbard as oratory,$15,000; one additionto inany advertising unless a proof ol
lit night club. Entertainment with Phillip Morgan. Eugene Patton dustrialplant, $30,000.
meaning
knowledge.
It
sought
to
such advertisementshall have been
Marty McDermott as master of who directed the players was in
obtained by advertiser and returned explain creation,the origin of evil,
During the past week five buildby him in time for corrections with God. and kindred things apart
ceremoniesincluded a floor show troduced by Ambrose Holford, ing permits were issued as folsuch errors or corrections noted from the revelation of God given
featuring Mary Stewart,Eleanor chairman of the Castle Park En- lows
plainly thereon; and In such case If
Peters, Herman McKinzy and tertainmentCommittee.
any error so noted is not corrected, in his Word. The worst feature od
The Rev. Jacob Boerman. 144
publishers liabilityshall not exceed this teaching was the denial of
Dorothy Kouns. Music was proNow guests at Castle Park this East 18th St., relocate garage,
such a proportion of the entire space the deity of Christ and His great
vided by Red Working'sorchestra. week are the L. B. Hugcnor fam- $200: George Van Der Wall, conoccupied by the error bears to the
A guest celebrity in the person ily of Wilmette. 111.; Mrs. Louise tractor.
whole space occupiedby such adver- work of redemption. • Because o!
tisement.
of Miss Bernardine Belz of Cleve- Siebert and daughters and Mrs.
these perils this epistle was writJoe Israels,251 West 30th St.,
land was an added attraction to Stoehr of Cincinnati. Ohio; the erect house and garqge. $10,500;
ten.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
In meeting their error Paul did
the Sunday night concert hour Walter Rcnchlerfamily of Hamil- self, contractor.
One year 13.00; six months $2.00,
three months. $1.00; single copy 10c. not denounce them. He met their
which again featured Miss Jeanne ton, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mrs. May Kooyers. 351 River
Subscriptions payable In advance and error by giving an exposition of
Southern of Detroit.Miss Belz is Malka of Xenia. Ohio; the Char- Ave., enlarge room. $300; William
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
the person and place the Lord has
a soprano and at present is ap- les E. Claggett family of St. Buekema. contractor.
renewed.
Holland'® National Guard Co. D will be the only
Northult (left) it showing Petroelje a few pointers
Subscribers win confer a favor by in the universe.Error cannot last
pearing in Cleveland where she Louis. Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Harold Wanting. 89 East 31st St.,
reportingpromptly any irregularity long before truth. Today, comparunit in the 126th regiment of the 46th Infantry
about the field range that will be uaed at camp.
also works on radio and TV. Both Johnson of Chicago and Mr. and
erect garage and breezeway roof,
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
Diviaion
at
full
atrength
at
Camp
Grayling.
The
From
left
to
right
are:
Northula,
Pvt.
Bob
Van
atively few know the doctrines
sopranos are accomplishedpian- Mrs. John K. Solfisburgof Aurora, $800; Schult and Ver Hoof, contraclocal unit hat a total of 127 anllated men, eix offiDyke, Sgt. Peter Yff, Corp. Don Northuii, Sgt.
the Gnostics taught. The name
ists and each provided accompani- 111.
tor.
SPITTING AGAINST THE WIND and glory of Christ’s person and cers and one chief warrant officer getting ready
Ken Schipper, Corp. Dick Geenen and Petroelje.
ment for the other. J. Smith UrSalvation Army, 354 Maple Ave..
Maple Shade Resort
to leave for camp Saturday, Pvt. Marvin J. RetroAll are members of the kitchen itaff. The local
Old sailors have a saying that place are known throughoutthe
ban, host and manager of the
Tether tennis and croquet has remodel kitchen, $350; self, conelje (right foreground), la the newest member of
unit will leave Holland In a truck convoy Saturday
"you can’t spit against the wind." world. 'Hie re is need again tohotel, gave the commentary on the
proved a popular sport for the tractor.
Co. D, having joined the outfit Aug. 4. He will be
morning at 6:30 for Grayling.
The wisdom of the saying is ob- day to turn the attention of peoprogram and contributedthree
younger set, while the "not so
in
the
kitchen
crew
at
camp.
Mesa
Sgt.
Roger
I Sentinel photo)
vious; the spitter always get the ple to Christ and the unique place
songs.
young" are enjoying shuffleboard
worst of it.
he holds in the universe. There
A special treat for the children
and horseshoe at the Maple Shade
Yat that's what the nations of are many, while professing to be
during a rainy afternoon was proResort at Port Sheldon. Other
the free world are attemptingto true followers of Christ, giving
vided by Ernie Garland of Detroit
A new address of a serviceman:
features planned for the week are
grudging assent to the
do— to spit against the wind that but
who entertained them with magic
Pvt. James De Jongo U. S. 55403movies,
a
wiener
roast
and
a
trip
place
that
the
New
Testament
the Communists are blowing
acts. The amateur magician not
771 Co. B: 80th HTBN 5th Armto Deer Forest.
throughout the earth. The latest gives to Him. They preach a mere
only entertained but also revealNewly arrived guests are Mr. ored Div. Camp Chafee. Ark.
"incident”in which an American human Jesus.
ed some of his tricks.
Seminary Student Charles WisIn
and
Mrs. Robert Scheff and Karhistorical
character
B-50 was shot down over the Sea
When weather permitted, Macsink who has been assistantpasZEELAND
(Special)
Prize®
en and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hrebof Japan by the Russians is an Il- Christ has the preeminent place.
atawa resorters enjoyed daily
tor in Trinity Reformed church of
have all been arranged for the
Holland State Park trailer spaces tournanentplay. Shuffleboard en- en and Joan of Chicago;Mr. and Holland for the summer will conlustration. The Kremlin has freely He is the most universallyrecognZeeland
Farmers
and
Community
Mrs.
Henry
Hoezee,
Melvin.
Larhave been filled to capacity every thusiasts were numerous and those
admittedthat it shot down the ized as being the greatest outduct services in the Reformed
picnic, scheduled for the Lawrence
American bomber, but makes standing character of all time. Ave. park Aug. 18 and 19.
week since July 4th, according to excelling were Gail Pearl, Bobbie ry, Bobby. Jimmy, Dave and Jo- church next Sunday, in the abEven
in
non-Christian
lands
the
anne
of
Grand
Rapids.
claims that it was over Russian
A registeredHolstein buM calf The Rev. and Mr®. Harold N. Gare Broad, park guperintendent. Lipscomb and M. Ridgley. Win- Guests staying for another week sence of the pastor who will have
preeminence of Christ is admitted.
territory.
Monday 95 trailers were inside ners in ping pong were Bob
vacation.On August 23. Rev. Donwill be awarded at 4 p.m. next England and son. Brian, are getThat has been the monotonous There men of education apd cul- Wednesday,the second day of the
of the gate® for the night although Dearth. Morton Pearl and Victor include Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gor- ald Vandon Berg of the Fellowting
ready
to
leave
Zeeland
Monture
have
come*
in
contact
with
don.
Becky
and
Tommy
of
Tiffin,
historyof Russian-Free World air
the capacity load is 87. Some of Pasquelle.
ship Reformed church of Muskebig event Only fanners are eligiOhio; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Devos, gon will be in charge. At that
day August 31 for their trip to them were equipped with indivirelationsfor years. Other nations Christianityand have studied the
ble
for
the
calf.
The
Mooring
Nancy and David and Miss Dor- rime Rev. Jay Weener will be inEurope. Rev. England, pastor of dual electric units and others were
have suffered in the same way. A life, character and ministry of
Picnic Chairman Louis Mannes
Sailing, swimming, the evening
othy Ibershof of Grand Rapids; structor in Camp Geneva for a
year or so ago there was an "in- the Founder and have been com- announced Tueaday that the the Second Reformed Church the overnighter®.
table tennis competition and
cident" in which a Swedish plane pelled to admit the superiority grand prize will be a five-piece past 31 years, plan® to take adThe park has listed 183 camp- square dancing have kept the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Larsen and week.
vanced theologicalstudies at the site® over last years' total at this
Dennis. Mr. and Mrs. James Fanwas involved.It was shot down in of Christ over men of all time. modern dinette suite.
Mrs. May Kolkema of Overisel
graduate School of Divinity of the time. On Aug. 10 of 1952, 1,586 guests at the Mooring entertained Ion and Karen. Mr. and Mrs. Mar- favored with two solos in the evecold blood, and Russia admitted He is more widely and favorably
Tickets that are now bring ofduring
the
past
week.
vin Him. Judy, Phyllis. Catherine, ning service in the Refoimed
that its pilots had done the job. known than any other single in- fered by Zeeland merchants will University of Edinburg in Scot- tent and trailer spaces had been
For the fifth year, Dr. and Mrs.
land. They plan to sail on the new used as opposed to this year's 1,769
Marvin and Larry, all of Chi- church.
But again, they were justified be- dividual.
Jerome S. Beigler and children. cago.
Christ has become known to all be used for the grand prize and liner, United States from New
cause the plane was over Russian
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Huyser of
spaces used.
for numerous other merchandise
Peggy and David, of Chicago have
classes of people. He make® a uniYork Sept. 4. Rev. England hope®
territory, they said.
I^ike Shore Cabin*
Grand Rapids were Sunday visiTent space was nearly filled last
award®
during
the
two-day
atarrived for a vacation.Dr. Beigler
to visit some of the leading educaThere have been many other versal appeal. He wrote nothing traction.
The beauty of Lake Macatawa tors with relative^ here. They also
weekend, with 180 camps set up, is a psychoanalyst in Chicago.
Himself, yet He is better known
tional centers in European counsuch "incidents." In each case the
is often overlookedby , Holland attended the evening worship serbut
the
load has dropped to 75.
On
Tuesday
evening,
the
openthan all the philosophersof
Other newscomers at the Moortries. He will have hi® summers
victim nations send "strong" proNumber of camping permits issued ing are Mr. and Mrs. Emil J. residents,but summer guests who vice.
Greece. For every one who reads ing of the picnic,a home talent free but hope® to study two eighttests; they deny, as America did in
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hu.vser of
are vacationing along the shores
the dialogues of Plato, millions show will be featured under the month winter terms abroad. Pre- last week reached 202, and Mon- Morse and children. Judy. Rob and
the recent case, that Russian terof the lake are aware of its beauty Kalamazoo were guests of their
day,
Aug.
10, one of the heaviest
auspices
of
announcer®,
read the Sermon on the Mount.
Lynn of St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
sent plans call for his return with
ritory was violated.All suen dendays on record with 48 permits Mrs. E. M. Summers of Kansas and activity including the many brother-in-lawand sister, Mr. and
He founded no empire, as Alex- Bill Gargano and Larry Collins.
his family next June.
ials make absolutelyno difference.
According to Gargano, eleven
types of boats from l>ake freight- Mrs. Willard Vereeke and Judy
issued. This season’s record was
ander, Caesar and Napoleon did,
City, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Kurt
Tlie Second Reformed Church
last Sunday.
The nations that are doing the but He had and still has millions contestants will perform at the
made
on July 25 when 75 permits Sander. Fred and Carol of Cincin- ers to a skimmer dish.
expects to observe ite 50th annidenying are spitting against the
Taking full advantage of fishwere given out.
of devoted followers, who own show. Auditions were held in Zee- versary next June.
nati. Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Sig Opwind. *
Trailers were waiting in line at penheimer, Steven and Martin, of ing, boating, swimming and water Mrs. Marie Pellegrom
Him Lord and Master; and His land last Friday evening.
Rev. and Mr®. Englund came to
The only alternative of course
Also featured at the Tuesday Zeeland in 1950. He was ordained the beginning of the week although Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Frank skiing as well as scenic drives In
kingdom continuesfrom age to
is action. Up until now the free
the area are the following new- Dies in Grand Haven
age. He was no merchant prince; evening event will be the Holland- and installed as pastor of the not many vacancies were expect- Cavoto, Chicago.
nations have felt that this cure
He owned nothing in His early aires, Holland’s only woman bar- church, July 6, 1950. although he ed. There may be vacancies for Mr. and Mrs. John B Huck of comers for the week: Commodwas not worth the cost. But it is life, but untold wealth has been bershop quartet.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
had served the church many Sun- three trailersby tonight, four Wlimette, 111., who last year enter- dore John Asbaugh of Lansing. Mrs. Mane Pellegrom. 65. wife of
beginning to look as if the free
Wednesday afternoonand eveCommodore
of
the
Lansing
Yacht
Thursday,
nine
Friday
and
18
bygiven cheerfullyto His cause.
day® before that time as a senior
ed the International110 sailing
nations will eventually be forced
John Pellegrom, retired Keller
The propertyof church build- ning, the Mid-States Four wiil student at Western Theological Saturday.
races, have again returned to the club and his wife who are here
to give the Soviets a dose of their
serve
as
the
featured
entertainings and Christian institutions
The total attendance at the park Mooring with their sailboat.Mr. with their 17 foot toat; Mr. and Tool Co. employe, died Monday
Seminary. The Englunds moved
at her home, 1345 Washingown medicine. The American gov- make quite a respectable sum in ment. The quartet is from Chiinto the parsonage of the Second to date has been 721,065, accord- Huck will enter the University of Mrs. Thomas A. McMurray of Chi- ton St. She was the former Marie
ernment, since the Sea of Japan world finance. The contempor- cago and has rated high in nationcago.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
Herald
ing to Broad, and campers from Michigan Law School this fall.
Reformed Church in 1950.
"incident,” has revealedthat it
and family of Cincinnati,Mr. and Strahsburg. bom in Grand Haven
aries of Christ said that He was al competition, taking the chamRev. Englund is
native of 30 states and Canada have used
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Tanner and
Township Doc. 19, 1887 and was
has a long list of Russian viola- uneducated,but Christianity has pionship in 1951. Also at the eveMrs
J. Luberte of Detroit,Mr. and
the
campsites
available.
Eureka, Calif.,and received bin
son. Larry of Tulsa. Okla . have
married in Grand Haven Sept. 4,
tions of non-Russian territory, but
ning
show
will
be
the
state
done more for education and the
lower education in the public
arrived fpr a vacation.Another Mrs. Robert Alexander of Ko- 1913. She was a member of the
in only one case was a Russian liberationot the mind than any champion Windmill Chorus.
school* of California.He attended
son, Norman Tanner has been at komo. Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Clifford St. Johns Lutheran Church, the
violator fired upon.
Mannes said that there would San FranciscoState College. His
other agency.
the Mooring all summer as an as- Diebold and Clifford, Jr., and Ter- Ladies Aid Society and the MisIt may be that the time has
Christ founded no organization, be a riding show after the horse Schooling waa interrupted by
ry Ixdu. of Ixjuisville, Ky., Mr. sion Circle.
sistant.
come for our side to announce to but His followers are a mighty pulling Wednesday morning and World War II but he studied at
and Mrs. J. Perkovich and son,
Castle
Park
Beside the husband she is surthe Russians that we are no long- world-wide brotherhood bound to- that he expected it to start
Michael, of Chicago. Miss A. vived by three daughters. Mrs.
the University of Oregon while in
The
Castle
Park
colony
and
er going to spit against the wind gether by ties of spiritual affinity. around 10.30. It wiH be staged by
service. He spent three years in
The Summer School ot Painting Brady and Mrs. A. E. Culbost of Doyle Sparling, Mre. William Ott
—that we will not waste breath Time does not diminish His pree- the Zeeland Riding Club and will the Air Force as a radar engineer Set in
at Saugatuck are giving a "Festi- Columbus, Ohio, M. Kusterer of and Mrs. Ray Lemkc. all of Grand
on protests against such Russian minence. The passing years leave feature mostly children’s events. in the islands of the Pacific and
Clayton, Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Haven; three sons, Edwin of
attacks, but that for every Ameri- no mark of decay on His person
Judges for the amateur contest frequently assistedchaplains with
ALLEGAN (Special)
Five val of Arts" at the Castle through
M. L. Scott of Bradford, Pa.
Grand Rapids. I-ouis at home and
the
cooperation
of
Carter
Brown,
can plane shot down by the Rus- or place. On the contrary, he rises will be Mrs. Ford A. Berghoret, their services. After his discharge polling places will be set up in
Spending their second week are Charles of Grand Haven; three
owner
of
the
Castle,
and
Miss
Elsians we will shoot down a Rus- higher and as the one outstanding Mrs. David B. Plasman and Miss from service he attended the Uni- Allegan county for the wheat
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Alban of Al- sisters, Mrs.
Young of
sa Vebricht, director of the School
sian plane that shows itself over character of the ages. Charles Eleanor De Free, all of Zeeland. versity of California in Berkeley quota referendumAug. 14.
len Park and Mr. and Mrs. John Clarkston,Mich.; Mrs. Herman
Prizes
will
be
$25
for
first,
$15
Pain1*n8-under the directionof
forbidden territory.The chances Lamb summed up the consensus
and decided on the ministry for ing to Leonard Swanty, county
H. Rich of Grand Rapids. Re- Austin of Grand Haven and Mrs.
PMA
i Ambrose Holford. The Festival of
are that two or three such repris- of sober and intelligentthought for second and $10 for third.
his life work during his last year
turning for their second year are A. C. Viau of San Bernardino,
Free
coffee
and
lemonade
wiH
Polls
will
be
open
from
8
a
m.
to
i
open
Sunday
at
4
p.m.
als would stop the slaughter of about Christ, when he said "If
there. He attended Westminster
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Dengerd of Calif.; throe brothers, Fred and
American airmen. If we are a sov- Shakespearecame into the room be served on the grounds through- Theological Seminary in Philadel- 6 p.m. and each will be in charge The opening reception will feat- Lorain, Ohio.
William of Grand Haven and
ereign nation we are after all obli- we would rise; but if Christ came out the picnic. Free parking is phia for two year® and graduated of a local committeeappointed by ure the introduction of the artMr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Smith of Henry of Chicago; eight grandists
from
the
Oxbow
Colony,
(Sauoffered
on
the
Peter
Verplank
gated to protect our own men in in we would kneel".
from Western Seminary in Hol- the county PMA committee.
Covington,Ind., enjoyed a visit children and throe great grandthe only way that is open to us.
If two-thirds or more favor gatuck Summer School of Paint- of their daughter. Mrs. Cottinton children.
Christ has preeminence as a property on West Lawrence Ave. land in 1950.
ing).
The
week-long
exhibit
will
The
event
is
sponsored
by
the
The other alternativeis to have moral character. In this respect
Mrs. Englund, who was Enid quotas, wheat loans will be availFuneral service® will he held
feature paintings, lithographs, of Glenn Allen, 111. who was aca neutral agency impartially in- He is in a class by Himself. Zeeland Chamber of Commerce.
Carter, before her marriage, i* a able at 90 per cent of parity. If
Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m in St.
companied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Conetchings and crafts. Among the
vestigatethe facts in all such "in- Horace Bushel! once said, "The
native of London, Canada. Their quotas are rejected,the support
ner of Chicago. From University Johns Church with Rev. Robert
artists
contributing
to
the
excidents." The free world would characterof Christ forbids His Bridal Shower Honors
.son, Brian, was born July 17, 1951. rate on 1954 wheat will drop to
Brege officiating.Burial w'ill be
hibit are Frances Badger. Marian City, Mo., are Dr. and Mrs. J. S.
welcome such a course, but it is classification with other men. He
They were married September 11. 50 per cent, Swanty said.
in Lake Forest Cemetery. The
Suortine.
Bode,
Vera
Durdich,
Pietro
Lazunthinkable on the part of Rus- is the One sinless person of our Miss Jane Helminlc
Allegan county polling places
1948.
Among activitiesscheduled for body will remain at Van Zantsia. It prefers to make charges of race. He is so depicted in the
The consistory of the Second and the committee*in charge are zarl, Dan Lutz, Mr. and Mrs. this week are planned trips to wick's Funeral home until 1 pm.
Michael Mason. Dorothy Meredith,
A surprise personal shower was church will hold open house for as follows;
air violations on its bare word.
Scriptures. That is what He
Saugatuck and Spring Lake via
Jane Helmink, the Englunds at the church Friclaimed. He challenged the Jews given for
For Allegan, Trowbridge, Ches- Emily Parks, Glen Nelson. Mrs.
the boat "Duchess," a water ski Miss Judy Kronemeyer
August
bride-elect
of
Roger
Edward
M.
Tourtelot,
Jr.,
and
Eland said. "Which of you , conday evening Aug. 21. All members hire, Monterey, Watson. Otsego.
September Bride-Elect
1
Wiersma. Thursday evening. Aug- of the congregation and friends Valley and Heath townships, at sa Vebricht. Mrs. Dan Lutz is in show- by Miss Patricia Sligh and
vinceth me of sin."
Feted at Bridal Shower
an outdoor barbecue.
ust
6.
Hostess
for
the
event
was
charge
of
the
exhibits.
The preeminenceof our l/>rd is
are invited.
the Allegan township hall, directHonored at Shower
Waukazoo
A bridal shower honoringMiss
On Wednesday. Aug. 19. at 9
se«n in that He is the Creator of Miss Gloria Hungerink, 20 East
ed by Joe Rozeboom, Fred Collier
17th St.
Recent
arrival* at the Inn in- Judy Kronemeyer. was given at
p.m.
there
will
be
a
film
program
all
things
that
are
in
the
heaven*
A miscellaneous shower honorand Paul Thompson.
Table decorations included a
ing Miss Jeanne Cook who uill and the earth, visible and invisiFor Overisel. Laketown. Fill- showing “City Concerts," a mood clude Mrs. Lu Cole, Mrs. Ed Cole, the home of Mrs. Roger Prins,
South Shore Dr., Monday evening.
be a September bride was held ble. whethei they are thrones or miniature bride and groom standmore and Salem townships, at the film on Chicago, made and pre- Mrs. H. K. Bannersbeigerand
Miss Florence Hodge all of Mar- Hostesses for the party were Mrs.
last Wednesdayevening at the dominions or powers. That means ing under a flower laden arch,
Overisel town hall, directed by sented by Madeline Tourtelot who
Don Gilcrest.Mrs. Fred DeWilde
shall, 111.
home of Mrs. John Kruid, 546 that He called into being, not on- and an aisle adorned with flower®.
Marvin Klingenberg. Earl Gunne- will give an informal talk on conEdwin Cole Daly of Marshall, and Mrs. Prins..,
temporary
film
making,
and
also
West 22nd St. Assisting the hos- ly inanunate things, the material Wedding bells were hung around
man and Marvin Bush.
the room.
Gifts were presented to the
tess were Mrs. Edward Kruid., creation,but all intelligent beings
For Martin and Gunplains, at "Nancook of the North." a docu- 111., ha* joined hi* sister, Barbara,
A
two-course
lunch
was
served
mentary film of great interestfor as a guest at the Inn. "Sonny" is bride and the group played cards
Mrs. John Kruid, Jr., and Mrs. that serve God before His throne.
the
Martin
town
hall
with
Fritz
Beechwood school district openand games were played by the
spending hi* 14th summer at the after refreshments were served.
William Lundie.
all ages.
ed bids and awarded contracts Jager. Robert Steel and Raymond
group.
Prizes
were
awarded
to
Guests invited included the
Oh Thursday. Aug. 20. at 8 p.m. hotel.
Games were played and prizes Fill Term at Waverly
Miss Mary Ann Firlit and Miss Tuesday afternoon for the new Banner.
Mrs. James Smith, Mrs. D. B. Mesdames J. Kuipers, J. Kruid,
awarded to Mrs. Henry Boss. Mrs.
a
concert
on
the
dune,
popularlyFor Wayland, Dorr. Leighton
Marilyn Stryker. Duplicate prizes elementary school which wiH be
Leo Bears* and Mrs. William School Starts Sept. 8
known to Castle Parkers as "Lit- Montgomery of Evanston are W. Timmer, Jr., D. Grissen, D.
built on Lakewood Blvd. about a and Hopkins townships, at the
were
given
to the bride-elect.
Topp. A corsage was presented
tle Ravinia” will be given featur- chaperoning a group of young wo- Boeve, D. Van Dort, H. Nyhof, V.
C. Hohl, Jr. and the Misses Donna
Invited guests included the quarter mile west of River Ave. Wayland Fire Hall with Albert ing Ambrose Holford. tenor from men at Hyde Park Cottage.
the guest of honor and a two
At a regular meeting of the
The bid for general construction Gietzen, Glen Thede and Conrad
Misses Mary Firttt,Mary Ann
Souter, Dolene Baar, Karel-Mari
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Goor
and
course lunch was served.
Castle Park, accompaniedby Mrs.
board of educationof Waverly
was awarded to Beckering Con- Schwartz.
son, Freddie, arrived for the Kkinheksel and the guest of
Invited guests were the Mes- School Tuesday evening plan® Knooihuizen,Pat Arnold, Mary
Dan
Lutz
in
Schuberts
song
cycle,
For Casco, Lee, Ganges, Saugastruction Co. of Grand Rapid® for
week-end in their boat Silver honor.
dames
Kruid. F. Bosma, G. were made for the opening of the Van Oort, PhiT Keane, Pat Hout"Die Schone Mullerin."
man. Barbara Van Huis. Marilyn $145,750. Bid for electricalwork tuck, Clyde and Manlius at the
Gefeben, F. Bosma. Jr, W. Bears.s, school term on Sept. 8.
The Friday night entertainment Dawn.
Weatrate, Marilyn Stryker,Jan was awarded to Bradley Electric Fennville villagehall with ClarMr. and Mrs. John Rodger of
L. Bearas, W. Topp. H. Jansen,
Gasses will be called at 9 a.m.
on
Aug. 21 will be a play entitled
ence Heinen, John Oetman and
Chicago
entertained a party of m Woodstock Cottage.
H. Boss. E. Israels,M. Kole, S and will include 18 new beginners. Karsten, Marlene Koning. Kay of South Haven for $12,795.The Elmer McKeown.
"Harvey," presented by the Castle
bid tor mechanical work was
35 Friday laM at their cottage
Miss Esther Everse of Holland
Kruid, H. De Weert. A. Cook and Mre. Huldah Roach and Mrs. Ada Larsen and the guest of honor.
Park Players in the beautiful amAssisting the hostess were her awarded to A Wen Co. of Lanaing
Ouillmette.
is holding a one-man show of her
W. Van Howe and Mias Mary Ann Naber, teachers, will arrange a
phitheater.
mother, Mr®. J. M. Hungerink for $44,529.
On Saturdal night the Roger paintings at the Inn. Miss Everse
Bosma.
Committee Makes Plans
schedule whereby the new beginActivities scheduledfor Castle
'Hie total amounts roughly to
and Mrs. Walter Bums.
Whites
of Lake Forest held open is not only a highly successful
ners and the other students will
Park this week include a dance house at Laurel Lodge.
$200,000.The bond iaue which the For Social at Zeeland
artist in oils but she is a splendid
all begin on the opening day.
tonight for children from 8 to 9
Dock Permission Asked
diitrict passed some months ago
The
guests at the Inn and Wau- entertainer in the field of ChalkBids for the construction of a Lions Club Has Picnic
caHt for $225,000.
The Roamer Boat Co. of HolAt a committee meeting held p.m. and for adults from 9 to 11 kazoo cottagers appreciated a fine Talks. She will give a program at
one-room addition to the school
Construction wtft begin almost last Thursday afternoon at the p.m.; a movie at the Castle "Rain concert given by the Holland Am- the Inn on August 20.
land has made application for a
will be opened Friday evening At Kiwanis Grounds
immediatelyon the new building home of Mm. Simon Elhart, 238 or Shine" Wednesday; "Little Ra- erican Legion band Monday night.
Department of the Army permit
Col. and Mrs. Howard Walter
and upon approval of bonding bids
The Holland Lions Club held which la expected to be complet- Lincoln Ave., ZeelanU, plans were vinia" concert Thursday at 8:15 The annual Waukazoo Tenni® and son, Scotty left by plane
to construct boat docks in Lake
which will be opened Monday, con- its annual picnic Monday night at
ed by Aug. 1. 1954. Plana call for made for a social to be held at p.m. on the Dance Dune and a Club mixed double* tournament Monday for Rome, Itally where
Macatawa. Any person or persons
structionshould begin shortly. the Kiwania Club grounds. Henry even claa rooms, a kindergarten
the Zeeland City Park on Aug. masquerade dance for children will start this coming week-end. Gol. Walter will be associated
having any objectionsto the work
Until the new building is comSaturdayfrom 8 to 9 pm and for The' trophy was won last year by with NATO.
aa proposed from the standpoint pleted, each teacher will be re- Ter Haar, president,directed ac- room, general puipoae room, kit- 28.
The affair wHl be a benefit for adults from 9 to 12 p.m.
of navigation are invited to file quired to teach more than 40 tivities. The committee in charge chen, atMMstrative area, boiler
Mis® Daly and Mr. Champion.
Among Waukazoo's tennis playincluded Peter Elzinga, chairman, room and storage area. Louis C. the Rest Haven Guild, an organiThe play "The Wild Westcotts"
a written statement with the disMr.
and
Mrs. E. H. Gold enter- er®, two are seldom at home to
pupils. The buildingcontract calls Joe St. John, Arnold Overway
KingacottAaociates of Kalama- zation sponsored by churches in was given with resoundingsuc- tained a group of friends at the perfonn. Peter Paulus has just
trict engineer, Corps of Engineer,for the addition to be oompkted and Bert Kruiswyk.
zoo are the architects.
,cess by the Castle Park players in Inn last Thursday.
the Ho|land and Zeeland area.
428 Federal building.Milwaukee. in February.
returned from the St. Joseph Val‘ After a basket lunch a program
Serving on the school board are
A program is being arranged the Amphitheatreat Castle Park Mrs. Harvey Kleinheksel enter- ley meet in South Bend and will
I, Wis., not later than Aug. 21.
of sport® waa carried out, with Harvey DeVree, president: John for the evening.
last Friday evening. Despite tained a party of 14 with lunch- play In Kalamazoo this week-end
Three drawings of the proposed
The spade fish or angel fish of prizes being awarded to winners, Eawnburg, secretary; Fred Bocks,
threatening weather^Ti crowd of eon at the Inn left Friday.
Kay Champion of Dayton, Ohio
docks on the Big Bayou have been the Atlantic ocean is almost cirKruiswyk presented a film, on treasurer,Peter . Meurer and Bad-checkartiata defraud trade®- more than 250 attended. ‘The
Mr. and Mr®. Sam Gardner of will go to Ottawa, Ontario to
placed on the bulk tin board at the cular in shape and highly prized
Upper Michigan loaned by The Theodore Van Oostathout,fcuat- men out of some 400 million dol- Wild Westcotts," a Donald O’Con- St. Louis and (fcughter, Elaine, compete in the Canadian National
lor food.
lars yearly in the United States, nor type of play, got off to a rip- are visiting the Albert Gardners Boys Tournament.
Colossians 1: 3-6, 9-20
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School
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Board

Approves Budget
For Coming

1),

1953

Boersma

Last-place Moose threw

a

elected R. A. Boersma, a native of
Holland,president and general
manager of the company,succeeding the late J. Frank Duffy who
died July 23.
Boersma has been connected

fore the Vets squeeied by 5-4, and

End

knocked

Main Auto out of second

1952.

She was the daughter of Mr.
Weibe Stremler and
lived in Holland until 1946 when
she moved to Ann Arbor. While a
Holland resident, Mrs Newhouse
with the Duffy Manufacturing was active in the Camp Fire Girla
Company for the past 26 years and organization and in the Sixth Refor the past 10 years has been formed Church.
vice presidentand general managBesides her husband, Mrs.
er.
Newhouse is survived by her
Other changes ratifiedat the mother, Mrs. Weibe Stremler,

real

scare into league leading VFW befifth-place North

Succumbi Unexpectedly

Duffy Mfg. Co.

Of Second Place

The Board of Education Monday
night approveda budget of $940,437.86 for the 1953-54 school year
covering a 22-page booklet which
was explained by Trustee Vernon
D. Ten Cate, chairman of the ways
and means committee.
Almost half of the estimated income is expectedfrom state aid

Directs

Mrs. Percy Newhouse, 48, died
unexpectedlyMonday evening at
her home. 415 Ethel Ave., S. E.,
The Board of Directors of Duf- Grand Rapids where she and her
fy Manufacturing Company have husband had lived since April

Main Auto Out

Year

Newhouie

Mrt. Percy

End Knocks

place

and Mrs.

with a 12-2 barrage in City League softball games at Van longeron Field Friday night.
VFW won its game in the first
allowances totaling $409,900. Local
inning on Vern Vande Water's
taxes will provide $330,975.45 basmeeting of the company’s board of Grand Rapids; one daughter,
home run, since the two teams
ed on 10.75 mills on the city's
directorswas the election of L. J. Mrs. John Koppenaal,Holland; a
each collected a pair of two-run
equalized valuationof $30,788,414
Hoh'mann, of Holland, formerly son, Elsworth Bekker, Ann Arbor;
innings later in the game.
or 12 mills on the assessed valuaD. J. Dt Praa
secretary and treasurer, to the one grandchild; a sister, Mrs.
In the fourth inning A1 Glupker
(ion of $23,401,900.
newly created post of executive John Klein, Holland, and one
and A1 Kraal matched four-bagTuition will provide $115,000;
vice president and treasurer.
brother, Simon Stremler,Chargers for VFW after Jas De Vries
transportation,$4,000; vocational
had delivereda two-run homer for
John
Fenlon
Donnelly, son of lotte.
education, $4,500;adult education,
Moose in the previous frame. Vets
the late B. P. Donnelly, co-founder
$2,500;visiting teacher, $750; libnotched another pair in the sevof the company,was elected secrerary fund, $3,500; specialeducaRevolutionary Ignition
enth on a pair of singles, error,
tary and assistanttreasurer.
tion, $6,500; city recreation,$2,000;
Be
Nino A. Maenari (second from right) and Fred
and stolen base. Moose rallied for
man of the board of Michigan Gaa and the founMichael
Leonard
of Grand Rap- Systems Available Here
Hope College,$300; miscellaneous,
dation provides the assistancethrough the acholtwo runs in their half of the sevids, vice president of the company
Zweerlng (eecond from left) receive the Richard
$2,000; balance June 30, 1953, $58.archipc
to flrat year universityor college students
enth
on an error, single and triple.
An inovation in the field of
Sunday, Aug. 16. will be known for the past 21 years, was made
and Hinda Roeenthal Foundation scholarship
437.86.
who are children,brothers or elatere of employes
Stu Baker, who hit the triple, as Gideon Day at the Gull Lake chairman of the board of direct- automotiveignitionsis tha revoTeachers’ salaries estimatedat
awards presentd by L. L. Perry (left),vice presiof Michigan Gas and Electric Co. On-job training
ors.
lutionary new Holthouse High
went out pitcher to catcher,when
$604,380 provided the biggest item
Bible ConferenceCamp honoring
dent and J. P. Sherwood,secretary-treasurerof
ia available to the award winners at Michigan
he tried to score the tying run.
Hohmann, has been associated Frequency Ignition system, deveunder expenditures. More specifiD.
J.
De
Free
of
Zeeland
who
has
Michigan Gas and Electric Co. Rosenthal is chairGas during summer months.
Bob Schutt with a single and
with the company for the past 18 loped after 25 years of research,
cally, budget expenditures are listserved as internationalpresident.
double and Kraal with two singles
years. He is a native of Mankato. is in a distinctive class of its own,
ed as follows : general control, $30,De Free also has served as interand a home run led VFW. Vande
addition have been promised by
Minn., and, prior to his association from the standpoint of constructnational chaplain, state president
405; instruction, $633,145.50; operaion, output and operation and is
Water and Glupker had circuit
arehiteels'or Sept 17 and suggestof the Gideons for three years. with the local company, repre- completely differentfrom any
tion. $84,437.18; maintenance, $96.Girl on
drives, and Bill Franks and Jay
ed Tuesday, Oct. 6, as a date for
sented
a
furniture
manufacturing
Besides serving as international
199.62; fixed charges, $4,820;
type of ignitionever build. AutoHoffman had singles.
company.
auxiliary and co-ordinate activi- opening bids.
president,De Pree also has served
motive ReplacementParts has
Baker
had
three
hits
and
Jas
Attorney
Peter
S. Boter is workThe
Duffy
Manufacturing
ComParis
as internationalchaplain,state
ties. $13,472; capital outlay, $77,been named distributor for the
De
Vries
with
a
pair paced the
ing
on
necessary
resolutions
for
pany
was
established
32
years
ago
958.56.
presidentand in many other capalosers. Paul Fortney, Ted Bos and
to market a rubber moulded rear local area and a completestock
the
board
to
adopt
in
connection
(Joan
Andreasen,
daughter
of
cities.
He
has
been
act
ire
on
the
In other business,the board fixWiU be carried at all times.
Bob Fortney had singles.
board of the Gull Lake Bible con- window holder. Its products now
ed tuition for the few outsiders with the coming bond election.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Andreasen
Main
Auto’s
defense
broke
down
comprise
a
wide
variety
of
autoAustin Buchanan and C'.eorge
ference.
attendingelementaryschools at
of Holland currently is on a
in the fourth inning of their game
De Pree. a Zeeland furniture motive parts.
$97.60 for the 1953-54 school year. Lumsden, Holland High School
European tour and this is her first
and handed North End seven runs manufacturer,will speak at the
The charge for secondary tuition teachers who are working on an
on three hits.
11 a m. service and W. W. Gothwas set last March 9 at a figure occupationalsurvey and senior report from Paris.— Editor l.
Herk Cramer gave Main Auto a ard, internationalGideon director, Firemen Sponsor Trip
Ry
Joan
Andreasen
class
followup
this
summer,
renot to exceed $165. Since the maxitwo-run lead in the first inning will speak at the 3 p.m. service.
Holland firemen arc joining
PARIS (Special)—Paris was in In Justice
mum allowable secondary tuition ported briefly on their work, citing full
when he hit a home run with a
hands with the Grand Rapids
fashion the last week in July
many
interestingincidentsrelaDe
Pree
was
first
elected
interrate is $178.18, the figure remains
ma non. North End evened it with national president at a convention Fire Deportment in sponsoring an
tive to the studies. Buchanan sug- and I was fortunate in being able
at $165.
Among persons paying finw on
runs in the first and second inn- in Houston, Tex., in 1950. Rendert excursion to the Detroit Tigergested
a
followup
questionnaire
of to attend the Schiaparelli show.
Miss Jeanette Westveer, new
various charges in Park Township ings. Jas Ebels held Main Auto
the 1953 class each year for five Although she is no longer an A-l
H. Muller of Holland held the Chicago White Sox baseball game
treasurer of the board, presented
Repair All Klnda
designer, the French fashion edi- Justice C. C. Wood s court the past scorelessfrom there on, while his high position for twx) years pre- in the Windy City Aug. 22. Aca report on receiptsand bank ac- years and another questionnaire
teammates ran wild in the fourth viously.
cording to present plans, the train
counts. The current balance in- five years later. Work on the occu- tors reported that this was one of week were the following:
Of Leaky Roofs!
Inning. The winners collected three
pational survey is nearing com- her host collectioas.
Gideons, who are Christian will stop in Holland en route from
Arthur White, Kalamazoo, imcludes the building and site fund
Schiaparelli
calls
her
autumn
more
"insurance"
runs
in
the
sixth
businessmen of all evangelical Grand- Rapids to Chicago. Fire
pletion and a complete report is
Wd'll recovtr old roofs
of $380,060.36.
collection,the Caressing
parking at Holland State on two walks, three stolen bases, faiths, are represented in Michi- station No. 2 in Holland has
Claims and accounts, presented expected by Jan. 1.
likt new — install new
gan with some 36 camps. The In- tickets available.
Trustee E. V. Hartman presided ion. She ha.s purified and accented Park, $7; Keith L. Vander Veen, an error, and single.
by Trustee Wendell A. Miles, toones reasonably. Estithe line she so successfully launch Grand Rapids, speeding 60 miles
How
Glupker and Ebels collect- ternational Gideons with the aid
at
the
meeting
in
the
absence
of
taled $55,213.03 for July, of which
ed three seasons ago. The pencilmates furnished prompted two hits each to lead the win- of churches have placed more than
President
Sadie
Grace
Winter.
an hour in 35-mle zone, Ottawa
$40,058.77 went for teachers’ salners. Herb Maatman and LeRoy a million Bibles In hospitals,hoSupt. Scott gave the invocation. slim figure that gracefullywidenaries.
You'll ba
ed at the fop to enhance full Beach Rd., $22; Charles De Fey- Tucker had one. Lou Bergman tel! and public institutions. DurSupt. Walter W. Scott spent con- The meeting lasted three hours
shoulders. The creations in this ter, route 3. parking on highway, and Herk Cramer got Main Auto’s ing Worid War they distributed
and
10 minutes.
thrilled
siderable time explaining the pronow collection are indeed careasing
about 10,000,000 Testament!
Holland State Park. $7; Kenneth two hits.
gress on plans for the addition to
at tha aalactiona
as they fit the body in an uninteramong men in the armed force*.
Topp, 80 North Division, parking
the Van Raalte school buildingand
In flna daalgna of
rupted line from the shoulders to
Bridal Shower Honors
on highway, Holland State Park,
initial plans for the fifth elementhe hemline. Rarely are they even
WALL
$7.
tary school.The Van Raalte addi- Miss Dolores Visch
interrupted by a belt. The caressJarvis Ter Haar, route 3, Zeetion will border the west and south
PAPER
ing line goes across the top of the
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
Public
sides of the present building.
Mrs. Joseph Sloothaak enter- outfits in bias cuts. They are often land, allowing unlicensed minor to
A
trio composed of Jan Van
Rough plans for the new fifth tained at a miscellaneous shower outlined by ivory or gold buttons. drive, Holland State Park, $13.90; Peurseum, Mary Zayghuizen and
school Call for an L-shaped buildThe new materials, too. are Lawrence Jackson, route 4, reck- Ruth Vande Velde sang "Far from
WBEROID PRODUCTS
Friday evening honoring Miss
ing containingsome 14 class
Sept.
Caressing.. The "drapers broad less driving.M-21 in Zeeland town- God", Ackley at the First ReformELECTRIC CO.
29 East 6th Street
Dolores
Visch,
bride-elect.The
rooms and special education rooms
cloth” has become the light silky ship, VSy, Charles L. Dalvini, Jr., ed Church morning service*.
10 Watt 8th
Phono 4811
to be built on recently acquired party was held at the Sloothaak fabric of all uses. It L worn from Grand Rapids, speeding 45 miles
Miss Evelyn Huizenga, of North
Public schools will open Thurspropertybetween 30th' and 32nd home, 122 West 17th St. Assist- early morning until late in a gala in 35-mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd Street Christian Reformed Church day. Sept. 10. followinga twtvday
Sts. running from Washington to ing the hostesswas Mrs. G. Visch. night. Fine cashmeres,heavy $7; John Veldman, 504 Gordon St., sang "The Ransomed of the Lord" pre-schoolconference for teachers,
Van Raalte Aves.
decorated sprinkling can satins, fantasticnets, rich tweeds, reckless driving,Holland State Mac Derined and “The Voice in according to a school calendar
Supt. Scott said final plans and hung above an attractive table and fragile jerseys are the other Park and Ottawa Beach Rd., the Wilderness” Scott at the eveadopted Monday night by the
trappy soys:
specificationsfor the Van Raalte and streamers extendedfrom the components of the collection. The $29.30.
ning service.
Board of Education.
Barbara
Jean
Winstrom.
Grand
spout to the gilt.s arrangedbelow. silhouettefor Autumn and winter
The Rev. John den Ouden and
An eight-week session of eveIt is estimated that within ten years,
Games were played and dupli- 1953 is marked by the larger, Rapids, parking on traveled part family are vacationingat their ning school will begin Oct. 19. The
cate prizes were awarded to Mrs. easier moulded shoulders. The of highway, Ottawa Beach Rd., $7; cottage in Cedar Grove Wis. The
more Yale men will be selling scrap
annual MEA regional conference
A. Gcrritson, Mrs. L. Visch and waist line is small and marked by John Russel Sterner, Grand Rap- pastor is spending this week in
than bonds.
will be held Oct. 22 and 23 in
Mrs. G. Oudemolen.A two-course the cut of the material. The hip- ids, overtime parking of trailer, Zeeland, visiting the nick and
Grand
Rapids. Thanksgiving recess
line Is youthfully slender. Skirts Holland State Park, $9.30; Donald shut-in.
HEATING 4 AIR CONDITIONING luncheon was served.
will be observed Nov. 26 and 27.
The guest list included the Mes- are slim and just a little bit long- E. See, route 1. Hudsonville,failNext Sunday the Rev. Abraham Schools will close for the Christfh* Lennox Fumoce Comdames A. Diepenhorst, A. Perish- er.
ure to yield right of way, Blendon Rynbrandt.of Grand Rapids, foralways buying
materials
mas holidays Friday, Doc. 18, and
pany, worlds largest manuing' R. Cole, W. Sloothaak, Fred
Usually, the full freedom of the Towaship,$12; Lester Oosterbaan, mer pastor of the First Reformed
will reopen Monday, Jan. 4. A sefacturing engineers of worm
I-cAbnen, Len HoltgeerLs,G. Holt- shoulders is accentuated by a Grand Rapids, interfering with Church. wri!l he guest preacher at
a i
heating equipment
cond eight-week session of evening
geerts,J. Bos, C. Castelli, N. Dc- short fingertipcoat that has been thruogh traffic, Ottawa Beach Rd., the local church.
make* a heating system to
school will start Jan. 25.
Jongh, A. Manning, H. Oudemo- purposely cut large. And the $12; Daniel Buist, route 2, reckMusic at the Second Refoimed
fit your Individual requireThe first semester will close
120 River Av*.
len G Oudemolen. S. Oudemolen. sleeves have been cut so deeply less driving,M-21 in Holland Town- Church morning service was furnHolland, Mick
ments tor gas, oil, o- coal.
Jan. 29 and the second semester
Stanley Oudemolen,F Oudemolen. that, in several cases, their full- ship. $27.
ished
by
Prof.
Robert
Cavanaugh,
Lennox dealers are factorywill open Feb. 1. A county teachJr„ H. Wierda, R. Sloothaak,L. ness only starts to diminish at the
Frederick Vaas. Jr. 166 East director of music at Hope College
trained heatingexperts
ers’ Institute will be held in FebVisch. E. Oudemolen,H. Oudemo- elbow. Although the general line
Eighth St., speeding 50 miles in 35- and also at Hope Reformed
ruary. date to be determined later.
len. E. Oudemolen, Jr. E. Boeve. is striking simple, innumerable,
At Tour Service
Church,
Holland.
He
sang
'The
mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd., $12;
Schools
will close for spring vacaimportant
new
details
can
be
A.
Gcrritson,
G.
Franks,
R.
WalIf
Day v Nifht
Arthur B. Witteveen. 282 West 24th Earth is the Lord's" Lynes and
tion Friday. March 26, and reters, M. Van Ham, B. Van Zan- noticed.
"Arise-Shine,
For
Thy
Light
is
St., improperovertaking and passopen Monday, April 5. Easter Sunten, E. Van Der Kolk. G. Plakke,
The most caressing dress of the
ing. M-21, Zeeland Township, $12; Come’’ Mac Dermid. A trio of the
day will be observed April 18.
R. Van Oss. and the Misses Janet collectionwas starkly simple and
Roger Boer, 575 Lawndale Court, First Reformed Church composed
Memorial day falls on Sunday,
Plakke, Lena Plakke. Mary Jane almost unreal to the touch as it
of
Misses
Jan
Van
Peursem,
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
being in trailer area after hours,
May 30
Oudemolen,Barbara Bos, Juli Bos, ifl of natural cashmere. Worn
—NOT A SIDELINE
Holland State Park, $9.30; James Mary Zwyghuizen and Ruth
Kay Oudemolen,Norma Van Harn with it was a long evening coat
Baccalaureateexercises will be
Meyer, Hudsonville. overtime Vande Velde with Irma Derks held June 14, commencement exer120 River
PH. 6-6828
Mrs. F. Oudemolen and the guest made of camel’s hair. It had a
aa
pianist
sang.
"The
Lord’s
ON THE AVERAGE
parking of trailer, Holland State
gold armoured collar, which is a
of honor.
Prayer” Malotte and "After the csies June 17 and school will close
EVERY 15 SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
special application of leather on Park, $9.30; Daniel Hazebrook, 280 Night" at the evening services. for the year June 18.
College Ave., blocking highway,
the cloth.
Mrs. J. Boeve directed the singBEN VAN LINTl, Agent
I was amazed to find that most Holland State Park, $7.
ing.
Rhode Island used to have laws
of the outfitswere not the ultra
177 College Avenue
G. J. Van Hoven, president of providing penalties for refusal to
Phone 7133
fashionable type so often associathe Zeeland Kwanis club has been accept public offices.
ted with Paris fashions. A good
selected as a member of the disBest Ball
many of them could be worn in
trict Kiwani* conventionpromoThe four stones classifiedaa
any town the size of Holland.
tion and publicitycommittee. The precious are diamond, ruby, em.As usual, black is the most feaannual convention will be held at erald and sapphire.
tured color, accented by bright, Golf
Ann Arbor. Aug. 30 through Sept.
bright, brillant colors such as
2. Other members of the local
at
The team of Ray Knooihuizen club to assist Include Willia Boss
shocking or Schiaparellipink and
and Tom Sasamoto won the best as member of the registration
azure blue.
for
The jewelry was rather chunky ball 72-hole handicap golf tourna- committee and Kay Karsten,
and heavy. Most of it in gold and ment at the American Legion Golf chairman of the promotion and
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
long strands of colored beads. Course with a net 252. The tour- publicity committee Mr. Van
123 W. 8th
Don Hartgorink— Herm Blok Phono 7777
own«r«
Any Occation
Paris Is also featuring jewelry of ney lasted throughout July
Hoven is also a member of a disblack antelope or suede on gold.
Second place went to Fred Cole- trict wide, all Kiwanis chorus at
YOUR SATISFACTION
They are small and worn well man and Chuck Knooihuizen with the convention.
ii
OUR VARIETY OF TASTY
down on the forehead. Others are a net 260.
OUR
GUARANTEE
Tibetan toques in furry astrakhan
Other net scores were: third
of
and beaver with great flowers place, Ken Vander Heuvel and West Hudsonville Delays
hidden in the top. The big- Larry Bowerman, 261; fourth
FUTURE
BUSINESS
gest fashion designers such as place. Ted Sasamoto and John Vriesland’s B-l Crown
Sold With
Bdnafldd
Add To Everyone's Meals
Fath and Balmain followed quite Hietbrink. 262; fifth place, Lee
ZEELAND (Special) West S. A.
INC.
a bit along the same lines as Klie sand Paul Boerigter, 263; Hudsonville
Written Guarantee
delayed Vriesland’sBSchiaparelli.But it was reported sixth place. Frank Lokker and
Tha Homo For
1 title conquest Saturdaynight at
that the leader of Paris fashion, Jim Den Herder, 265.
COMPLETi
LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM
Zeeland’s Legion Field by taking
Dior, was making the hemline
Dadgo Plywi
i*«rtk
Winners of the birdie prizes a 7-1 upset victory. North Hol384 CENTRAL AVE.
SERVICE
ERVICE
shorter.
PHONE 2677
awarded on the ninth and four- land blasted Harlem, 15-4, in the
teenth holes were Hietbrink,Boer- other game.
igter, Ed Rackes, Roy Van Ess,
Friday night, Zeeland Coliseum
Bob Houtman, Arnold Vander won its ninth straightgame with723-33 Michigan Avenue
Rhone 7225
Local Girl
Kolk, Jake Meurer. Bob Greenhoe, out a defeat in the second half of
and Fred Oudemolen.
the Tri-Countyleague as Rog
Pro George Slikkers announced Lamer pitched a three-hit 1-0
the cty championshiptourney is shutout. North Hudsonville tamIn
about to begin, and any interest- ed North Holland, 11-4, in a B-2
Miss Marilyn Poest has been ed golfersmay contact him at the league contest.
Seng oheato FREE with aae*
awarded third place in the state- pro shop. The event will be run off
ardor of Wadding Stationary.
wide Americanism Essay Contest in four flights and must be comsponsored by the American Legion pleted by Labor Day. There will
Auxiliary,according to Mrs. Her- be no entry fee.
Special
'n/'
bert Stanaway,local chairman.
The
Panama
canal
was
finished
Miss Poest is the daughter of
Printing
DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS
Tha tlar K«ld*r offer* many
Mrs. Edward A. Dulyea, 215 West and opened to traffic on Aug. 15.
Ninth St. She had previously won 1914.
AT HOME AND AT
Mrvlcaa for your ploaauro.
second place in the Holland conThe boat la draught and
THE
test and first place In the district
bottledbaora and wlnaa and
with her essay.
Printing
•hginpagnaa.
Alao, aandThe subjet used by all contest-
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Din Burgeis Succumbs
At Pine Rest

(Special)— Dan Bur- ,
gess, 75, of Byron Center, route 2,
died Saturday at the Pine Rest
Sanitarium in Cutlerville where
he had been living for the1 past
four years.
Mr. Burgess, a retired farmer,
had also been employed at the
Byron Center State Bank. He had
been ill for some time.
Surviving are two sons, Arthur,
of Byron Center, and Homer, of
Lake City, Fla.; 5 grandchildren;
one brother, Harry, Byron Center,
and one sister, Mrs. Hattie Shoemaker, of Moline.
Services will be held Tuesday at
2 p.m. from the Corinth Reformed
Church. Relativeswill meet in the
church basementat 1:45. The Rev.
A. Rynbrandt will officiate and
burial will be in the Winchester

title

"

\
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Local All Stars

By South Haven
Second half

‘

ColiseumsVTop
'

Home

ZEELAND

Into Second Place

1953

chances for the

Engagement Told Hdst

Holland Flying Dutchmen were
dealt a severe blow Saturday
night at South Haven as the

South Haven Merchants upset
Holland'sleague leaders, 3-1.
The Dutchmen, who had an excellent opportunity to forge into
undisputed first place at the expense of the league tail-enders,
were dumped into second place
behind the Grand Haven Athletics,
who showed a 4-1 mark for the
top spot.

Cemetery.
The body

South Haven

finished in the
cellar for the first half and was
scrapingbottom in the current
standings without a win in league
play. After Friday night’s loss to
the Zeeland Chix, the Merchants
were in the cellar all alone.
But the Merchants looked like

champs Saturday night. While
Wally Wildt shackled the Dutchmen with a four-hitter, South
Haven was collectingfour of its
five hits for two runs in the second inning and the eventual victor}1.

Warren Victor started for Holland, but was blasted out with
the four-hitoutburst in the second. Clare Van Licre came in and
prevented any further damage,
but two runs had scored.
From the way Van Liere

mowed

down the Merchants, he

should

Edge

Main Auto 44) in
Preliminary Game
Zeeland Coliseum knocked

off

the Holland All Stars 6-4 behind
three-hitpitching at Van Tongeren field Saturdaynight, and in the
preliminary sixth place Hulat

Bros, upset fourth place Main
Auto 4-0 in a City SoftballLeague

from the
to the Ar-

will be taken

Yntema Fyneral home

Bros.

replay.

Zeeland hurler Owen Aukema
allowed four runs on two hits In
the first inning,then shut out the
All Stars the rest of the way with
just ojie double. He fanned 10
men, including the side in the

thur Burgess residence Sunday
noon where it will remain until
Tuesday. Friends may meet the
family there.

fifth inning.

The

Two More

on

Polio

All-Stars’four

runs came

a single, double and two errors,

to give them an initial lead. Colitallied once in the first on
a double, error and two passed
Miss Julie Elaine Keen
in
The engagement of Miss Julie balls and twice in the third on
Elaine Keen to Theodore Medema two singles, a walk, and a stolen
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
has been announced by her par- base. They tied it in the sixth
Sharlene Weener, three-year-old ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Keen, of with a run on a single, hit batter
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin G. Brouwer
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. How- 51 West 18th St. Mr. Medema is and fielder's choice.
A pair of singles in the seventh
(Bulford photo) ard Weener, route 2, Holland, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
In a lovely afternoon wedding quet of yellow roses and snap- in "just fair" condition in Blod- Medema of Brandon. Wis. No wed- drove in two runs to give Zeeland
the game.
on Aug. 1, Miss Jane Marie Men- dragons tied with pale green gett Hospital, Grand Rapids, ding plans have been made.
Jerry Kraai, Ed Klinge and
ken became the bride of Alvin G. ribbon.
where she was admitted Friday
Andy Klynstra had two > hits
Brouwer. The Rev. William HavOrganist for the ceremony was morning as a polio patient after
apiece for Colscums. Les Nyenerkamp performedthe double ring Mrs. John Tibbe, and Howard

seums

Cases

Holland

-

have drawn the starting assignment. He only allowed one hit in
six and two-thircte innings of service which took place at 4
play, and a pair of errors gave p.m. in the Central Avenue ChrisSouth Haven its final tally in the tian Reformed Church.
sixth.
Parents of the bride and groom
Meanwhile, Dutchmen batters are Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mencouldn’t do anything against ken, 479 Central Ave., and Mrs.
Wildt. He scattered the four hits
Kate Brouwer. 184 West 19th St.
m four differentinnings,and HolGertrude Menken, twin sister
land picked up its only run on
of the bride, was maid of honor
Willie Rink’s triple in the third,
Rink, who was playing center and Herman C. De Vries, brother-

An exhausted pigeon came to rest in a flower box at the Peter Baar
residence on Aug. 4. Mr. and Mrs. Baar approached the bird, and
found that It did not resist being handled. It was discovered that a
band around the pigeon’sleg, which seemed to have caused some
swelling,bore the inscription AU 51 M 317. Baar, shown above, is J
caring for the bird until someone contacts him as to whether
“Dukie"

is

a lost carrier

pigeon;

(Sentinelphoto)

becoming ill Wednesday.
huis, Aukema and Wierda had
Slenk was soloist. He sang "If
She has progressive polio and 5
bingles.
With All Your Heart Ye Truly paralysis of both legs. Her father
Lou Altena. Jay Hoffman and
Seek Me” and the "Wedding is employed at the Eagle-OttaWh
G. Van Langevelde shared the
Prayer” as the couple knelt.
Leather Co. of Grand Haven.
*****•****••**••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
loser'sthree-hits.
For her daughter's wedding,
Suellen Fletcher, four-year-old
Bud Hulst hit a two-run homer
By Jark Hole
Mrs. Menken wore a brick red daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
One girl and four boys have and Jud Brinks followed it with
print dress with black accessories Fletcherof 91, River Hills Dr.,
If
training
sites are any indianother four-bagger in the first Miss Nancy Kuite Feted
and a white rose corsage. The Holland, who was taken ill Aug. 1 earned places on the Ottawa inning to give Hulst a quick threecation.
Rocky
Marciano should
County 4-H Dairy Judging Team.
groom’s mother wore a navy blue and whose case was diagnosed as
nave Roland LaStarza in a
They will represent the county at run lead and then put their game At Personal Shower
dress with navy accessories and polio -by a Holland- physician SatDistrict4-H eliminationsat Mich- out of Main Auto’s reach.
"spin" for their heavy-weight title
in-law of the groom, acted as best a red rose corsage.
Miss Jan Karsten was hostess
urday, is being treated at home. igan State College on Aug. 17 and
A1 Bosch blanked the losers on
field, scored on a wild pitch.
A reception for 110 guests was She has no involvements, but has
three hits, and struck out 14, in- at a personal shower last Monday- fight at New York’s Polo Grounds
Other Dutchmen hits came in man. Ushers were Gerald Menken,
evening honoring Miss Nancy Sept. 24.
the fourth, fifth and eighth. Hol- brother of the bride, and John held in the church basement a back weakness.
Selected on the basis of scores cluding the side in the first innAccording to word received
Charles Bugielski,vice presi- compiled at judging training ses- ing, and all three outs in the Kuite, bride-electof Robert Karland's best opportunity to tie the Schripsema. Mr. and Mrs. Morris following the ceremony. The wedcontest came in the sixth with Wierda were master and mistess ding cake was topped with a small dent of the Ottawa County polio sions in the county, the team in- second and fifth frames. Main sten. The party was held at the from Charley Goldman, Rocky's'
colonial bouquet of yellow roses, chapter, said Saturday that the cludes David Kober and John Fas- Auto threatened in the sixth with Karsten home at 185 Cambridge trainer, the champ is working out
Terry Burns and Frank Wlodar- of ceremonies.
and boxing in a convertedairPalms, ferns, candelabra and and ribbon streamers. At the National foundation feels it can sen of Conklin;Joan Vredeveld, back to back singles,but Bosch Ave.
czyk on third and second respectGames were played and dupli- plane hangar near Grossinger, N.
ively. Tony Wentzel went out baskets of gladioli, aurateum lilies punch bowl were Mr. and Mrs. save $9,000,000 by treating mild Hudsonville; Roger De Vries. Jen- fanned the next two men and
short to first and when Bums was and achillea d,ecoratedthe church Nick Schregardus, and the Misses cases, where there is no involve- ison and Terry Van Haitsma, Zee- forced the third man into an easy cate prizes awarded to Miss Mari'' Y. The airport is located apVan Oort and the guest of honor. proximately three miles from the
grounder.
nailed in a run-down, it killed all for the ceremony. The pews were Doreen Menken and Lois Koop- ment, at home. A volunteer group land.
GrossingerHotel, the establishA
two-course lunch was served.
Hulst
put
a
single
and
double
chance for a rally.
adorned with white bells and man were in the gift room.
is being organized throughoutthe
Chosen as alternates were Lyle
Invited guests were Mrs. How- ment that owns the huge plot of
together in the third inning for
white satin bows.
Sprik,
Vriesland;
Mark
Brouwer,
county,
one
meeting
already
havThe bride is a graduate of
ground.
For her wedding the bride Holland Christian High School. ing been held for training in this Byron Center; Jim Mohr, Jenison their last run. and losing pitcher ard Poll and the Misses Marlene
Koning, Marilyn Stryker,Mary Charley said that although Rocky
Jas
Ebcls
pitched
hitless
ball
frorrt
chose a ballerina-lengthgown of She has recently been employed field. A physical therapist from and Arden Pickering, Hudsonville.
Jo Van Alsburg, Phyllis Keane, can’t use the sand dunes of Lake
Co. F
The team will hold several prac- there on.
embroideredorgandy over taffeta. at the Holland Motor Express Co. the national foundation is expectNorma
Harbin, Shirley Bouwman, Michigan for roadwork, he is putTed
Vanden
Berg,
Herb
MaatThe fitted bodice was designed
ed in Ottawa County to train tice sessions in preparationfor man and Guite Van Langevelde Mary Ann Knooihuizen, Mary- Van ting the nearby Catskill MountThe groom was graduatedfrom
the
elimination
contests.
Several
with a high neckline and short
the volunteers who in turn will
ains to good advantage. Running
Holland High School and Davendairy fanners throughoutthe had the losers' hits. For Hulst Oort, Joyce Van Liere, Amy Boyle,
sleeves.Tiny organdy bows were
(or
port Institute,in Grand Rapids. go into the homes and assist the county are co-operating by allow- Bros. W. Boeve. Brinks and Bob Jean Kaepernik.Glo Hungerink, and "toughening-up" exercises
placed from the peter-pan collar
He is employed as an accountant doctor in instructingthe parents ing the team to judge their cattle. Vork had two hits and Kearney Kay Larsen, Jane Helmink, Ruth have been the general rule, but
to the waist. TTie bouffant organof proper procedureand exercisGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Van Liere and the guest of honor. the hard sparringgrind started
with the firm of Maihofer, Moore
Leaders of the county’s 20 dairy Zoerhof, Bud Hulst, and Bosch
ing as well as regular routine.
Friday.
Capt. H. J. Thomas of Holland is dy skirt fell in unpressedpleats. and DeLong.
had
one
each.
have given judging instrucHer shoulder length veil of illuThe organizationwas started clubs
Rocky’s diet will stay exactly
to command Company F of Grand
tions
to
all
members.
For a wedding trip to the Bl^ck about a week and a half ago.
Tiling Demonstration Set
the same— in fact, A1 Reinauer,
Haven during its two-week train- sion was held in place by an
Hospital Note*
Hills and YellowstoneNational
the same chef that cooked for the
In case an epidemic should
ing period at Camp Grayling. The open shell of beads and she car(From Monday's Sentinel)
At Floyd Ter Haar Farm
champ when he was training in*
company will leave on Saturday ried a white Bible topped with a Park, the new Mrs. Brouwer wore break out and inoculationis necesAdmitted to Holland Hospital
with 87 men, the largest group white orchid and streamers. Her a light blue suit of polished cot- sary in the county, this group
Friday were Mrs. Myron Veldheer,
A tiling demonstrationwill bo Holland, is serving the Marciano^
pearl earrings were a gift from ton, with white accessories and will be a nucleus. If the Holland
since World War II.
The Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Duven route 2, West Olive; Mrs. Grace held at 1 p.m. on the afternoon camp once more.
a white orchid corsage. The area continues to have more cas- returned to their homo in Orange Reimink, 13 West 18th St.; David of Aug. 14 for the benefitof the Goldman said that Marciano
The 82 enlistedmen and five of the groom.
fleers will motor north for the an- ' As maid of honor, Miss Men- couple will be at home after Aug. es, organization of another group City, Iowa, Wednesday, after Hop, 1270 South Shore Dr.; Ger- farmers in the southeastern .sec- never trained in a camp that they
nual two weeks at the summer ken wore a ballerinalength gown 15 at 184 West 19th St.
may be necessary.
tion of the county, according to liked as well as the Holland Furspending two weeks at the home rit Meyer, 4 West Eighth St.
Pre-nuptial showers were given
camp. Trucks from the the regi of yellow organdy over taffeta.
The two new cases in Holland of relatives in Zeeland, including Discharged Friday were William W. D. Miller of the West Ottawa nace Co. layout. But they aren’t
exactly living in poverty currentment's servicecompany at Grand The fitted bodice was designed for Mrs. Brouwer oy Mrs. Morris area makes a total so far this Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk. Lange. 446 West 22mf St.; La von Soil Consen-ation District.
Rapids will pick the men up at 5 with a sweetheartneckline^nd Wierda and Miss Lucille Smith, year of nine cases for Ottawa Rev. Duven is a former pastor of Brummel, route 3, Grant; MarThe demonstrationwill be held ly— Grossinger is one of the swankiest resorts in New York State.
ajn. for the convoy drive to Gray- slim sleeves.The full skirt was Mrs. Frank Wierda, Sr., Mrs. county.
the VrieslandReformed Church. jorie Ann Slikkers, 159 East 35th on the Floyd Tor Haar fartp, one
Rocky, whose fists have been
ling.
shirred at the waistline.She wore Herman C. De Vries, Mrs. Robert
mile
north
and
one
half
mile
west
At a meeting of the Kiwanis St.; Andrew Lubbers, 4361 Central
compared to a pair of Colt .45’s in
Sgt. Pat Dillinger and Corp. an open shell of yellow organdy De Meester and Miss Gertrude
held last week. Eugene Ave.; Susan Moore, route 2, West of Vriesland.
Vacationing
William Bouwman are to leave on her hair and carried a bou- Menken.
Methods of laying tile to the punching power, will work on
Dice, director of 4-H work in Olive.
proper
grade, by machine, cor- "hand spe<xi" for the LaStarza
Wednesday for a pre-camp mess
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
Ottawa County was guest speakSuffers Heart Attack
rect backfilling of the trench, out- battle, according to Goldman.
duty, and Sgt. David Paul will
Isaac
Bazan,
route
4,
Claude
Lemer. He described achievementsof
let protection and locationof the Charley bases his training plans
leave Thursday with the equipEnthusiasticAudience
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Mrs. 4-H clubs in local and state in- mon. 33 Cherry St.
tile line to control a seep area on the fact that Roland is young
ment as the property guard of the Local Girls
Ethel Vivian Graham. 58, of Whit- stances and also described the
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Sees 'Wild Westcotts'
are some of the things that will and tough, and that he gave Marcompany. There will be 20 mem
ing, Ind., died Saturday evening national and international cir- Hendrick Goodhart and baby, 574
ciano quite a time of it in their
be demonstrated.
bers who have never gone to camp
at 9:30 p.m. at Douglas Hospital cumstances. He emphasized the South Shore Dr.; Mrs. RoyStrengfirst fight back in 1950. Rocky/
The
ringing
of
the
Castle
dinner
Willard
Cutler,
Drainage
engibefore. Ten new recruits were
shortly after she had been strick- building of character and creat- holt and baby, 565 Lake Dr.; Mrs.
Ski
neer, of Michigan State College, took a split, 10-round decision in
bell Friday night started the trek
added during the last two weeks.
en with a heart attack.She is sur- ing lasting friendshipand patriot- Marvin Brandt and baby, 1532
will be on hand to explain the that encounter.
M/Sgt Harry Hillman, who sign
of Castle Parkers and their vived by the husband, Lawrence ism.
Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Howard fine points of laying tile.
MINOCQUA, WIS. (Special)
Marciano,28. will give the 26ed up seven men, was tops as a Two Holland water skiers took top
guests with raincoats, umbrella, M. Graham, 1931 Stanton Ave.,
year-old LaStarza a two-year age
The following new officersof Nyhof and baby. 726 Harringrecruiter.
honors at the Midwest Water Ski newspapers and cushions to the Whiting, Ind.
advantage, and Roland boasts
the Gilbert D. Karsten Post of top; Mrs. Stanley Wlodarczyk
Sgt. Perry DeLille,administratMr. and Mrs. Graham had been
and baby. 159 132nd Ave.; Mrs. Win on Two Big Innings
tournament held Friday and Satmore experience also. But Rocky
American
Legion
are
to
be
inive assistant, has commenced supAmphitheatre at Castle Park for vacationing at Goshorn Lake for
urday at Minocqua. Sandy SwanHulst Juniors scored five runs will get the nod from most exstalled at a ceremony at the Carl Kaniff and baby, 125 East
ervising crating of the equipment
ey, who was runnerup in the *1952 the three-act comedy "The Wild 10 days. They were at the lake
Holland Country Club: Robert 34th St.; Mrs. George Schippers, in the second and six in the third perts purely on the basis of his
and suppliesto be taken to camp.
National tournament took first Westcotts”presented by the Cas- when she was taken ill.
Bennett,commander;Don Boes, 130 West 30th St.; Mrs. Donald inning to back up their own two- 39 kayoes in 48 straight wins as a
Mrs. Graham was born Oct. 11.
Hogue, 488 Orchard Hills.
hit hurling for an 11-6 win over professional.LaStarza has knockplace in the women’s division of tle Park Players.
first vic£ commander;
red BosMBYCllO’s Win Honors the tourney. Miss Swaney is a Ably directed by Gene Patton, 1894 in Chicago, 111., the daughter nia Jr., second vice commander; AdmittedSunday were Paul Rot- the Fireballs.The losers notched ed out 24 of his 56 professional
summer resident and a student at the comedy, written by Ann Mor- of the late Mr. and Mrs. James Bert Blauwkamp, treasurer;John man, 54 Scotts Dr.; Mrs. Don three runs in both the second and .opponents.
At White Lake Regatta
Garlick.
third innings.Jeff Altena and AlSchaap, 787 Lincoln Ave.
Michigan State College.
rison, went off without a hitch by
Beyer, chaplain; John Klamcr,
Warren Exo. who handled the
Discharged Sunday were Robert len Timmerman led the winners
Laurie Ann Hohl, 1952 junior the deserving cast and was much
Three International 110’s from
sergeant-at-arms; Simon Elkhart,
Singel, 546 South Kelsey, Evans- with a pair of hits apiece. Larry tennis classes for the Recreation
champion,in her first year in the appreciated as was indicated by Parents Watch Zuverink
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club swept
adjutant; Edwin Schuitema is the
ville, Ind.; Elmer E. Avery, 75 Dykstra doubled for the Fireballs. Department earlier this summer,
w’omen’s division,took runnerup the applause and curtain calls,
their event in the Western Michiinstallingofficer.
honors with second overall ratEast 26th St.; Mrs. Donald Rink- The winning battery was Sherwin thinks the kids "made the most
Win
for
Indianapolis
by the audience of more than 200.
gan Sailing Regatta at White Lake
The Rev. Charles Boonstra, us and baby, 1420 Morrison, Bang- Ortman and Ivan Wassink. Dennis progress of any year.”
ings.
Although there were several
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
pastor
of Trinity Reformed or; Mrs. Lawrence Sackett, route Bluokamp, Jack Bouwman and
“You’ve got to get them before
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. (Special)
Dave VerSluis of Grand Rapids,
Peter Sears in "Revenge" finish‘‘large raindrops,” the old saying
—Big George Zuverink won his Church at Orange City, Iowa, 1, Fennville; Claude Lemmen, 33 Larry Dykstra worked for the they get bad habits," said Exo.
in his first year in competition,
ed first with 15 points for the
held true ,‘The play must go on."
"There's a million differentthings11th game of the season here Fri- was a recent visitor in this vicin- Cherry; Mrs. Edward Neuman and losers.
placed first in the Junior boys’ dithree races. Charles Dalvini in
The Castle Park Players are day night, going all the way on a ity.
they can do wrong." Exo claimed
baby, 791 Washington Ave.
vision at the Midwest. He had
“Jester" was second with 10
already rehearsing for their next five-hitter as the IndianapolisInthat if children had been playing
Hospital births include a daughfirsts in slalom and tricks and
points and Cluarke Field Jr. in his
play, "Harvey," which will be pre- dians whipped the Kansas City
a lot of tennis it was next to imthird in jumping.
ter, Nella Jean, born Friday to
September
Bride-Elect
“Yellow Peril" was third with
possible to break them of bad
In a wire from regional direct- sented Frday, Aug. 21. Readings Blu°s, 7-2.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Folkert,route
even points. Dick O’Connor and
of parts will be held Monday at
habits.
In the stands watching their Honored at Luncheon
or, David Thompson of Kalamazoo
5; a son. Kevin Blaine, born FriDick Stearns from Muskegon comNevertheless, Holland tennis is
and the American Water Ski As- 8 p.m. in the Nature Museum Am- son pitch were Zuverink’s parents.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Willis Driespleted the first five.
coming up and has been rapidly
Mr. and Mrs. George Zuverink, of
Mrs. Bernai^l Vanden Brink, enga, 168J West 18th St.; a
sociationand the president,Char- by Hoi ford will direct the play.
Bill Lowry, Jr., of Holland, sailimproving over the past few
266 Lincoln Ave. It was the first Mrs. John Vande Wegc and Mrs. daughter, Barbara Rae, bom Friles R. Sligh, Jr., three women skiing under the Grand Rapids Yacht
years. Holland Girist Urn’s 1953
time Mrs. Zuverinkhad seen her Arie Weller were co-hostcsses at day to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Velders from Holland were notified of
Club colors, took first place in the
son pitch.
Gass B net title testifies to that
a luncheonFriday at the Castle, hoff, route 2, Hamilton; a son,
their selection to representthe
“C" boat event.
Scheele
fact, while Hank Visscherand
The Indians pounded out two honoringMise Jeanne Cook who Darrel Lee, born Friday to Mr.
United States at the World Water
Week-end races at the MBYC Ski Tournament to be held at TorPaul Dykema, State Boys’ champs
runs in the second, third and fifth will be married to John De Weert and Mrs. Charles Bailey, 421 Cass
were canceled in favor of the
for 1952 and 1953 respectively,
innings for the victory.Zuverink on Sept. 5 in Trinity Reformed
onto, Canada Sept. 3, 4 and 5.
Ave., Grand Rapids.
White Lake event.
have given the Tulip City some
has lost six games.
Church.
Misses Swaney and Hohl and Mar- Chix to
A son, Walter William, born
more prestige in net circles.
Canasta was played during the Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Amos
guerite Williams, Women’s chamaftarnoon
with
duplicate
prizes
pion. will compete in the woFonner Holland Resident
Earl, i622 Jerome St.; a son,
ZEELAND (Special) — Veteran
awarded.A gift was presented to Douglas J„ born Saturday to Mr.
Waverly Activity Club
men’s division.
Manager
Marinus
Scheele
pitched
Snccmnbs in Detroit
the bride-elect.
and Mrs. Merle Cook, 655 Pinethe Zeeland Chix out of the South
Has Picnic at School
Guests included the Mesdames crest Dr.; a son, Wesley Bill, born
western MichiganBaseball league
Miss Virginia Lavender, 23. a Case Postponed
G. Vander Borgh, R. J. Kuipor, Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
The annual summer picnic of
former Holland resident, died Sat- ' GRAND HAVEN Special )-The cellar Friday night with a 2-1 vicH. De Weert, A. Cook, William Vander Heide, route 4; a daughurday evening at Bellvue Hospi- examination of Ernest H. Wingard, tory over the South Haven Merthe Waverly Activity Gub was
Lundie, Ray Soderburg, C. V.
ter, Pamela Joan, born Sunday to
tal in Detroit She had been ill for 22. 244 West Ninth St. Holland, chants.
held Friday evening at the school.
Miller, H. Weller, Don Zwemer,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Leestma,
some time with the incurable which was scheduled for Thursday Zeeland won the game in the
Husbands of members were guests.
Tom Niles and R. Prins and the 1281 East 16th St.
Hodgkin's disease.
fifth, when Dave Vander Meulen
Followinga planned potluck supMisses
Martha
Barkcma
and
at 2 p.m. before Justice T. A.
A daughter,Carol Lynn, born
.Mli" Lavender, a former em- Husted on a charge of felonious slammed out a single to score
per in the school yard, the group
Myra Saunders.
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
ploye at the Holland Hospital, driving has been postponeduntil Tony Diekema who had singled
played crazy bunco. Prize winners
Scheerhoom, 83 West 27th St.; a
lived for some time with her sisand
taken
second
and
third
on
were Mrs. Louis Van Dyke, Mrs.
Aug. 20 at 2 p.m. Wingard was the
Brake
Failure
Causes
daughter, Sally Ann, bom Sunday
ter and brother-in-law,Mr. and
wild pitches.
Ed Zuidema, John Derks, Lawdriver of the car which allegedly
to Mr. and Mrt. Ivan Wheaton,
Mrs. Leon Wenzel, Jr., 176 East
Scheele scattered nine hits,
rence Prins and Ray Rouwhbrst.
Three-Vehicle Crash
struck down Mrs. Elizabeth
315 West 21st St.; a daughter,
18th St. She spent sane time in
while the Chix were getting only
Supper arrangements were
Boetther, 74, in the 1100 block on
ZEELAND
(Special)
—
Brake
Pfc.
Marvin
Bosch,
son
of
Mr.
Barbara Dawn, bom Sunday to
Ann Arbor and then moved to
made
by Mrs. J. Derks and Mrs.
Washington St., Grand Haven, five from Merchant hurler, Jim
and
Mrs.
Albert
Bosch,
route
failure was judged the cause of a Mr. and Mrs. Leamon Tippett,
Detroit, to live with her mother,
Smith. Both teams collectedsingle
J. Naber and Mrs. C. Zuidema
March
6. Mrs. Boetther was hosthree-ear
collisionat 1:15 p.m.
1, Zeeland, hae recently been
281 Columbia Ave.; a son bom toMrs. Laura L. Lavender.
runs in the fourth inning.
was in charge of the tables.On
pitalized from March 6 to April 30
Friday on the comer of State St. day to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dalgraduated from the 2nd InfanSurviving besides the mother
Neither team boasted a win in
the coffee committeewere Mrs. J.
and
Washington
Ave.
in
Zeeland.
try
Dlvlaion'a
Non-Commiewhen she was taken to the Kalaare five sisters, Mrs. Leon Wenzel,
man, 252i Maple Ave.
the league second half, but the
Bronkema and Mrs. Ed Zuidema
loned
Officer* Academy in
Harold
D. Baar, 16, of route 2,
mazoo
State Hospital.
of Holland, Mrs. Earl Genet and
Zeeland
Chix now rest in' fourth place
and in charge of games were Mrs.
Korea, according to word reZeeland,was unable to stop his
Mrs. Dorothy De Witt, of Detroit,
Births in Huizinga Hospital inwith a 1-4 record. They play HolL. Fought and Mrs. D. Essenburg.
ceived from the Army Home
1940 model vehicle and crashed
Miss Naomi and Miss Jewel Lav- Child Runs Into Car
clude a daughter, Charlene Joy,
land’s Flyllig Dutchmen at ZeelThe next meeting of the club
Town Newa Center, Kama*
into the rear of a 1951 model
ender, also of Detroit, and one
bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. City, Mo. Pfc. Botch i* an aeon Sept. 4 will feature election of
Five-year-old Paul Rotman of and Tuesday night in their next
driven by Jack Taylor, 26, of
brother, Donald, serving as para- 54 Scotts Dr., was treated in Hol- game.
South Jefferson St., Zeeland, Garence Brower, route 5, Hol- aiatant aquad leader In Com- officers.
Funeral services were held
trooper in the United States Air land Hospital for a slight concusland; a daughter, Roselyn Beth,
Thursday night, the Grand Havpany A of the 23rd Infantry
Monday at the home and at the
causing an estimated $100 damage
^
sion and abrasions received when en Athletics walloped the Chix,
Regiment. He entered the
Zutphen ChristianReformed to Baar’s car and $75 to Taylor's
More than eight million Amer*'
Funeral arrangementshave not he ran into the side of a car on 13-1, to tie Holland for first place.
First ‘’SEiccessful overland airArmy in July, 1952, and holds leans have received divorce deChurch for four-year-oldBernauto.
been completed.
West 20th St. at 3 pm. Sunday. Each team has a 4-1 standing.
tha
Infantryman
creces during the past 10 years.
ard Nykamp. who waa killed
Taylor’s car was pushed into a plane flights in the Arctic were
The car was driven by Edward H.
Badge, UN Service Ribbon and
Thursday night when he fell
1947 model driven by Lucille made in 1925 by Adm. Richard E.
The United States has the world’s Bittner, 41, of 2037 Lakeway Dr.
The term “coolie" takes Its orithe Korean Service Ribbon.
off a dump truck. Bornard was
Ducks banded in Nebraska in
Meyer, 22, of route 1, Zeeland.
fmtest system of navigable har- Tlie youngster hit his head against gin from two Chinese words — the eon of Mr. and Mrs. Levi
recent years have been noted as
Police Chief James Flint estimatbor channels and inland water- the hood of the car and then roll- “koo," meaning strength, and
Nykamp of route S, Hudson* ed the damage to the latter car The area of Egypt is 383,000 Potato chips originated in Sara- far south as Columbia and Ecuaed ahead of the vehicle.
villa.
dor.
“lee," meaning to hire.
toga Springs, N. Y.
at $10.
square miles.
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Prices Peg Average Austrian

On an Existence From Day

Woman

to

land’s community ambassador,
Bruce Van Voorst
By Bruce Van Voorst

Of Tipsy Driving

As Teams

Defendant Files Appeal

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Engaged
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-
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1953

Becomes
Average Bride of Verne Fuder
Miss Kempers

One Run Apiece
The pitcherswere really in control Thursday night as City League
softball league official! marked up
§ pair of games decided by one
run, with .all four teams collecting
a total of four runs and 16 hits.
North Holland upset Bareman’s
Service, and Fords squeezed by

indicationof the standard of
living in Austria is the fact that
meat prices are listed in a unit of
measurementjust slightly under
one-fourth of an American pound.

And Five-Day Sentence;

13,

the average

Fuder in t pretty wedding solemnized Saturdayin Third Reformed
Church. The double ring ceremony
was performed before a profusion
of chrysanthemums,gladioli, ferns,
palms end candelabra, by the
bride'sfather end the Rev. Christian Walvoord, pastor of Third
Reformed church. The bride is the
daughter of Dr. end Mrs. John R.
Kempers of Tuxtla Gutierrez,Chiapas, Mexico, end the groom’s parents, are Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E.
Fuder of Holland. The bride
given in marriage by her brother,
David W. Kempers.
Wedding attendants were Mrs.
Robert Burton, matron of honor;

WANT-ADS
LOANS

Miu Kathken Joy Kempers became the bride of Verne Eugene

An

Justice Gives $100 Fine

THURSDAY. AUGUST

Batters Helpless

Day

(This is another in a series of
articles sent from abroad by Hol-

NEWS,

Plans to

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 Wut 8th Street,Holland

Wed

Adv.

Lopsided Scores

Austrian family buys at one time.
After deliberatingfor 15 minutes
Chances are also good that meat
a Justice court jury Tuesday afwill be served just once a week as
ternoon, found Mrs. Esther
it is in my family here.
Hulst Bros. 1-0.
Noting this just supports what is
Thomas, 40, Grand Rapids, guilty
For further proof of the hurlers*
all too plain in Austria and is readsharpness, they averaged less than
of drunk driving.The jury was
ily admitted by the people.Austria
three walks apiece.
Runa were a dim* t dozen for.
oompoaed entirelyof women.
has lost its former greatness and
North Holland scored both runs
the
two winners in City Softball
, Immediately after the verdict
is now a poor land island in EurIn the first inning on a walk,
1 Justice Frederick J. Workman of
League
play at Van Tongeren
ope. It is primarily agricultural
error, single, two fielder’s choices,
Miss ShirleyHungerink, Miu Hedy
Spring Lake assessedMrs. Thomas
Miu Donna Shuck
i but has a limited small industry.
and a wild pitch, then kung on for Jacobi, Miu Marjorie Fuder and
Field Tuesday night. In the first
a fine of $100, coat of $11.90 and
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Shuck of
The effect this has, of course, Is
the win. Bareman’s run scored in Miss Margery Kempers, bridesgame VFW shut out Hulst Bros.
sentencedher to serve five days 166 East 17th St., announce the to make living a difficultchore for
the third on an error, walk, single
maids; Alan Fuder, best man and
In the county Jail. An appeal bond engagement of their daughter,
94), and in the second game Barmost people. Just how difficult we
and passed ball. The winners nip- Kenneth Baumann, Paul Van Eck,
for $100 was immediatelyfurnish- Donna, to Leo Dell, son of Mr. and
ber Fords shifted into high gear
gathered in a recent study of the
ped
another run that inning on a David Kempker and Donald Piered and the case will be brought to Mrs. Charles Dell of Allegan. No
relationship between prices and
and rode off with a lopsided 12-2
fine throw from the second base- sma, ushers.
the Circuit Court.
date has been set for the wedding. costs.
man to the catcher.
win over Main Auto.
Miss Evelyn Hulzengasang "BeThe charge was the result of
Unskilled hand laborers can exIn the last inning with two out loved, It Is Morn," "Dedication"
The Vat’a Rog Schutt wu near
an accident which occurred on MMiu fyjth Arlene Walters
pect to receive about 24 cents an
Miss Irena Gregory
Bareman’s put together a double and “The Lord’s Prayer,"accominvincible in that first game as
104 in Spring Lake Township
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolters of
hour. Professional men like archiThe engagement of Miu Irene he sat Hulst Bros, down with a
and single, but the last man went panied by Miu Mildred Schuppert
April 8 when cars driven by Mrs.
Virginia Park announce the entects, businessmenor lawyers aveout on a fly to short.
Thomas and Mrs. Ray Vander
who
played traditional wedding Gregory to Roger Mut has been mere one hit and faced just 24
gagement
of their daughter, Ruth
rage close to 40 cents an hour while
announced by her parents.Mr. and batters, three over par for the
Vera Hop had a pair of hits to music.
Zwaag, route 1, Nunica, were inArlene, to Pvt. Irwin Dale Streur,
skilled laborers are in the top spot
Mrs. L. J. Gregory of Grand Raplead
the
winner’s
attack.
Vera
volved, injuring four persons, inseven innings. He struck out
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
The bride’s gown featured an allwith almost a 50 cent limit.
11s. Mr: Maat is the son of Mr.
Golf
cluding Mrs. Vander Zwaag, her
eight and walked just one.
Streur of route 6. Pvt. Streur has Berkompasand Bob Elzinga got lace waist of Chantilly lace, the
The
stock
American
answer
is
and
Mrs.
John
Maat
of
353
Gordon
12-year-old son, Robert, Mrs.
completed his basic training at the other two.
scallopsforming a V-neckllne,with
Bob Vork was on the mound
Thomas and her companion Rus- SAUGATUCK— Florencd Tahan- that while this may be true the Camp Polk. La., and will report Fords notched the only run of long sleeves forming a point The St The wedding hu been set for for Hulst and gave up 11 hits,
their game in the third inning on skirt was of nylon tulle over taf- Oct 16.
sell C. Colling,32, Grandville,afl ey paced the way with a sizzling costs are so much less. This is true on Aug. 17 at Ft. Lewis, Wash.
struck out one and walked one.
back-to-back doubles by Don Sun- feta, bouffant style, ballerina
of whom were hospitalized.
43 in qualifyingrounds for the in part only for housing and food.
VFW stepped off to a two-run
“Housing”is plentiful here. Good
din and Dave Kempker. The loser’s length. Her cap was of matching
Mrs. Thomas pleaded not guilty Saugatuck Golf Course’s women’s
lead in the first on two hits, a
housing
is
extremely
scarce.
An
Dale Hulst blasted a last-inning lace edged with pearls in link patbefore Justice Workman April 22 championship tournament ThursSouth Side Sluggers
wild pitch, two errors and were
old apartment may command only
triple, but died on third as the last
and furnished $100 bond. She was day.
tern. The veil waa of imported illuhelped by ^a man hit* by a pitchsix dollars a month while a new Walk to 12-11 Victory
tried before Justice Workman and
man
struck
out.
Her low score came despite an
sion. waist length. She carried a
ed ball They added seven on five
one
is
worth
up
to
perhaps
18
dola jury on June 24, when the jury 8 on hole No. 5 and 7 on hole No.
Don Piersma had two of Ford’s white orchid on a white Bible.
hits and a two-base error in the
The South Side Sluggers walkdisagreed, and the case was im- 6. Her round was the lowest of lars. No matter which one you
hits, and Sundin, Kempker and A1
The attendant ’a gowns were
second.
ed to a narrow 12-11 D League
choose
there
is a subsidy of $1.20
mediatelyset for retrial.
Piersma split the other three.' Bud fashioned, of dotted swlss, the mathe year for the weekly Ladies
Vork wu the only Hulst man
win
over
the
Fireballs
Tuesday
from the government.
Among the witnessee called Day event.
Hulst, Jake Bakker and Dale Hulst tron of honor -wearing azure blue
who hit safely,that being a sinTuesday afternoonwere the arpound
of beef roast means night on the 19th St. diamond. had the losers’ safeties.
Pairings for the championship £ ,^unuuul
and the bridesmaids corn-flower
gle in the first inning. However,
resting officer, Trooper Dawn tournament were announcedas a^out two ^oura wor*c *or
un- The losers scored 'five times in
blue. All carried corsages of blue
ha wu out on an attemptedsteal
the
first
inning
on
six
walks.
The
Wilson of the Michigan State follows by Pro Lorin Shook:
skilled laborer while pork is
aalsiesand white ribbon.
a few momenta later.
winners scored four in the first,
Police, Mrs. Vander Zwaag, Dr.
Championshipflight—Florence slightly higher. For a pound of
Pairing* for the annual City
Miss Lillian C. Van Dyke, aunt
Bob Schutt paced the winning
two
in
the
fourth,
and
sue
in
the
F. M. DeYoung of Spring Lake, Tahaney vs. Helen Jones; Virginia butter he must work
, more
, . . than fifth. The Fireballsadded pairs of
of the bride, was hostess at a Championship Golf Tournament attack with four hits In u many
who took a sample of her blood feorgman vs. Lano Dyke;
hours^but a, loaf of bread
receptionfor 175 guests held in the
runs in the second, fourth and
for a blood test, which was rewere announced today by Ameri- times at bat. His totgl Included
in
Fogarty vs. Alice Yost and E. An- takes less than one hour. At prechurch parlors. Mr. and Mrs.
fifth.
quested by Mrs. Thomas, Robert
sent
milk
is
cheap
and
can
be
can
Legion Country Club Pro two triples and two singles. V*m
derson, bye.
Vande Water had a triple and
Dilley, who was the first to arrive
GANGES
(Special)— Miss Erma Roger Kempers, brother and sisThe
battery for the Sluggers
earned
at
less
than
an
hoar
per
First flight— Lucille Williams vs
George Slikkera.
•ingle while Bill Franks had a
at the scene of the accident and
was Dave Tubergan and Larry McKeown, daughterof Mr. and ter-in-law of the bride, were masDot
Rogers; Beryl Harris vs. quart.
ter and mistress of ceremonies.
Firet round matchee must be triple. John Wolters had a double
called the ambulances, Mm. Lois
Thus far it would seem that they Dykstra, and for the Fireballs Mrs. Elmer McKeown of Ganges,
Grace Geuder; Carol Petter vs.
Schrier,a nurse at Municipal Hosand Clayton Neilsen. son of Mr. Presiding at the punch bowls were completed Aug. 15, and second and A1 Glupker, Walt Wlodarczyk
Dennis
Blukamp,
Jack
Bouwman
have
it
pretty
good.
In
addition
Ruth Whipple and Loucile YonkMrs. Robert Vlsscher and Miss
s pital, Troopers David VerBurg
they are paid six dollarsa month and Jeff Altena. Larry Tubergan and Mrs. C. Neilsen of Gowen,
round matches by Aug. 22. Third and Rog Schutt each singled.
man, bye.
and Reed Harris, Dr. Merle M.
Mich., wore united in marriage at Joyce Van Drunen, and in the gift
In that second game Fords
led
the
winners
with
three
hits,
for
each
child,
and
wages
for
idenSecond flight— Irene Hensley vs.
room were Mrs. Don Miller and round matches must be tallied by started right out with seven big
Woodward of the Crime Detection
tical labor vary depending upon and Dykstra, Ken Dorn and Ran- 3 p.m. July 26 at the St. Johns
Barbara
Klaasen;
Isabelle
KetchMiss Joan Lager. Miu Esther Koe- Aug. 2 so that the finals can be runs in the first inning on three
Laboratoryat Lansing, who made
the marital status, number of chil- dy Jansen had two apiece. Alte- LutheranChurch in Allegan.
an analysis of the blood taken in urn, by*; Kay Miller vb. Ann Cur- dren, disability etc.
The Rev. Lewis G. Meyers per- man was in charge of the guest played Labor Day, Sept. 7.
hits, three walks, two wild
na
led
the
losers
with
a
trio
of
tis and Lillian Dalman, bye.
the blood test.
formed the double ring ceremony book. Miss Jo Ann Larick cut the
pitches and an error. The winsingles.
Trophies
will
be
awarded
winBut
before
they
even
receive
Third flight—Hazel Baker vs.
Dr. De Young, Trooper Wilson
before an altar decorated with wedding cake and Mrs. Marion ners and runnereupin the cham- ners picked up snother in the setheir paycheck about one sixth is
Mildred
Cook;
G.
Everts,
bye;
and Mrs. Schrier, all testified that
white gladioli, white mums, baby Kempers and Mrs. Edward T. Van
cond on a hit and two wild pitchtaken off for sickness, disability,
pionship, first, second and third
in their opinion Mrs. Thomas was Doris Schurman, bye, and Lorbreath and candelabrabefore 100 Dyke poured coffee.
es and combined three hits and
unemployment
and
old
age
insurunder the influenceof intoxicating raine Broker, bye.
flights.
They
will
be
presented
at
Out-of-town guests were Dr. and
guests.
ance. This along with the occupa- Sfigh to
a
pused ball for three more ki
liquor.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Coffey of Mrs. Bert Kempers and childrenof a club stag later in September. the fourth. They made it 12 with
tion tax means a big part out of
Mm. Thomas took the stand in
Slikkers
said
all
final
matches
Albuquerque,
N.
Mex.;
Mrs.
WilAllegan attended the couple. Ushan already small check.
one more in the fifth.
her own defense and attributed
ers were Bud Mankln dnd Richard liam Beernink, Mr. and Mrs. on Sept. 7 will be 18-hole affairs
It is when they buy other things
the accident to the fact that her
Skill Gilpin. Alfred Adloff, organist, Richard Warntjes and family of except In the championshipflight Main Auto scored once in the
that they must pay outrageous
fifth on two hits and tallied
gentleman companion was acting
played traditional wedding music. Sioux Center, Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. where the finalists will play 36 •gain in the sixth on a hit, an
prices.A suit costs the equivalent
in a very ungentlemanlymanner.
Charles R.
The bride was attiredin a floor Marion Kempers and sons of Hull, holes on Labor Day.
of one month’s paycheck,and a
error and a wild pitch.
She did admit having had possibly
Championshipflight
Lee
Sligh Jr., president of the National length gown of white lace 'over Iowa; Dr, and Mrs. Edward
school
teacher
said.
It
takes
him
Fuzz Bauman relieved atarter
two drinks.
Association of Manufacturers, will satin made in redingote style with Heneveld of Muskegon,„ Gary Kleis vs. Ray Van Eu, Dr. Walt
over a year to save that much.
Norm Boeve for Fords on the
Other witnesses called by the
take time off from that job Satur- long sleeves, tapered to points Kempers of Chicago, Miu Marilyn Hoeksema vs. Bob Houtman, Bob
First-placeHolland Hitch edged
Prices for clothesare practically
defense included Mrs. Florence
day to put on a water skiing
Veldman of Orange City, Iowa and Greenhoe vs. M. K. Disbrow, Ger- mound In the sixth. Boeve gave
Taylor,
waitress at Turk’s fourth-place Bowman’s, 4-2, and the same as in America, which exhibitionat St. Clair Metropolitan over the wrists. She carried an Mrs. Esther Sullivan and Miss
up four hits, one run, struck out
okl Kramer vs. Wynn Vandenarm bouquet of white liliesof the
Tavern, where Mrs. Thomas and second-placeH. E. Morse beat means to the Austrian they are Beach.
two and walked one. Bauman
Eleanor
Leusenkamp
of
Casnovia.
berg, Mike Arendahorst vs. Ed
valley and white rose buds. Her
it her two male companions had third-place R. E. Barber 17-5, in six times dearer. Any luxury such
allowed two hits, one run and
Sligh, whose .home is in Holland, fingertip veil was held in place by
Both
the bride and groom were Rackes, Henry Hletbrink vs. Ted
etopped before going to Spring junior Legion playoffs at River- as a radio or electric oven is sim- Mich., is also president of the
walked one during his brief stint
a crown of seed pearls.The bride graduatedfrom Hope College with Sasamoto,Ted Yamaoka vs. Tom
ilarly out of reach of the common
Lake, Mrs. Thomas, son, Fred, view Park Wednesdaynight.
Ernie Prince atarted for Main
National Water Ski Association was given in marriage by her the class of 1953. Mr. Fuder is Sasamoto and William Hornbaker
Hitch won their game in the person.
and his girl friend, Sharon HerrAuto and gave way to Guite Van
and
is credited with introducing father."
employed
by the American Seating vs. Albert Timmer.
first inning when they jumped to
However tough it may be in the
mann, both of Grand Rspids.
Langevelde in the fourth. Prince
water skiing at Cypress Gardens,
First flight — Henry Ter Haar
Mrs. Coffey, as matron of honor, Co. of Grand Rapids and the bride
Serving on the all-woman jury two runs on a walk, double and cities, it is even more difficult for
Fla., and at Macatawa Park near
is
on
the
teaching staff of the vs. Clarence Lokker, John Hlet- gave up 11 runa, allowed eight
was
attired
in
a
gown
of
pink
net
were Mrs. George Swart, Mrs. triple. They added a run in the farmers. Farms run less than 30
Holland.
brink vs. Paul Boerlgter, Larry hits and walked six. Van Langeover satin. She carried a pink and Zeeland schools.
Forrest Salisbury, 'Mm. Austin third on Bob Van Dyke’s home acres and usually are on a mounThe NAM president will serve on white oouquet and her headdress
Following a wedding trip to Bowerman vs. Fred Coleman, Lea velde gave up one run, ona hit,
Van Straat and Mrs. Frank Wils- run and one in the fourth on a tainside.Most farmers also have
a five-member water ski team featured the same colors.
Northern Michigan and Wisconsin, Deridder vs. Jim Hallan, Del atruck out two and walked two.
berg, all of Grand Haven, Mrs. single and a pair of errors.
an equal area of uncleared land on
Bauman had a triple and single
which will perform such stunts as
receptionwas held in the the couple will reside at 138 West Koop vs. Tom Vander Kuy, Jake
Douglas Van Orman of FerrysThe losers countered with a run the mountains where they cut wood
for the winnere. Other hitters
a 360 degree turn over the six foot
Nth
St.
church
parlors.
A
four-tiered
wedMeurer
vs.
Chuck
Knooihuizen,
burg and Mrs. Orville Richardson in the fourth on a hit batter and | in summer and move it down in
jump, backward jumps and one-ski
ding cake and a groom’s cake feaof Spring Lake.
Ben Bowmaster vs. Don Uevense, were Rich Wolters with a triple,
two errors, and one in the last winter.
slalom riding.
A1 Piersma, two singles, and Don
tured
refreshments.
Mrs.
Ned
Lewinning on a walk, double and
If he is lucky he may have four
New Car Badly Damaged Larry Geuder vs. Jerry Helder. Sundin, Dave Kempker, Zeke
Other members of the team will
is poured coffee and Mrs. Eldon
single.
Second flight — Frank Lokker
to six cows and numerous smaller
be Sligh’s son, Dick; Marguerite Me Keown served at the punch In Driveway Accident
Piersma and Chet Piersma with
vs. Vera Kraal, LaVeme DeVries
Morse notched a run in the sec- animals. Valley farmers now have
Williams, American all - around
a single apiece.
table.
Mrs.
Ben
Shlmer,
sister
of
A
new
1953
model
car
with
only
vs. Tom Smith, Frank Uevense
ond frame on two wild pitches, a electricity but kerosene lamps still
woman champion, and Liz Sharpe the groom, had charge of the guest 200 miles registered
Ted Vanden Berg had a triple
consid- va. Chris Den Herder, Walt Adawalk and stolen base. They added serve for mountain areas.
and Jim Hubbard of Macatawa. book.
for Main Auto, LeRoy Tucker had
erably
damaged
at
3
p.m.
Monday
three in the fifth on an error,
maitli vs. Howie Phillips,Peter
Mountain farmers,which most
Mrs. Neilsen is a graduate of when the operator, Mary E. Wolf, Van Domelen III vs. Bill For- two singles, and How Glupker,
two walks and a double, and farmers are in Austria,must come
FennvilleHigh School and has left her driveway on route 1 and berg, Dave Jalving vs. Curly Dal- Ernie Prince and Ron Appledorn
wrapped up the game in the sev- down into the valleys in winter Youth Waives on Charge
None of Holland'sentries in enth with a double that followed and live with relativesor friends.
been employed in the Allegan ran into a two-ton truck driven by man, Gus De Vries vs. James each had a single.
Of Malicious Destruction
the National Girls under 15 Ten- a single, walk and error and drove
State Bank the past three years. Andrew Knoll, tipping it over.
As is true in America, there has
Klomparens.
nis Tournament In Kalamazoo’s in three runs.
Damage to the car wu estimatShe formerlywas employed in a
been a constant migration from the
Muskegon Man Fined
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Stowe Stadium this week were
Chicago bank. Mr. Neilsen is as- ed at $1,000 and to the truck,
Barber scored once in the fourth farms to the cities in the last deThomas
N.
Courtade,
18,
route
able to win a single match. But on a single and two errors,added i cades. This has raised labor costs
On Tipsy Driving Count
sistant manager of the Penney $100. Mra. Wolf received a minor
the quality of the competition was three in the next inning on a dou- on the farms to a point where 1, Conklin waived examination on store in Allegan where he has been cut over her eye.
emphasized when Hamtramck's ble, single and three walks, and farmers will not hire any outside a charge of malicious destruction employed for the past six years.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The accident occurred on the
of property when arraigned before
Gwen McEvans, probably Michi- finishedwith a triple and error for labor.
John G. Pardiff, 35, Muskegon,
A
trip to Northern Michigan was Beeline road in Laketown townJustice F. J. Workman this morngan’s best young female netter, three runs.
pleaded guilty to a drunk driving
It becomes quite clear that life ing and was bound over to Circuit taken by the couple who now are ship three miles south of Holland.
U.
was blanked 6-0, 6-0, by unseeded
charge before JusticeT. A. Husted
here means no more than living Court to appear Thursday morn- residing on Park Ave. in Allegan. Deputy Henry Bouwman investi12-year-oldPatsy Palmer of PhoeWednesday and was sentenced to
gated.
from day to day and worrying no ing. He was released on his own
nix, Ariz.
Marriage Licenses
Rua DeVette today announced pay $100 fine, $11.35 costa and
The truck, owned by the Holfurther. None of the families we recognizance.
Actually, every contestant from
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
that
he will remain at Hope Col- serve three days on the county
land
Co-op,
loaded
with
a
have talked with are able to save
Courtade, together with two
the state accompanied the HolOttawa County
lege as athleticdirector,assistant jail If fine and costs are not paid
half-tonof feed.
anything, although they knew of Juveniles, 15 and 16 years old,
land girls on the long march to
Orie W. Dekker, 32, Grand Rafootball and head baseball coach. he will be required to serve 90
wealthy families who were in a allegedly took a ride with two
the sidelinesafter the first round. pids, and Ruth Knoper, 27, route
DeVette has declined an at- days. The arrest was by city police
better position.
Mrs. Clara Noble is observing Mn. Lena Everse Diet
separate
bulldozers
the
night
of
Sue Metzger, Kalamazoo standout, 1, Hudsonville; William D. Ham
tractiveoffer from the University at 1:56 a.m. today on Second St.
But
we
are
interested in the July 24 and did considerable her 85th birthday anniversary tolost 6-0, 6-3 to Norma Harris, of Hn, 18, and Betty L Forsten, 16;
of Maine to be assistant football Pardiff was not involvedin an
day at the home of her son-ln-laW At Holland Hospital
Brooklyn, and another Ham- Kenneth D. Moulenbelt,23, and “average’’ family and from what damage to the equipment as well
and head basketball coach. He de- accident.
we
can
observe, there is no envy as some newly graded road on and daughter, Dr. and Mrs. F. E.
HUDSONVILLE (Special) -Mrs. clined an offer earlier this slim- Pelino Mascitti,55, of Muakegon,
' tramck star, Phyllis Saganski,
Cleone Mary Van Lan Langen,
DeWeese,
East
16th
St
Mrs.
Noin our eyes.
which one of the bulldozers had
Lena Everse, 55 East Nth St., mer from Maine and the eastern paid $10 fine and $2 costa before
went down 6-0, 6-2 before Nancy 21. all of Holland; Sherwin Jay
ble is formerly of Allegan.
been working.
formerly of Hudsonville, died at
Nering of Newburgh. N. Y.
NagelkJrk, 22, route 2, West Olive,
Visitorsat the home of Mr. and Holland Hospital Friday afternoon. school officials made a new offer Justice Frederick J. Workman this
Restitution of $380 has been
Of the Holland girls, Judy Bos and Jeanette Ter Horat, 22, route
which DeVette declined Wednes- morning on a charge of excessive
made by the parents of the boys Mrs. C. C. Wood, Waukazoo, are She wu 86.
dropped a 6-0, 6-2 match to Judy 3, Hudsonville; Jack E. Mastenday.
speed under existingconditions.At
Involved for damage to the road. Mr. Wood’s sister and husband,
Surviving are three daughters,
Hagen, Middletown, phio, and brook/ 28, Grand Haven, and DcMr. and Mrs. E. J. Canaday of Mrs. Jeanette Douma, of Jenison, He visitedthe Maine campus at 8 a.m. Mascitti’scar rolled over
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
Linda Kalkman lost to Andrea maris Fuller, 23, Muskegon; ClarOrono earlier this week and an- on US-31 north of Ferrysburg while
Raleigh, N. C. They plan to stay
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Dena Schutmaat, Holland and nounced his decision upon his reBorgen, Bethesday Md., 6-1, 6-0. ence S. Dean, 56, and Nellie Marie
Humidity Causes Fog
en route to Chicago. Neither the
until Monday.
Thursday were Mrs. Johannes
Mrs. Isabel Kamps, of New Mexi- turn to Holland Wednesday night.
This gives Betheeda a sweep of Cohee, 47, both of Ferrysburg.
driver nor his two passengers were
High humidity is the cause of
Cadet Harold Vander Ploeg, son co; three sons, Edward and TheoKarel,
265
East
11th
St.;
Kate
nationalunder 15 honors, since
Roger J. Wiersma, 20, and Jane
"I was very impressedwith the injured although the top of the car
the heavy tog that blanketed Hol- of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vander
Boetsma,
route
2,
Zeeland;
David
its Donald Dell walked off with Helmink, 18, both of Holland;
dore of Holland, and Henry, Grand- set-up at Maine," DeVette said,
land and the surrounding area this Ploeg, South Shore Dr., arrived in
was badly damaged.
the boys’ title two weeks ago.
ville; 21 grandchildren,and 11 “but have decided to remain at
Gerald Albert Prince, 18, route 1, Vander Hill, 267 West Nth St.; morning, according to WeatherHolland Wednesday night from great grandchildren.
Joyce Walters was defeated by Holland, and Delores Kay, 19, of j Mrs. Dena Evers, 55 East Nth St.
Hope."
Kingspoint, Long Island, N. Y.,
DischargedThursdaV were Scott man Charles Steketee.
Nancy Loop,
Jacksonville Holland.
The former standout basketball
Because
of
the
heat,
the
heavy
where he attend* the Merchant
Lee Veldhuis, 720 Wisteria Rd.;
Beach, Fla. 6-2, 6-3.
player was named athletic direcdew
that has been failing in the Marine Academy. He took a
Mrs. John Hoffman and baby, 583
A consolation tournament was
tor at Hope last spring to succeed
early morning was changed to a plane to Chicago and the train to
GraafschapRd.
held for the first-round losers, Little Girl Hurt
MUton L. "Bud” Hmga.
UMHUffllijl
ground
fog
that
caused
Holland
Holland where he was met by his
and Linda Kalkman beat Ham- Little threeryear-old Dawn
Hospital births include a daughtramck's Donna Zoskey 6-4, 5-3, Marie De Feyter of 11 North ter, Nancy Lynn, bom Wednesday residents to slow up when driving parenta.He will return to the
to work this morning.
Academy in 10 days.
(9 although officially it was a de- River Ave. fractured her collar- to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oetman,
bone and received some other route 2, Hamilton; a daughter, ......
.........
.........................
......
.
faulted on the last game.
Nancy Parsons of Danville, bruises and abrasions when she Lynn Marie, bom Thursdayto Mr.
Ind., ousted Judy Bos 6-3, 2-6, ran into the street from behind and Mrs. Edward Neuman, route
6-3 and Joyce Walters fell to a parked car Wednesday evening 6; a daughter, Constance Louise,
Nancy O’Connell of Highland and ran into the rear fender of bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Plaggemars
• car driven by Marshall Bryon, Robert Rhpda, 1690 Washington;a
Park, HI., 6-1, 6-2.
with their childrenentertained
.........
..........
— ............... — ,
28, of 183 East 10th St. An officer
daughter Dora today to Mr. and
relatives and friends Wednesday
By Woody Guernsey
was nearby in a cruiser and took Mrs. Lawrence Brouwer, route 6;
‘These boys whose ages range
afternoon and evening at their
Holland Girl Injured
Here’s
a
letter
we
received
from
the little girl and her father to
up to 11 years sure play a good
a daughter, Mary Elizabeth,bora
home, 168 Highland Ave.
one of the more avid baseballfans
Holland Hospital The accident
In Friday Accident
today to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
The occasion marked the 50th
of Holland Tuesday.He Is Harry game of baseball and they all are
occurred in front of the child's
Vande Bunte, 117 East Nth St.; a
wedding anniversary of the couple
One-and-a-half year old Linda
out
to
win.
home.
"Hap’’ Steffens of 259 West 18th
who have lived in Holland all
daughter bora today to Mr. and St.
Kay Essenberg,722 Michigan
"It wu a hard fought game and
their livea.
Mrs. Vernon Maatman, 58 West
Ave., Friday afternoon,was treatHap
pitched for the old Holland it wu won in the final inning by
Nth St.
Mrs. Plaggemars who is 69
ed for cuts and bruises to her
Independentsfor several years
years old is the former Anna Pool
Van Raalte by a score of 3-2. \
right knee at Holland Hospital afand in 1913 won a baseballpopuShe has one sister and two broter she ran into the side of a car
Glenn Brower again led the.Hol- Harry Beatty Dies
"Immediately after the game
larity contest sponsored by the
thers. Mr. Plaggemars who is 70
near her home.
land Archery Club at Its weekly
Relatives here -have received Grand Rapids Press and attended the winners went into a huddle
is the son of John Plaggemars
The mishap occurred at 5:20 shoot on the Fish and Game Club
word
of the death of Harry F. a world series game in New York and gave a big cheer for the loswho is nearly 95 years old. Dick
p.m. Friday near the intersection property. He posted a 374, followBeatty, Jr., 57, which occurred un- between the Giants and Athletics ers.
Plaggemars is the oldest of nine
of 30th St,, and Michigan Ave. ed by Bill Brown’s 321. Other
“I think more fans should come
expectedly of a heart attack July u their guest.
children, four brtAhers and four
Miss Marilyn Vanderwall
Driver of the car, WinifredMar- scores were: Marve Wabeke, 304;
•
Here’s
Hap’s
note:
out
to
see
these
boys
and
cheer
30 in Winchester,Va., only two
sisters, all of whom are still living.
Mr. and Mra. George Vande>
link, 35, of 454 West 21st St.4 Paul Barkel, 253; Webb Dalman.
Miss Morion Klekovar
"Monday evening I went to the them on. Their actions on and off
months after the family left HolMr. Plaggemars was formerly derwall of 81 East 32ml St., anheading east on 30th St told po- 249; Gene Heddinga, 209; Earl
land, Mich., where they lived for 24th St and Maple Ave., play- the field show that their Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Kiekover of for many yean ini business as a nounce the engagement of their
lice she did not see the child until Welling, 203; Red Hiddinga,198;
the past year. Services were held grounds to see a baseball game Scout training can do a lot for route 3, Zeeland, have announced buildingmover. Both Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Marilyn Ruth, to Pvt
she ran into the side of the mov- Dick Taylor, 196; John Mulder,
Aug. 3 in Haggewtown, Md., with between the Federal School Cub them.
the engagement of their daughter, Plaggemars are charter members Donald Ooating, son of Mr. and
ing car.
195; Bob Plooster,162; Joyce Bar- burial there. Beatty was a fore- Scouts and the Van Raalte Ave.
"I say more power to them and Marian, to Corp. Garry Nyboer, of Fourteenth Street
Mrs. Clarence Costing of 115 East
The youngsterwai released kel, 145; Warren St. John, 124; man at Bay View Furniture Co. Cub Scouts and I sure witnessed I also give a vote of thanks to son of Mr. and Mrs. John Nyboer
Reformed Church, Mr.
.
from Holland Hospital after treat- Bud Van Tak, 89; Roger Mulder, Surviving are the wife and two
a real good demonstration of good the cubmaaters who are doing a of route 1, Hamilton.The couple man having,served as a
and
*a
67.
children.
dean sport
wonderful Job."
plan to be married Dec. 2.
the consistory.
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Garbageman, Spare That Pail-It
Might Be More Alive Than You Think

to escape the traps. They
merely stick a paw under the
gate, lift it, and go looking for
another meal
The coons' also have a habit of

crawling up between the walls of
the lake awoke one night to hear wooden buildings and among the
a noise that sounded like a light rafters and giving off a zoo-like
bulb rollingacross a board walk. odor.
The concensus seems to be that
She investigatedand saw four
young coons rolling the light bulb the coons are an awful nuisance;
back and forth on her porch. They that there ought to be a law
persisted in the sport until the against their disturbing the peace
bulb got wedged between the wall at night; but that people are
and a table leg. Being, after all. learning to live with them, and in
young, they apparently decided some cases almost enjoying it.
The coons? They haven’t said,
But the raccoons are pestering, not to move the table, and deexactly, but they seem to be havand in some cases, scaring, the parted for dinner.
daylights out of folks, particularly It seems a characteristic of ing more fun than anybody.
coons that which ever way they
around Macatawa.
A couple of feminineguests at move— it's toward food. Some of Edwin D. Curtiss Dies
Waukazoo Inn reported a ghostly the more sophisticatedrecenty detread above their room, together veloped a desire for sea-food,and In Allegan at Age of 83
with the sound of spectral knock- made merry 'at the minnow tank
ALLEGAN .(Special) —Edwin
ing. The ladies were vehement in front of Casey Landman’s near
D. Curtiss, 83, died Tuesday at
about it causing a mild stir among the harbor entrance.
Another future fur-hat sent a his home here. Funeral services
the .pther, guests. It was— you
guessed it. Small furry spooks three-year old girl rushing into will be held Friday at 2 p.m.'from
with cuted ringed tails playing tag the house to tell her aunt she had the Gordon funeral home with
seen a creature on the roof and burial in Oakwood cemetery.
in the attic.
Survivors include three sons,
Then there was the night at the she was sure it wasn’t a man. It
Inn when a flashlight revealed wasn’t, nor was it Santa Gaus, al- Roy and Orries of Kalamazoo,and
15 small coons precedingslowly though the animal frequently Wilson of Laketon,Ind.; a stepson, Glen Forte, Grand Rapids; a
single file up a large tree near the ceased pacing the roof to pop into
daughter, Mrs. George Siebert.
the
chimney
and
then
peek
over
hotel. A larger coon, possibly the
and two step-daughters,Mrs.
mother type, sat on the hotel, with the edge to survey the surroundHarvey Porter and Mrs. Marian
only her glowing eyes visible over ing galvanized restaurants.
But the coons can be a real Coffey, all of Allegan; and eight
the edge of the roof. As the small
grandchildren.
coons drew level with the roof the nuisance. The clatter of tippedHe was a member of the Alleover
garbage
pails
is
highly
unconlarger one reached out and hoistgan IOOF lodge.
ed them one by one to the ducive to sound sleep, and a number of cottagers have been forced
shingles.
There was also Mergatroyd, who j to tie the pails down or build Tuesday Golf Winners

Cottage* and resort* in the area
are suffering an "invasion” which
counts among its weapons humor,
the clatter of garbage pails, and
• rather strong odor.
The invaders are too smart to
trap, there'sa law against killing
them, and most people who have
seen them are soon laughed* out
of destructive thoughts anyway.

Challenging Addresses

Heard

Choirmon ond Committee Moke

much so in ; fences around them,
fact that she visits one every
But the coons will have to be
night. And when the owners of the tolerated, because the law propail grew inhospitableand put her hibits killing them. And they treat
dinner on the screen porch Merga- the conservation department's
troyd used the screen for an ap- traps the way Houdini did hand-

likes garbage pails. So
Plans

SAUGATUCK

'Special

;

Choosing as her theme, "Con- mented by the proceeds from two
tact People,” Mrs. George Laug, inspirational dinners held last
winter enables the Syndicateto
missionary to Japan, presented a
meet its obligations of a $500
challenge to her audience at the share in the support of the Rev.
afternoon meeting of the annual H. Van’t Kerkhof at the Cook
Colonial Mission Feat of the Re- Christian Training School in
formed Churches of Holland and Phoenix, Ariz., and a $500 share
Zeeland Classes held Wednesday in the Medical Center in Pungain Zeeland. The evening audience mor, India.
which filled the bowl at the Lawrence Street Park heard stirring
Bay City Minister Will
addresses by the Rev. John Kern-

.

Style Show

<

Mission Fest

gt

(-Win-

peif, veteran Reformed church Conduct Fair Service
who spoke
on "Contrastsin Chiapas,"and
ALLEGAN Special )-Dr. Freby Dr. E. . M. Eenigenbergof derick A. Roblee, pastor of the
Western TheologicalSeminary Bay City PresbyterianChurch,
who had for his subject "Persis- will be the speaker at religious
tence in a Great Work."
serviceswhich will open the 101st 4
Berlin Bosman, Syndicate vice Allegan county fair, Sunday, Sept.
president, presided at the after- 13.
noon meeting which included a
Sponsoredby the city ministersong service led by Richard Huy- ial association,the services last
ser, a children’s program in year attracted more than 2,000
charge 9f the Misses Angie Lam persons. They are held in front
and Necia De Groot and devotions of the grandstand.
conducted by the Rev. Donald
Dr. Roblee is well known In the
Buteyn of Jamestown. Duets was Thumb area of Michigan for his
sung by the Misses Mary Zwyg- radio preaching and newspaper
huizen and Jan Van Peursem, ac- writing. He recentlyscreed as
companied by Miss Jane Vander moderator of the Presbyterian
Velde.
Synod of Michigan.
Instrumental music by the Vanden Berg Brothers of Byron CenPass Swim Tests
ter preceded the evening meeting
which *vas in charge of Martin Director Ned Stuits of the Red
Wyngarden, president of the Syn- Cross — Recreation Department
dicate. The Rev. Jay Weener of swimming program at Port ShelBcaverdam conducted the sonp don has compiled the list of chilservice and the Rev. John Behes dren who passed the swimming
of Beechwood led the devotional tests at the close of the first half^
vocal selections by a trio com- last Friday. The classes have a
posed of Mrs. H. Schutt, Mrs. H. daily total of 687 children.Of 520
VanDyke and Mrs. R. Ryzenga. beginners,290 passed, of 139 interaccompanied by Miss Ruth Slot- mediates 46 passed, of 18 swimman. Mrs. Lorenzo Meengs wa* mers 8 passed, all five advanced
missionary to Mexico

(

ners of the Tuesday night Business Girls’ Golf league included
Dorothy Kohl, three blind holes,
Mary Rusticus and Ann Mahon,
Gen.
low net and Betty Floto, least
petizer. Being rather bigger than a cuffs. The department’s only act- putts. Thirteen members were
fly-j-morelike an average dog, ac- ion is to trap the coons and deliver present.Other novelty features
tually. She got her dinner, and the them from civilization. Or maybe are planned for the next Tuesday
Cites
Always a highlightof the social
cottage got a new screen.
it’s the other way around. At any session at the Saugatuck Golf
swimmers passed, and all five
pianist for the day.
season at Macatawa Bay Yacht
A woman on the other side of rate, the animals have figured a Club.
A
total offering of $671 supple- junior life savers passed.
Hope
College
Educators
Turkey’s strategic importance
Club, the annual fashion show this
in world affairs was pointed up by
year is scheduled for Wednesday, To Attend Conference
a dimmer resident of Macatawa
Aug. 19 at the club. The enlarged
in a, televisioninterview seen by
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope Colclubhouse will be . arranged to
many local friends over WOODlege president, and Dr. John W.
TV at 10:15 Thursday evening.
most effectivelyshow the latest
Hollenbach will attend the College
Lt. Gen. William "Duke" Arfall fashions to as many people as
Faculty Conference sponsored nold of St. Louis, Mo., who has
posrible.
by the Michigan Bell Telephone spent many summers at his MacaChairman of this year's show is Co. in the Detroit-Leland Hotel tawa cottage "Stack Arms," wa«
lira. William Telling.A planning Monday, Aug. 17, through Friday interviewed by Ciete Roberts on
his "World Reporter" program
meeting was held Friday with Aug. 21.
Gen. Arnold, chief of the Joint
The representatives of higher
•everal committeechairmen preseducation will study the com- American Mission for Military'
ent Shown in the photo are Mrs. pany's basic operations,its policies Aid to Turkey, said the Turks
John G. Eaton, Mrs. Telling and and the economics of a telephone have advanced to such an advancMrs. Donald Crawford, seated, left utility and will present their criti- ed stage of military training that
to right, and Mrs. E. H. Gold, cisms and suggestionsto top they "could materially delay any
management during the confer- attack on the north or east.” He
standing.
emphasized the importance ol
Theme of the fashion show is ence.
Other
educational
institutions Turkey to the free world by stat‘'CoaflbpolitanFashions for Urban-Suburbanliving ” Clothes and invited to send representative*in- ing that at present the Turks
accessories will be shown by a clude Central Michigan College of have 400,000 well-trained troops
Education, University of Mich- and this number could be increasGrand Rapids shop.
Serving with Mrs. Telling are igan, Michigan State College, ed considerably in case of attack
PAINT Wayne University,University, Gen. Arnold also added that the
Mrs. John G. Eaton and Mrs. DonLumlnsll . Enterprise.. Ford
University of Detroit, Alma Col- Tuijts are being trained in use ol
Homes . Farms . Lots . Rsserta
ald J. Crawford, co-chairmenfor
Low Lustre House Psinta
lege, Western Michigan College of small arms and bazookas, which
Fresh Dally— Two Locations
tickets; Mrs. E. H. Gold, chairISAAC .OUW
Education, Hillsdale College and are new to them.
Color House
man, Mrs. Henry Maentz, Mrs. H.
Albion College.
REALTY
CO., Ltd.
Gen. Arnold is now stationed in
Product
Mkt
VAN GRONDELLE
P. Harms, Mrs. Edward Jones and
Austria in a. similar capacity.
29 W. 8th St
Phone 2364
8th and Pins 81st and Michigan
152 East 8th
Phone 7372
Mrs. Willis A. Diekema, refreshPipettes used in biology can
Cor. US-31 A 15th
Holland, Michigan
ments; Mrs. William Beebe, modpick up a single bacillus 1/25, 000th
The cook -of the-rock is a hotels; Mrs. Kenneth Campbell, Mrs.
of an inch in diameter.
tempered South American bird.
SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS
A ytar-round fireproofhotel In
Fred Pickel and Mrs. Charles
Geerds • Veltman, Inc.
Gifts
BUY
A
Western Michigan’s VacationStewart decorations;Mrs. Clark*
FIRESTONE TIRES
700 MichiganAve.
Field, properties;Mrs. Telling,
land. A Truly Modern Hotel
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publicity.

Kempker-Thomas Vows Spoken

170 Rooms.

Models selected to show the
towns are the Misses Sally Copeland, Jill Crawford, Mary Stewart, Jane Boyd, Katie Kolb and
Tamsen Sears, junior models; Mrs.
Howard Hamm, Mrs. Harold
Sears, Jr., Mrs. J. C. Fetter,
Mrs. Lawrence Geuder, Mrs.
James Brooks, Mrs. Ward Hansen,
Mrs. Charles R. Sllgh, Jr., Mrs.
Harold Van Tongeren, Mrs. H. C.
Grigg, Mrs. Hollis M. Baker, Mrs.
E. H. Gold, Mrs. James Den Herder, Mrs. Phillip Buchen and Mrs.

GIFTS

FRIGIDAIREAPPLIANCES

RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.
AIR

PHONE

CONDITIONED COMFORT

of

HARDWARE

2660 and 2488

ST.

STH

Eat In The Dutch Grills

PHONE

I58S

RUSSELL A

WARM FRIEND

We Sell The Earth
and Insure Your Buildings

Bulk or Bottled

NIE8 HARDWARE
Phons 3315

Restaurants

CO.
6-8833 - 6-8561

-

and Contents.

81 Weet

G.E. Electrical Appliances
Bottled Gas Service
Service On All Appliance#
All Types of Electric Wirln|

St

Phone 8566

RELIABLE SERVICE
Lake — Farm Properties
Home — Cottages — Lots

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 8th

8th

DE ROD REALTY CO.
City

Phone 4811

194

—

'iver at

MEENG’S

KUASEN

Real Estate A Insurance

fn/oy Yourself At The

Mrs. Crawford,reservationsare
availableat Waukazoo Inn, Macatawa Hotel and Castle Park. The
event is open to the public.

Holland’s Only 8h«ll Station

Realtors

Teerman Hardware
II E.

William Beebe.
In addition to Mrs. Eaton and

BATTERIES & ACC.

Holland Board

HOUSEWARES

, Frozen Food Lockers

Auto Service

Realtors

Btb

STANDARD SERVICE

—

Greasing

Washing

—

Pulishlng

Atlas Tires and Batteries
18th and

River

Chrysler

•

Phone 9121

Plymouth

SALES and SERVICE
Complete One-Stop Service
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Phan* 4755

Rally Speaker

INSURANCE
OUR BUSINESS

IS

194

4ivar

Phone
Let us help you

tn}oy Mery Anne *t the Hammond
Organ 12 to 2 and 5:30 »a I
Open 5:30 a.m. till midnight

McBride

-

Jacob Grasmeyer

Photo Supply

2747

Quality

S

Across from

DUTCH MAID

Jewelers

a

fj
I

JEUIEIRY

Ave.

I

Property

HAAN MOTOR SALES
25 W. 9th St

SHOP

Warm

Friend Tav.

Dry Cleaning

Phone 7242

HUDSON
WILLYS

KAISER

For 19 Years

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY
60 East 8th Street

SALES ond SERVICE

STUDIO and PHOTO SUPPLY

Fine Selection

7 Weet 8th 8t

Filins

—

Books

......

Portraits end Cameras

(LEANED

Bakery

48 EAST STH STREET

AT YOUR 8ERVICI
Phone
ftth

Holland

College at 6th

SALES and SERVICE
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Drugs -'Cosmetics, ninth

SWEET ROUS

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE
M Eut

8th

St

Bunts’s Pharmacy
$4 East 8th

Phone 2542

St

Ph. 4714

GENERAL TIRES
TIRES ARE

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Toys

OUR BUSINESS

READ

Rexall Agency
20 Wert

8th

Phone S10S

Drugs end Cosmetics

Model Drug Store
We

The

Holland Evening Sentinel

IT

Sth

Shop
Phone 3109

Hansen’s Drug Store

Shop

254 River Ave.

ORDER

50 Wert

4 Registered Pharmacist*

Complete Selection of Toy*
m Season the Year ’Round '
Hobby Supplies — Sptg. Goode
Fleh Tackle Baby Furnishing*

While on your

*

BEACH TOYS
FOUNTAIN

Bill’s Tirs

LAKE MICHIGAN
64
Air 74

De Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc.
at river phone 238*

VISIT OUR

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

Water Temperature

7229

CHEVROLET

Rob't.

Rsliable Cycle

2879

Wert

•

Drugs

CAKES and PIES

Deposit* Insured to $10,000

CHAMBER of
COMMERCE

PH. 2465

PASTRIES

A Convenient and Friendly
place to do your banking.

HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND

72543 MichiganAve. Ph.

DELICIOUS

Peoples Stale Rank

INFORMATION

UNITED
MOTOR SALES

•THE HOUSE OF SERVICE”
FOR

Traveler

USED CARS

DEVELOPING and PRINTING

BOOK STORE

•

of

....... Holland

BRINK’S

Tourist

•

HERFST

SANDWICH SHOP
LIMITS

HAMBURGERS

Faat Service

and GIFT

SANDWICH end SODA BAR
Hamburger*, Bar-B-Q’e
Ice Cold Drinks, Thick Malts
Mr. ond Mrj. Jock Kempker
Our Specialty
(Prince photo)
Before an altar decorated with hof played the traditionalLohen- Op US 81 across from Junior High
candelabraand large baskets of grin wedding march by Wagner as
white Shasta daisies, Miss Anne the bride approached the altar,
and Mr. Van Gelderen sang the
RUSS’
Marie Thomas became the bride
"Lord’* Prayer” as the couple
Dr. Leonard Greenway
of
Jack
Kempkea
on
July
31,
at knelt.
Dr. Leonard Greenway, well
known minister and lecturer, will 7:30 pm.
Baskets of white gladioli and
HOLLAND
The double ring ceremony was mixed garden flowers decorated EAST
give the inspirationaladdress at
ALL STEAK
performed
by
the
Rev.
John
O.
the Holland Christian school
the church parlors for the receprally to be held Aug. 29 at the Hagans in the Chapel of the First tion following the ceremony. More
Christian Reformed conference Methodist Church. The bride was than 100 guest* were present
grounds, it was announced today given away at the altar by her
The bride’s mother wore a gown
father.
by school officials.
of grey taffeta with white accesParents of th* couple are Mr. sories, and the mother of the
Greenway at present.1* the pastor of the Burton Heights Christ- and Mrs. Bert M. Thomas, 438 groom wore navy blue crepe, also
S Block* ft. of 32nd on Uft SI
ian Reformed church of Grand Howard Ave. ,and Mr. and Mrs. with white accessories.Both wore
Featuring: Chicken
Rapids. Previous to his present John H. Kempker, 179 East corsages of mixed garden flowers.
Hot. Sandwiches. Thick
Fourth
St
charge he was teacher of Bible
At the reception Mrs. John O.
Malteds . See Food* A Frit*
Miss Thomas chose Miss Elaine Hagans cut the wedding cake and
and student counselor at Grand
Home Made Plea
Rapids Christian High School. Bacheller as her maid of honor, Mrs. Gladys Aldrich aetpd as misJohn Veltkamp,president of the and David Kempker acted as best tress of ceremonies. The Misses
•chool board, said other numbers man for his brother. Ushers were Sally and Sandra Range assisted
are being arranged for the eve- Dave Bos and Ron Boeve. Master it the punch bowl while Miss
ning program which i* slated to Dan Koop lightedthe candles.
Sunny Bowman was in charge of
get underway at 7:30. A full afThe bride wore
ballerina the guest book.
ternoon program of sports has length gown of embroideredblue
Pouring were Mrs. E.iJ. Bachelbeen arranged for the children, organdy. A wreath of Shasta dais- ler, and Mrs. Arthur Riley, of
with a supper hour in the form ol ies held her blue veil In place and Grand Rapids, and Mr. and Mrs.
family picnics to follow, Velkamp she carried a colonial bouquet, Paul Ter Beek had charge of the
Mid.
also of daisies.
gift table. The WSCS of the First
The rally is being sponsored by
The maid of honor wor* a gown MethodistChurch was in charge
the board and the Christian High of yellow embroidered organdy of the reception.
School Alumni Association.
styled like the bride’s, and carried
Both the bride and groom are
a bouquet of yellow Mexican zin- 1953 graduates of Holland High
The pronghornantelope can run nias. She wore a wreath of yellow School. The new Mrs. Kempker
at 40 mile* an hour for about two zinnias in her hair.
has been employed at the Ablief.
Music was providedby Miss tract Office and the groom plans
Depenaaole Jeweler* for ever
Shirley Nonhof, who played "Hu- to enter Hope College in SeptemHew Zealand comprises North moresque,”and Donald Van Gel- ber.
quarter of century
South Island, Catham Is- deren, who sang "Because,” pre•
W.
ftth
Phone 460$ Holland
The couple will be at home after
•ad Stewart Island.
ceding th* ceremony. Mils Non- Aug. 10 at an Liocoia
1
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DU SAAR PHOTO

Fishing Equipment

HAD’

—

A

426 Maple Ave
Phone 4462

Photo Finishing

Full Line Of

Drive-Ins

City

KODAKS

Crawford Agency

AIR CONDITIONED

REALTOR

vacation.

TODAY

five SSH Stomps

Comer Sth-Rrver Phene 4707

PHONE 3191 FOR SPACE
IN THIS DIRECTORY

Holland Association
of Insurance Agents

Bids You Welcome
Simon Borr, Arnold W. Hertel,
Holland Insurance Agency,
Russell

A.

Kloosen,

Benjamin Lemmcn,
evens# Agency, I. H. Marsilje,
McBride-CrawfordAgency,
John Vinkemulder,
VI ssc her- Brooks InsuranceAgency
Wolbrlnk Insurance Agency

4>

